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Introduction 
In "Charles Wesley and James Oglethorpe in Georgia" Richard P. 

Heitzenrater explores the paradigm of "parson" (Charles Wesley) and "squire" 
(James Oglethorpe) as suggested by Harvey Jackson in his volume Oglethorpe in 
Perspective: Georgia's Founder after Two Hundred Years (1989). Heitzenrater's 
discussion greatly aids the understanding of the role of Wesley and Oglethorpe in 
the colony and of their understanding of one another. 

The squire was to implement the goals of the colony as stated in the Charter, 
namely, "govern with efficiency and effectiveness, and do all in his power to pro
vide for a smoothly operating community." The parson was "to promote the 
peace and well-being within the community, order and decorum within the 
church, and harmony among all of the inhabitants of the area" (p. 6). 

While Oglethorpe clearly saw the parson and church as subject to the state, 
Charles Wesley held Oglethorpe and his status in the colony in high regard. 
Nevertheless, he saw his role as priest and the church itself as ultimately subject 
to God. It is in exploring these perspectives that Heitzenrater sheds light on the 
relationship of the two men and the tensions between them. 

The article "Charles Wesley and Slavery" by S T Kimbrough, Jr., brings 
together from a variety of sources all known documents that in some way relate 
Charles Wesley to the subject of slavery: journal entries from his American 
sojourn before his departure from Charlestown for England and of his visitation 
with an imprisoned black man after his return to England, a few poetical refer
ences to American slavery in Wesley's poetry, depositions from the Court of 
King's Bench, references to slaves in Wesley's personal letters, and a series of let
ters from freed slaves Ephraim Robin John and Ancona Robin Robin John who 
became acquainted with Charles Wesley and corresponded with him. The author 
sets these materials in their eighteenth century context and raises the question as 
to why Wesley was not a more outspoken opponent of slavery in his writings than 
he was. Nevertheless, in a shorthand passage written by Charles Wesley on the 
bottom of one of the Robin Johns letters and never before deciphered the author 
finds the first statement by the poet-priest that he unquestionably saw slave trade 
and the Christian faith as mutually exclusive. 

In "The Wesleys' Sacramental Theology and Practice in Georgia" 
Geordan Hammond examines the quest of the Wesleys to restore primitive 
Christianity both in study and practice in their first assignment as missionaries. 
They believed that the Church of England in its high church tradition was pre
serving a living tradition, rather than fostering an antiquarianism. Hammond 
finds the Wesleys' sacramental theology and practice in Georgia to be the key to 
understanding their attempt to create primitive Christianity in the American 
colony. 
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The author provides a thorough and helpful analysis of the background and 
context for the Wesleys' sacramental theology, particularly the eighteenth-century 
influences, such as that of John Johnson and the nonjurors. He then moves to the 
pertinent writings of John and Charles Wesley, e.g. Hymns on the Lord's Supper 
and Charles's "On a Weekly Sacrament." In addressing the brothers' Eucharistic 
and baptismal practices in Georgia, Hammond's study enlarges our understand
ing of how the Wesleys' sacramental theology and practice continued to shape the 
emerging Wesleyan movement. 

This issue concludes with an article, '''Jesus, United by Thy Grace': 
Wesleyan Hymn Singing as a Communal Spiritual Practice," which includes 
the content of a workshop presented by Robin Knowles Wallace to the annual 
meeting of The Charles Wesley Society in 2009. The musical examples through
out the article indicate the hymns that were sung by those present. The texts, as I 

can be noted in the footnotes, corne primarily from the early Methodist movement 
of the eighteenth century. 

The author emphasizes the importance of the social location of singing as a 
communal activity for the church. It is a bridge between human beings and God. 
Most significantly the extensive core repertory of Charles Wesley's hymns for 
community, their characteristics, and liturgical values are emphasized. The arti
cle concludes with a brief evaluation of communal singing in the Wesleyan tra
dition for the contemporary community of faith. 

Deep gratitude is expressed to Dr. Carlton R. Young for the setting of the 
musical examples in this article. 

In addition to the minutes of the 2009 annual meeting, the revised Bylaws of 
The Charles Wesley Society, as approved at the 2007 annual meeting, are pub
lished in this issue as a public record. 

S T Kimbrough, Jr., Editor 
Director ofPublications, The Charles Wesley Society 



A Tribute to Wilma J. Quantrille 
The Rev. Dr. Wilma 1. Quantrille, a charter member of The Charles Wesley 

Society who was present at its founding meeting, died on March 16, 2009, hav
ing been diagnosed with cancer earlier in the year. She was interred on the fam
ily's land in Pennsylvania. 

Dr. Quantrille completed her theological studies at Drew University where she 
earned a Ph.D. in 1989 with a dissertation titled The Triune God in the Hymns of 
Charles Wesley. It is one of the few in-depth studies of Wesley's Hymns on the 
Trinity (1767). For two quadrennia she served as secretary of The Charles Wesley 
Society and on its Board of Directors. She was also a contributor to the Society's 
journal, Proceedings ofThe Charles Wesley Society ("Sarah Wesley: Woman of 
Her Times," 4[1997]: 31-51); and to Methodist History ("A Woman Responds to 
Charles Wesley," 29[1991]: 199-221). 

Wilma Quantrille lived in Keyport, New Jersey and served a number of 
parishes as an ordained clergywoman of the Greater New Jersey Annual 
Conference of The United Methodist Church. She fulfilled the roles of pastor, 
mother, grandmother, sister, pianist, and lover of music with elegance and poise. 

She is survived by the following family members: two daughters in 
Princeton, NJ-Katie Hawn, Denise Gordon-Miller who is married to John 
Miller, and their children, Sarah and Jackson; a son, Jay Gordon, his wife, Harriet 
Gordon, and their daughter Polly. 

Dr. Quantrille attended The Charles Wesley Society'S October 2008 meeting 
that was convened in Princeton, NJ. She will be greatly missed by the Society 
and its members. They are deeply grateful for her life, ministry, and commitment 
to the study of Charles Wesley's life and work. 
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Minutes of the 2009 Annual Meeting 

The Charles Wesley Society 


Saturday, October 3, 2009 

Epworth By The Sea, St. Simons Island, Georgia 

In attendance: Paul Chilcote, S T Kimbrough, Jr., Patrick Eby, Art Pollard, 
Don Inman, Jeff Crowder, Geordan Hammond, Juliana Sudduth, Robin Knowles 
Wallace, Ji Hoon Han, Grace Han. 

The meeting was called to order at 1:49 P.M. by the president, Paul Chilcote, 
who opened the meeting with a devotional reading from his new book, The Song 
Forever New. After the devotional, he passed on greetings from several who were 
unable to attend: Jason Vickers, Peter Forsaith, and Timothy Macquiban. 

The minutes of the October 16, 2008 meeting were presented, read, and 
approved. 

Paul Chilcote presented the presidential report in which he expressed grati
tude to the Society and the members of the executive committee for all their help 
in the leadership and direction of the Society_ He also noted three challenges fac
ing the Society today: first, membership development and retention; second, par
ticipation in the annual meeting. With regard to the participation in the annual 
meeting, he noted that attendance has been relatively stable, between 10 and 20 
participants. He asked several questions about what we could do in the future 
about our annual meeting. (1) Do we need to reconsider the purpose of the annual 
meeting? (2) Do the factors that surround an annual event push us to consider 
moving to a biennial format? Or are we happy to maintain the status quo and cel
ebrate the intimate nature of our events. (3) Are there constitutional issues that 
need to be reexamined, given the fact that we have seldom had a critical mass to 
make sectional meetings feasible. The third challenge facing the Society is the 
timing of the annual meeting. Many of the members who were able to attend this 
year said it was because of the timing. 

The president also noted there are several things to celebrate. One of the 
exciting developments this past year was the founding of an informal branch of 
the Society at Asbury Theological Seminary, due to both the entrepreneurial spirit 
and generosity of Lester Ruth. There also appear to be parallel developments in 
Korea. Another thing to celebrate is that the publication of the Proceedings of 
The Charles Wesley Society is up-to-date and on schedule. The president 
expressed his words of appreciation to S T Kimbrough, Jr., and Charles Green for 
their diligent service to the Society in this regard. A presence on the web contin
ues to be useful to the Society. Because of the work of Jason Vickers and his 
assistant at United Theological Society we have a place, easily accessed, to dis
seminate information concerning our work. Because of that presence we have 
added new members and new participants at the annual meetings. 
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On a personal note, Chilcote reported the release of his new book, The Song 
Forever New, a LentenlEaster devotional resource published by Morehouse 
Publishing related to Charles Wesley hymn texts pertinent to the seasons. 

This year we also mark the passing of two members of the Society. We mark 
their passing with both grief and gratitude. Wilma Quantrille, one of the early 
officers of the Society, died on March 23, 2009, and on the following day, Bishop 
Ole Borgen, died as well. Wilma contributed substantially to the rediscovery of 
the Trinitarian foundation of Charles's theology, while Bishop Borgen helped 
many of us appreciate the depth of Wesleyan sacramental theology. Both con
tributed greatly to the substantive work of the Society and both are already 
missed. It was wonderful to have Wilma with us last year at our annual meeting 
in Princeton. 

The president presented the report from the UK section for 2008-9. 
Membership in UK remains fairly constant. There is 1 life member, 15 regular 
members, and 1 institutional member. The UK section is planning an overnight 
conference in early September 2010. The theme will be "Charles Wesley as 
Revealed by His Letters Revisited." This is timed to correspond with the publi
cation of volume one of the Oxford University Press edition of Charles Wesley's 
letters. The location will be in Manchester at Nazarene Theological College. 
Possible speakers could include Gareth Lloyd, Clare Brant, and Peter Forsaith. 
The statement of account for the UK section was reported. The balance has 
increased £277.21 over the last year, with an ending balance of £2085.02. 

Patrick Eby presented the secretary's report. Over the last year, the Society 
has added the ability to receive payments via Pay Pal. This should make interna
tional transactions easier to process. He also initiated having the Proceedings of 
The Charles Wesley Society listed in the ATLA database, which should increase 
awareness of the many fine articles published over the years. Membership 
remains steady. There are 9 life members (l is institutional life); 51 regular mem
bers; 1 institutional member. 

The president presented the treasurer's report for Robert Williams. The begin-
and ending balances were noted. The Checking account balance on January 

1, 2008 was $1329.93 and on September I, 2009 was $4809.15. The Savings 
account balance on January 1, 2008 was $7773.16 and on September I, 2009 was 
$7839.72. 

The reports of the president, the UK section, the secretary, and the treasurer 
were approved. 

The president presented the budget of the Society for 2010. The budget was 
approved. 

S T Kimbrough, Jr., shared with the Society the current publication projects. 
Preparation of the reprint with introduction and indexes of A Collection of Tunes 
Set to Music, As they are commonly Sung at the Foundery (London: A. Pearson, 
1742) is progressing and should be ready by the 20 II annual meeting of the 
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Society. Kimbrough moved that this publication be the official pUblication to cel
ebrate the twentieth anniversary of the Society. The motion was seconded and 
approved. 

Kimbrough also noted the need to reprint Hymns for our Lord's Resurrection. 
Kimbrough moved that all future articles published in the Proceedings use the 

first edition of Wesley texts as found on the Duke Divinity School web site of the 
Center for Studies in the Wesleyan Tradition. The motion was seconded and 
approved. 

Geordan Hammond asked three questions about the Proceedings, all 
answered by Kimbrough. Do we have ISBN numbers for the Proceedings? Yes. 
Do we accept outside articles for the Proceedings? No. Is the Proceedings peer
reviewed? No, not officially. Discussed adding an ISBN number to future copies 
of the Proceedings. 

The president informed the membership that the executive board will be 
working on the language of the bylaws, specifically related to the provision for 
chapters and the section related to the definition of officers. 

S T Kimbrough, Jr., moved that, providing The Charles Wesley Society has 
the resources, the following shall be the policy for financial assistance for no 
more than three presenters at an annual meeting of The Charles Wesley Society 
in the U.S.: Payment of meeting expenses up to a maximum amount of $350 per 
presenter. Receipts for all expenses must be presented to the treasurer of The 
Charles Wesley Society for reimbursement or their amount may be applied to reg
istration, housing, and meals, or, should a presenter so choose, it may be applied 
to travel expense as agreed upon with the treasurer. The motion was seconded 
and approved. 

S T Kimbrough, Jr., moved that the policy of payment of travel expenses of 
board members of The Charles Wesley Society to an annual meeting of the Board 
of Directors of The Charles Wesley Society should read as follows. ''The four
year cycle of annual board meetings of The Charles Wesley Society continues to 
be three in the U.S. and one in the United Kingdom or elsewhere outside the U.S. 
Providing The Charles Wesley Society has the resources, during a four-year cycle 
it shall provide a one time maximum payment in the amount of $500 U.S. for the 
travel expenses of a board member residing outside the U.S. to attend the annual 
meeting of the Board of Directors in the U.S. The same amount may be provided 
to the president of The Charles Wesley Society to attend an annual meeting of The 
Charles Wesley Society Board of Directors outside the U.S. within a four-year 
period. Receipts for said expenses must be submitted to the treasurer of The 
Charles Wesley Society. The motion was seconded and approved. 

The 2010 meeting of The Charles Wesley Society will not be held in 
Budapest. The Board of Directors recommended that the 2010 annual meeting be 
held in the United Kingdom and that the program coordinator consult with 
Nazarene Theological College in Manchester through the UK charter leadership 
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to plan this meeting. The recommendation was placed before the Society as a 
motion, was seconded, and approved. 

For the 2011 meeting, the Board of Directors is considering several possibili
ties, including partnership with the Wesleyan Theological Society, which meets 
in March in Dallas, Texas; partnership with the Hymn Society, which meets in 
Denver in July; or meeting at Asbury Theological Seminary in Kentucky with a 
date to be announced. 

The following persons were approved as members of the Board of Directors. 
Geordan Hammond, Esther Handschin, Mark Mann, Lester Ruth, Robin Knowles 
Wallace. 

Geordan Hammond raised the possibility of giving a free copy of the 
Proceedings to graduate students. This has been used by other societies to gen
erate interest. There was not enough time to discuss this possibility at this meet
ing. The president noted that the Board of Directors had discussed this possibil
ity and did not think it wise at the present time. 

Meeting was adjourned by consensus at 3:00 P.M. 

Respectfully submitted by 
Patrick A. Eby, Secretary 



Bylaws of The Charles Wesley Society 

As revised and approved at the Annual Meeting 


of 

The Charles Wesley Society 


October 14, 2007 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 


Article I-Name 

The name of this Society shall be The Charles Wesley Society. 

Article II-Purpose 

The purpose of this Society shall be to promote interest in the stud.y, preser
vation, interpretation, and dissemination of the works of Charles Wesley 
(1707-1788). It shall work cooperatively with the General Commission on 
Archives and History of The United Methodist Church. 

Article III-Membership 

Section 1. 	The membership of the Society shall include all who choose to sup
port its purposes and pay the annual membership fee. 

Section 2. 	 The membership year shall be the calendar year. Membership privi
leges shall end April 1st of the following year for those who have not 
renewed. 

Section 3. 	The Society may make provisions for special categories of member
ship, such as student, senior, life, and honorary. 

Section 4. 	 Membership benefits shall include regular publications of the Society, 
such as an annual bibliography ofCharles Wesley, related publications 
or newsletter, attendance at Society meetings, participation in projects 
approved by the Society designed to study, preserve, interpret, and 
disseminate Charles Wesley's works. 

Article IV -Sections 

The Society may be organized into sections representing particular interests 
and needs. Each member may select one Section in which to participate. 
Section 1. Text. For those with primary interest in Charles Wesley texts: poetry, 

journal, letters, sermons, essays. 
Section 2. 	Music and Text. For those interested in the relationship of musical set

tings to the Charles Wesley poetical texts: historical context and 
development of tunes, composition of new musical settings, and texts 
and music in liturgy and worship. 

13 
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Section 3. 	History. For those primarily interested in the historical relationship of 
the Charles Wesley corpus, in particular eighteenth century history 
and biography, as well as the history of English literature. 

Section 4. 	 Theology. For those with primary interest in theology in hymns, as 
doxology, as celebration, the core of theological ideas reflected in 
Wesley's hymns and poetry, and liturgy as theology. 

Section 5. 	The Community of Faith. For those with interests in spiritual forma
tion, pastoral and parish concerns, faith and practice, ethnic and 
minority concerns, ministry of laity and clergy, liturgy, and preaching. 

Section 6. English Literature. For those with an interest in English literary his
tory, Wesley's blace in the eighteenth century literary world, his liter
ary style, his secular and religious verse as poetry, and his ongoing lit
erary importance. 

Other sections may be added as deemed necessary by the Board of Directors. 
Each section may select its own leadership and develop its own program. 

Article V-Meetings 

Section 1. 	The Society shall meet annually. 
Section 2. 	Notice of all meetings shall be given at least six months in advance. 
Section 3. A quorum shall consist of the members present at a duly-called meet

ing. 

Article VI-Board of Directions 

Section 1. 	The Board of Directors shall include the elected officers and six rep
resentatives elected by the membership of the Society. 

Section 2. 	The Board shall meet at least annually and at the call of the President 
or three other Board members. 

Section 3. The Board shall have general supervision of the affairs of the Society 
and shall act on all matters for the Society, subject to previous actions 
of the membership and these bylaws. It shall report its actions at 
meetings of the Society and be subject to direction from the member
ship. 

Section 4. Among other duties, the Board shall: 
A. 	 establish close ties with the General Commission on Archi ves and 

History of The United Methodist Church, the World Methodist 
Historical Society, The Historical Society of The United 
Methodist Church, The Wesley Historical Society, The Fellowship 
of United Methodists in Music, Worship, and Other Arts, the 
Association of Anglican Musicians, the Anglican Historical 
Society, the Canadian Methodist Historical Society, and other 
appropriate denominational, ecumenical, and historical agencies 
Isocieties; 
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B. develop programs and projects that shall promote the purposes of 
the Society; 

C. 	 select no more than one person each year as an honorary life mem
ber for outstanding contributions to Charles Wesley studies. 

Article VII-Officers 

Section 1. 	The officers of the Society shall be elected for a four-year term and 
shall serve until their successors are elected, They shall function as 
officers of the Board of Directors. No person may serve more than 
one four-year term in the same office, except by action of the Society. 

Section 2. 	 The officers shall include a president, vice president, secretary, trea
surer, director of publications, program coordinator, and 
secretary/treasurer for the United Kingdom. They shall assume the 
normal duties associated with these offices. 

Section 3. A nominating committee of at least five persons, selected by the Board 
of Directors, shall present a slate of nominees at the last meeting of 
each respective term of service. Other persons may be nominated 
from the floor. The election shall be conducted at the will of the body. 

Section 4. Vacancies may be filled by the Board of Directors between meetings, 
and by election at the next Society meeting, 

Article VIII-Headquarters 

The headquarters of the Society shall be in the Archives and History Center of 
The United Methodist Church located on the campus of Drew University in 
Madison, NJ (address: 36 Madison Avenue, Madison, NJ 07940). 

Article IX-Finances 

Section 1. 	The Board of Directors shall submit a balanced budget to the Society 
each year. 

Section 2. 	The Society shall be self-supporting through membership fees and 
other sources, except for the space and services provided by the 
General Commission on Archives and History. 

Article X-Publications 

Section 1. The Society may issue its own periodical publication. 
Section 2. The Society may cooperate with the General Commission on Archives 

and History in publication projects. 
Section 3. The Society shall develop both computer and publication projects for 

the dissemination of Charles Wesley texts and their interpretation. 
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Article XI-Prohibition Against Sharing in Corporate Earnings 

No trustee, officer, or employer of or member of a committee of or person 
connected with the corporation, or any other private individual, shall receive at 
any time, any of the net earnings or pecuniary profit from the operations of the 
corporation, provided that this shall not prevent the payment of any such reason
able compensation for services rendered to or for the corporation in effecting any 
of its purposes as shall be fixed by the Board of Directors; and no such person or 
persons shall be entitled to share in the distribution of any of the corporate assets 
upon the dissolu-,tion of the corporation. Upon the dissolution or winding up of 
the affairs of the corporation, after all debts have been satisfied, the assets then 
remaining in the hands of the Board of Directors shall be distributed in such 
amounts as the Board of Directors may determine or as may be determined by a 
court of competent jurisdiction upon application of the Board of Directors, exclu
sively to charitable, religious, scientific, literary, or educational organizations 
which would then qualify under the provisions of Section 501 (c)(3) of the 
Internal Revenue Code and its Regulations as they now exist or as they may be 
amended. 

Article XII-Parliamentary Authority 

The rules contained in the current edition of Robert:~ Rules of Order Newly 
Revised shall govern the Society in all cases to which they are applicable and in 
which they are not inconsistent with these bylaws and the policies and procedures 
adopted by the Society or Board. 

Article XIII-Amendment of Bylaws 

These bylaws may be amended at any meeting of the Society provided that 
written notice of proposed amendments is given to all members at least three 
months in advance. 



New Sculpture of Charles Wesley Unveiled 

Sculptor Anthony Quickie with new bust of Charles Wesley 

During the 2009 Annual Meeting of The Charles Wesley Society at St. 
Simon's Island, Georgia, it was the privilege of the participants to be present at 
the unveiling of a newly commissioned sculpture of Charles Wesley. This took 
place at the Arthur J. Moore Methodist Museum at Epworth By The Sea, which 
is owned and operated by the South Georgia Annual Conference of The United 
Methodist Church. 

Sculptor Anthony Quickie was commissioned to create the sculpture, which is 
made of alabaster stone from the same Italian quarry from which the famous 
sculptor Michelangelo used stone for some of his works. Quickie, a resident of 
Georgia, is a well known sculptor whose works can be found in private, corporate, 
and public art collections throughout the United States and in China, Ireland, 
Iceland, and Russia. 
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Charles Wesley and James Oglethorpe in Georgia 
Richard P. Heitzenrater 

The story of the Wesleys in Georgia has largely been hijacked by the modem 
concern with sex. It is no accident that the events there in the mid-1730s have 
become the main topic of books with such titles as Take Her, Mr. Wesley and 
Strange Fires. 1 Sophy Hopkey has become the featured performer, the Wesleys 
are the failures at both ministering and courting, and the authorities are the bad 
guys-Thomas Causton a cheating and vindictive magistrate and James 
Oglethorpe (by association) an ineffective dirty old man. 

The general picture of Charles is that he went to Georgia reluctantly (under 
pressure from his brother John) as Oglethorpe's secretary (for Indian affairs), fell 
out with his boss over charges and counter-charges of rape and issues of stealing 
provisions from the colonial storehouse, was ineffective in his attempts to minis
ter to his parishioners in Frederica, became very ill with dysentery, and went 
home dejected after only five months in the colony. 

So it is no surprise that many respected authors virtually ignore Charles 
Wesley's time in Georgia. Phinizy Spalding, an expert on Oglethorpe, mentions 
Charles three times in passing, always in connection with John--once by name 
(John and Charles Wesley) in a short list of who sailed to Georgia on the 
Simmonds, and twice as a duo: "the brothers Wesley" and "the landlubber 
Wesleys."2 Spalding's view of Oglethorpe, though generally appreciative, con
cludes that his exercise of power was autocratic and arbitrary, in part because the 
Trustees failed to specify his particular perquisites and powers.3 

Henry Rack, an expert on Wesley, summarizes Charles's short visit to 
America by recounting his tensions with Oglethorpe in a few lines and then sim
ply says, "Charles was so shattered by physical illness and emotional stress that 
he resigned his post and left for England in July 1736."4 Rack encapsulates 
Oglethorpe's quirkiness in Georgia by saying that, although he often "exasper
ated" the Trustees by his failure to keep and send accurate accounts of the colony, 
nevertheless "it is a tribute to his personality that although holding no clearly 
defined official position in the colony, he was effectively a kind of governor in the 
early years."5 

John Wesley virtually ignores the details of his brother's activities in Georgia, 
except for once when he preached in Cowes, while waiting for the wind to come 

I John W. Drakeford (Waco, TX: Word Books, 1973); Willie Snow Ethridge (New York: 
Vanguard Press. 1971). 

2Spalding. Oglethorpe in America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1977).25.26.36 (in 
a 207 pp. book). 

3 Ibid.• 159. See also Amos A. Ettinger. James Edward Oglethorpe: Imperial Idealist (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1936). 

4 Rack, Reasonable Enthusiast, 2nd ed., (Nashville: Abingdon. 1993). 116. 
5 Ibid.• 110. 
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up and carry them westward into the Atlantic, and twice when he was sick: once 
with a bad headache on the ship (when John mentioned that the sea had not "dis
ordered" him whatsoever), and once in ApriJ when he arrived in Frederica and 
found that Charles had been "exceeding weak" from the flux, but Charles 
"mended from the hour he saw me." And on July 26, 1736, John simply says, 
"My brother and I set out for Charleston, in order to his embarking for England"6 
and then never mentions him again in his Journal for at least eighteen months. 

One person who tried to resurrect Oglethorpe's reputation in relation to the 
Wesleys was Elijah Hoole in the mid-nineteenth century.7 Writing during the 
American Civil War, Hoole was especial1y impressed by Oglethorpe's antislavery 
stance in the colony of Georgia (even though it was ultimately a failure), which 
was supported strongly by the Wesleys. After using some of the shorthand entries 
in Charles Wesley's manuscript journal in a dozen pages or so to describe the 
complexities of the personal relationships, the continually shifting innuendo, the 
rancorous and inconsistent rumors, and the sometimes nasty conflicts among 
many characters in this story (especially Oglethorpe and the two contentious 
women), Hoole mentions that the somewhat naIve Charles returned to England, 
followed by his brother John the following year. But his next sentence recoups 
his stance on the relationship: "Mr. Oglethorpe remained a firm and faithful 
friend of the Wesleys to the close of his eventful and protracted life." Quite a dif
ferent picture from what we normally see. 

The new edition of Charles Wesley's journal and some recent scholarship on 
Oglethorpe and Georgia helps us flesh out this relationship and provide some 
interesting touchstones for analysis. Of particular interest is a paper by Harvey 
Jackson on Oglethorpe's view of the roles of parson and squire within the 
purview of the Church of England, particularly as applied to the colony of 
Georgia.s 

Parson and Squire 

James Oglethorpe's view of the role of the Church in the operation of the gov
ernment therefore is an important consideration in trying to analyze how and why 
Charles Wesley functioned as he did in his situation in Georgia. However, that 
view had been cultivated in the settled environs of the British Isles, not the new 

6 John Wesley, Journal & Diaries I. in The Works ofJohn Wesley. 34 vols. (Nashville: Abingdon, 
1975-), 18:139, 140, 156, 167. On July 25, Charles Wesley had resigned as secretary to Oglethorpe, 
although the latter tried to dissuade him and assured him he could do his business (to speak to the 
Board of Trustees, the Board of Trade, and three of Oglethorpe's friends) in London in three days. 
See Manuscript Journal of the Rev. Charles Wesley, ed. S T Kimbrough, Jr., and Kenneth F. C. 
Newport, 2 vols. (Nashville: Kingswood,2(08), 1:45. All subsequent page references to this work 
are cited as Manuscript Journal followed by volume and page number. 

7 Oglethorpe and the Wesleys in America (London: Needham, 1863). 
8 Jackson, "Parson and Squire: James Oglethorpe and the Role of the Anglican Church in 

Georgia, 1733-1736," in Oglethorpe in Perspective: Georgia's Founder after Two Hundred Years 
(Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1989). 
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colony of Georgia. His view of the priest/parson's role and its relationship to the 
work of the government was very much an ideal forged in more settled circum
stances, within a matrix of well-established legal and societal expectations. 

The priest in England (according to what we can derive of Oglethorpe's view) 
was expected to promote peace and well-being within the community, order and 
decorum within the church, and harmony among all the inhabitants of the area. 
The squire, however, was actually in charge of the community, was responsible 
for making the major decisions as to the operation of the social, economic, and 
political structure, and was to be supported at all levels by the cohort that pro
vided assistance in these endeavors, which included the parson. The parson, 
therefore, was expected to be subservient and supportive of the squire at every 
turn. 

As for the squire (seen here as the governing administrators), Oglethorpe felt 
that he should have as his main goal the implementation of the goals of the colony 
as stated in the Charter (which he helped write), govern with efficiency and effec
tiveness, and do all in his power to provide for a smoothly operating community. 
To this end he was committed and felt like the other administrators should also 
be focused on that goal. 

The colonial charter for Georgia stipulates that "for the greater ease and 
encouragement of our loving subjects and such others as shall come to inhabit in 
our said colony ... there shall be a liberty of conscience allowed in the worship 
of God, to all persons inhabiting or which shall inhabit or be resident within our 
said province, and that all such persons, except papists, shall have a free exercise 
of religion so they be contented with the quiet and peaceable enjoyment of the 
same, not giving offence or scandal to the government."9 Such freedom of reli
gion may, by Oglethorpe's intention, have been designed to be an innocuous 
blend of religious sensitivities rather than the acceptance of strongly-felt dissent
ing points of view by a religious establishment. The Wesleys certainly were not 
likely to agree strictly with either reading, but probably were less inclined to the 
former bland version of civil religion that seemed to be Oglethorpe's position as 
embodied in the Charter. 

The original invitation to join the Georgia experiment, communicated from 
Oglethorpe to John Wesley by way of John Burton, was followed by a letter from 
Burton that outlined the expectations of the Trustees, providing specific sugges
tions on what circumstances and processes would likely help the people "come 
better disposed for religious habits."l0 Oglethorpe also talks more about "reli
gion" than he does "spirituality" or "holiness." The parson was expected to turn 
people away from "licentiousness" toward "righteousness." He points out that 
"the magistrates will authorize your access to every family," a small indication 

9 Patrick Tailfer, A True and Historical Narrative of the Colony of Georgia (Charles-Town: P. 
Timothy, 1741), 16-17. 

10 Burton to JW, Sept. 28, 1735, Letters I, in Works, 25:435. 
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that the work of the Church will be directed by the leaders of the colonial gov
ernment. He points out that the priest wil1 need "patience and prudence as well 
as piety," and the bulk of his suggestions emphasize matters of prudence: the 
commonality of people, mere "babes in the progress of their Christian life," will 
need to be fed milk, not strong meat; "labored discourse" should give way to "his
torical narratives" that convey the "good moral" of the story; and the "nice trial 
of Christian prudence," to "become an things to an men" in order to gain some
being placed among "people of various persuasions in religious matters" might 
provide a great difficulty, so they must focus on what is essential to Christianity, 
not stressing merely the "circumstantial" or "traditional" or "ordinances of men." 
In addition, from a strictly promotional point of view, Burton pointed out one of 
the Trustees' great concerns: that if "good men" like the Oxford Methodists 
would accept the task, then "the pious and charitable [in Great Britain] will be 
more encouraged to promote this work."11 

In the overall scheme of things, then, the Church and its representatives were 
expected to be a useful arm of the government, and not present an alternative or 
competitive view of what life in the colony entailed. The Church was seen as an 
important department in the state; the parson (Church) was an important factor in 
supporting the goals of the squire (the State). In strictly administrative terms, this 
general situation was reinforced on the practical level by the lack of actual epis
copal oversight in Georgia-the Bishop of London virtually ignored what was 
happening there in the 1730s and exercised very little if any hands-on adminis
tration. 

Georgia 

This understanding by Oglethorpe, personal as it may have been, was the 
framework within which Charles was expected to operate while in Georgia. 12 

Whether Oglethorpe's view could be fully applied to Georgia, that rough and 
ready colony being hacked out of the wilderness, is yet another question. 

As we have said, Oglethorpe was concerned that the leadership of the Church 
should help promote peace and order within the community. Considering the 
diverse makeup of the "community" in Georgia, one can only say that such a pre
supposition was idealistic at best and was liable for a terrific test. Nevertheless, 
he hoped that the priest (parson) would lead a exemplary life (impeccable moral 
integrity), and do all in his power to help encourage the people to obey the laws 
(through a forceful ministry, including convincing preaching), and assist in the 

II Burton to JW, Sept. 8, 1735, ibid., 25:435n. The Trustees were constantly concerned about the 
of how their decisions and the actions of the priest in Savannah would affect the raising of 

charitable contributions to support the religious work in the colony. See Robert G. McPherson, The 
Journal of the Earl ofEgmont (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 1962), passim. 

12 For the Charter, see Tailfer; for some of Oglethorpe's views, see especially Harvey Jackson's 
article cited above. 
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fulfillment of the expectations of the colonial administrators, both in England and 
in Georgia. 

One piece of the picture needs to be put in place before we start to analyze 
what the whole portrays. The government of Georgia was administered on the 
ground by the local magistrates, justices of the peace, and constables-there is no 
governor as such at this time. Oglethorpe had not been named officially as gov
ernor of Georgia, though as chair of the Georgia Trust, he seems to have person
ally assumed that role in many instances while in the colony, much to the chagrin 
of the colonial magistrates in Savannah, such as Thomas Causton. However, the 
basic decisions that guided the activities of the colony were made by the Board 
of Trustees, which met in London and consisted of wealthy men who had never 
visited America-their decisions relied upon slow correspondence from the 
colony and an array of visitors to fill in the details. James Oglethorpe was in the 
unique position of being the only Trustee to spend time in Georgia, but techni
cally, as we said, he had no governing authority for the local operation of the 
colony. 

Also, to complicate his own view of the situation that should exist between 
parson and squire, the Church of England within Georgia was not recognized by 
the Charter as the established church in the colony. Rather, the constitutive doc
ument stipulated that "there shall be a liberty of conscience allowed in the wor
ship of God [and] a free exercise of religion" (except for "papists," of course). 
The Church of England in Georgia was technically under the guidance of the 
Bishop of London, who had responsibilities for all the English colonies in 
America, but the priest in Savannah was usually recruited by the Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge (SPCK) and was commissioned (and paid) by 
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. The minister's assignment, how
ever, was practically speaking determined by the local authorities, which infor
mally included Oglethorpe, for whom Charles functioned as both Secretary for 
Indian Affairs and an ordained priest. To say that, in the fledgling colony of 
Georgia, the official lines of authority between the parson and the squire were 
muddled is to put it mildly. 

Oglethorpe had a very definite view that the colony was his own personal 
domain-that he should determine and appoint the magistrates, that he should 
consider what was lawful, that he should apply or not apply whatever funds had 
been appropriated for specific purposes in the colony (such as a church building), 
that he could increase the prices of the public stores on a personal whim, that his 
own opinions of the security and safety of the colony were the only reasonable 
positions, and that his own views were to be appreciated and applied by all the 
people, from the magistrates on down. The magistrates, however, felt that he was 
interfering with the "government" of the colony and forced him to acquiesce in 
certain instances. The SPCK, typified by the Earl of Egmont, was somewhat con
fused by Oglethorpe's rather personal and offhand involvement in the operation 
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of the colony. For instance, they knew that he had notes worth £5,000 but still he 
kept sending them rather large invoices for purchases that they thought he could 
pay for by using the notes that he had taken with him.13 

Thus, on the one hand, Oglethorpe, while complaining that decency and good 
order were unfortunately not present as the matrix for colonial activities in 
Georgia as they were in England, also realized that the colony was an experiment 
of sorts, which required a great deal of arbitrary action on the part of leaders, 
responding to new circumstances that were not anticipated by the charter, the 
Trustees, or the administrators. Patrick Tailfer, on the other hand, frequently 
makes the point that Oglethorpe's personal and arbitrary rule caused confusion 
and despair among many people. In the preface to his description of the colony, 
he mentions that "we had daily occasion of seeing our supreme magistrates, who 
ruled over us with unlimited power, exercising illegal acts of authority, by threat
ening, imprisonments, and other oppressions; [therefore] any further steps to 
obtain relief might subject us to the like effects of arbitrary power." He accuses 
Oglethorpe of implementing many policies to the detriment of the colony, such as 
forbidding the importation of rum or the use of slaves, restricting the use of the 
land, and discouraging the development of profit-making ventures. He also says 
that the governor helped wreak havoc in the colony by wrongly taking upon him
self the power of nominating magistrates, appointing justices of the peace, and 
doing many other things "without ever exhibiting to the people any legal com
mission or authority for so doing." Tailfer summarizes the condition of the 
colony in the late 1730s as follows: "her plantations a wild; her towns a desert; 
her villages in rubbish; her improvements a by-word; and her liberties a jest-an 
object of pity to friends, and of insult, contempt, and ridicule to enernies."14 

Oglethorpe and some of the colonists thus had similar complaints about the 
situation in Georgia, but for different reasons. Oglethorpe was somewhat dis
tressed that the laws and administration of the colony were not such as were gen
erally found in England, which made it harder to govern and caused a great deal 
of confusion; the colonists also complained that one could not anticipate what the 
laws were or what they might require on any given issue, and therefore resulted 
in arbitrary determinations by the ~dministrators-making decisions on the fly, so 
to speak. 

This amorphous situation applied to the Church as well, in that canon law, as 
grounded in the Book of Common Prayer, was not generally the vade mecum 
(handbook) of the parish priests in England. For the Wesleys to be sticklers for 
the rules already had caused some consternation in Burton, who as we saw had 
made many specific suggestions on this subject. One can imagine that this repu
tation for a hard line approach, if implemented in their parish responsibilities by 

13 See Egmont's Journal. Part of that money had been designated to help start building a church, 
which never happened while the Wesleys were there. 

14 Tailfer, lIS. 
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the Wesleys, would not be well received by the colonists or overly please squire 
Oglethorpe. 

Enter Charles Wesley 

Charles had been hastily ordained deacon and priest in two successive weeks 
by the Bishops of Oxford and London before leaving England in case he was 
needed to act as a minister in the new colony. Oglethorpe was planning upon lay
ing out a new town south of Savannah as a fortress against rumored Spanish 
incursions from their territory in Florida, so there was a good chance that Charles 
might be needed as a religious leader in that location. Although Samuel Quincy 
was still the parish priest in Savannah when the Simmonds set sail with the 
Wesley brothers aboard, many of the Trustees and SPCK directors were unhappy 
with Quincy's work in the parish. So it was no surprise that John Wesley, on a 
ship in the mid-Atlantic, was named in January to succeed Quincy. This action, 
of course, compromised his expectation of spending a majority of his time min
istering to the Indians in the colony. It also had implications for the other two 
ordained priests on board-Charles Wesley and Benjamin Ingham. 

During the crossing, these men of God did what they could to minister to the 
needs of the people, discovering along the way that their task was not going to be 
quite as they might have expected. Not only was their own faith sorely tested in 
the infamous storm in the Atlantic, but they also began to realize that their 
"parishioners" were not exactly the typical cross section of British society. 
However, their ministrations on board were not exceptional and their impression 
of the leader of the Trustees was, if anything, reinforced positively. Ingham notes 
that Oglethorpe was very selfless in his actions toward the passengers on board 
the ship during the journey to Georgia, often giving up his bed and cabin to the 
sick, setting up a hammock for himself. As they approached land, Oglethorpe 
gathered the heads of families together on more than one occasion to provide 
what Ingham calls "several excellent and useful instructions relating to their liv
ing in Georgia, exhorting them likewise to love God and one another." 
Oglethorpe was not so much concerned with propagating vital Christianity, as the 
Wesleys would have interpreted this reiteration of our Lord's Great 
Commandment, but primarily with promoting peace and stability in the commu
nity, or "having the appearance of Christianity."15 In this endeavor, the role of the 
parson was crucial. If Oglethorpe had not communicated his views of the par
son's role to Charles directly, then John certainly had plenty of opportunities to 
reinforce the outlines of Oglethorpe's expectations. 

Upon their arrival in Savannah, the Wesleys helped the authorities stave some 
casks of rum which the sailors had brought along among their provisions. This 

15 John Wesley reported to John Burton that Oglethorpe ran a tight ship, having both the power 
and will to punish any who "openly offended against God or their neighbor, so that we have an 
appearance at least of Christianity from one of the ship to the other." 
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action by the Wesleys was a good beginning toward being the good parson under 
the direction of the squire, since Oglethorpe had directed that the Charter stipu
late a total ban on rum and slaves in the colony. 

Another early incident reinforces the views that Oglethorpe had concerning 
the role of the parson. Jackson suggests that the priest's surplice was seen by 
some, beginning at least in Ithe Puritan revolts of the seventeenth century, as a sign 
of the priests' subordination to the state. 16 Ingham, in his journal account, is very 
clear that when the Indians visited them on the ship upon their arrival in Georgia, 
the ordained priests wore their gowns and cassocks to greet the natives. The next 
day, after another group of natives had visited them, Oglethorpe requested specif
ically that the priests also wear their surplices when they took leave of the 
group.17 If Oglethorpe viewed this apparel as a symbol of priestly subservience 
to the state, then his request seems to be at least partially aimed to impress the 
clergy of that fact. On the other hand, if Oglethorpe simply wanted them to wear 
their full regalia, he may have intended the show to impress the Indians. There 
is no hint in the text of Ingham or the Wesleys as to his rationale. 

Frederica 

Frederica was a distant ninety miles to the south of Savannah, with no easy 
means of transport between it and Savannah. So it appears that either Charles or 
his compatriot Benjamin Ingham was intended as a logical person to fulfill the 
priestly duties there, if need be. On March 9, Oglethorpe laid out the plan of the 
new town, Frederica, "in a neat and regular method," as one might suspect.18 

Decency and good order in all things was toward the top of his list of goals for 
the colony. 

Ingham was designated and describes his initial days as the first priest at the 
brand new settlement of Frederica. Upon their arrival on a weekend, he unwit
tingly embarrassed Oglethorpe by suggesting that Sunday was not a proper day 
for "shooting," a practice that Oglethorpe had previously supported as worth pro
moting, since the people were not working on Sunday and this activity would be 
a valuable means of helping them prepare to meet the Spanish threat. 19 This 
question will become the basis of a major incident involving Charles Wesley, 
Ingham's successor at Frederica. Ingham also mentions the building of palmetto 
houses (bowers), and his own task ("my chief business") of daily visiting the peo
ple '~to take care of those that were sick and to supply them with the best things 
we had." Ingham was trying to promote peace and tranquility in the new settle
ment, in keeping with Oglethorpe's intentions for the parson, but when he 

16 Jackson. 54-55 and fn. 27. 

17 Benjamin Ingham, "MS Journal from Georgia," Lincolnshire Archives. 26-27. 

18 Ibid., 32. 

19 Ibid., 29. 
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"watched narrowly over them and reproved them sharply for their faults," the set
tlers cursed him, and his "love and kindness was repaid with hatred and ill wi11."20 

Although Ingham started out his duties in Frederica, he would soon change his 
focus and at the end of March move to the northwest of Savannah to develop a 
working written language by which to communicate with the Indians. From very 
early in their stay, therefore, the two Wesley brothers would need to help each 
other out in the two locations, Savannah and Frederica, as they did then for sev
eral weeks. 

Charles as Parson 

Very few people, then or since, have noticed Charles Wesley's preaching in 
Georgia. He had been hastily ordained prior to departure and had never preached 
or written a sermon before. He did not have a stock of sermons upon which to draw. 
(One might note in passing that he had not yet begun to compose hymns either.) 
Once on board the ship, he spent a good bit of time writing, according to Ingham, 
much of which consisted in providing homiletical material for himself-not com
posing new sermons but copying his brother John's sermons.21 Neither brother 
apparently saw any problem with this process. He began to test out his new task 
while they were waiting for fair winds in Cowes, preaching there three or four times 
in the parish of a close friend. Ingham's hedging comment on the events is "I 
believe [the people] were not a little edified by his admonition and exhortation."22 

When Charles arrived in Frederica on Tuesday, March 9, where he became the 
priest in charge of the new settlement, he says in his journal, 'The first who saluted 
me on my landing was honest Mr [Benjamin] Ingham, and that with his usual 
heartiness. Never did I more rejoice at the sight of him, especially when he told 
me the treatment he has met with for vindicating the Lord's Day [opposing shoot
ing], such as every minister of Christ must meet with. The people seemed over
joyed to see me. Mr Oglethorpe in particular received me very kindly."23 [po 1] 

Charles held services almost immediately on the day of arriving in St. Simon's 
Island. At seven, Charles led evening prayers, at which Oglethorpe was present, 
contrary to reports that he generally did not attend services. The following day, 
March 10, Charles began his attempts to reconcile (Mrs.) Beata Hawkins and 
(Mrs.) Anne Welch, unsuccessfully.24 One could say, nevertheless, that Charles 

20 Ibid., 30. 
21 Ibid.; Works, 18:138. 
22 Ingham, "MS Journal," 15. 
23 Manuscript Journal, 1:1. Many subsequent references to this work are noted by page citations 

in the text. 
24 These two women had come with their husbands (Thomas Hawkins, doctor, and John Welch, 

carpenter) on board the Simmonds with the Wesleys and were the source of some of the scandalous 
rumors that would soon cause a commotion in the colony and tension between Oglethorpe and the 
Wesleys. See E. Merton Coulter, A List ofthe Early Settlers ofGeorgia (Athens, GA: University of 
Georgia Press, 1967),22,56. 
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was indeed trying to create peace and civil order in the community-part of the 
parson's job, according to Oglethorpe. The complicating factor, in this instance 
however, was that the tension between the women was caused in part by 
Oglethorpe himself and involved the Wesleys, as is well known. 

On Thursday, March 11, he again read the Prayer service for about a dozen 
women, at which he says he read the fun service and "expounded the second les
son with some boldness, as I had a few times before" (p. 2). That day, Charles 
tried to reconcile Mrs. Hawkins and her maid, again unsuccessfully. During the 
evening, he heard what he calls "the first harsh word from Mr Oglethorpe," and 
the following day was surprised by an even "rougher answer in a matter that 
deserved still greater encouragement" (p. 3). 

Ingham mentions that during the last three weeks of March, he and Charles 
Wesley "had the happiness of undergoing for the truth's sake the most glorious 
trial of our whole lives, wherein God enabled us exceedingly to rejoice and also 
to behave ourselves throughout with undaunted courage and constancy, for which 
may we ever love and adore him." The nota bene which follows this entry 
demonstrates, however, that they were not exactly on the same page as 
Oglethorpe, in terms of the parson taking his directions from the squire: "N.B. 
The book of God was our support, wherein as our necessity required, we always 
met with direction, exhortation, and comfort."25 This distinction in the spring of 
their action was never fully noticed by Oglethorpe, who was primarily concerned 
with peace and order in the colony. 

Charles reports that he preached "with boldness" on Sunday morning, March 
14, to about twenty people (Mr. Oglethorpe was there again) on "Singleness of 
Intention" (one of his brother's sermons), but no one else left us any impression 
of the sermon on that occasion.26 The sermon is a call to have the pure intention 
of serving God only (you cannot serve two masters, God and mammon), which 
in itself would not have pleased Oglethorpe (if he had understood the implica
tions), who did not divide church and community (including government) into 
such starkly competing or differentiated entities. But Charles goes on to explain 
that "recovering the image of God" in their lives means not only effecting a vital 
devotional life, but also positively affecting the legal pursuit of one's business, 
assuring that one's refreshments and diversions are appropriate and pleasing in 
the sight of God, and resulting in conversations that would also be to the glory of 
God.27 While not saying so directly, such advice would help promote a peaceful 
and orderly community, which was high on Oglethorpe's list, not only for the life 
of the colony but also on the list of things that a good parson should promote. 

At this point, Charles was not causing any major problems for Oglethorpe, 
who reported to the Trustees in a letter of March 16. With regard to his preach

25 Ingham, "MS Journal," 33. 

26 Manuscript Journal, 1:4. 

27 Published in John Wesley, U-hrks, 4:371-77 (Sermon 148). 
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ers, he only noted simply, "Mr. Charles Wesley and Mr. Ingham are with me [in 
Frederica]."28 

The tensions rose, however, as a result of his conversation on March 18 with 
Mrs. Welch, who disclosed "the mystery of iniquity," as Charles calls it-the sup
posed sexual misconduct by Oglethorpe, both in England and on shipboard with 
both her and Mrs. Hawkins. She charged that Mr Oglethorpe is not only "a 
wicked man and a perfect stranger to righteousness," but also that he tried to per
suade her that "righteousness is but a church teaching."29 Although her charges 
were later admitted to be false, the gist of this comment attributed to Oglethorpe 
is quite believable, given his general view that all things are not equal and the 
views of the squire should prevail over those of the Church. 

Increasing tensions 

After the morning service on Sunday, March 21, however, the bottom began 
to fall out. More than one person had been arrested for "shooting" on the Lord's 
Day. Among the apprehended culprits that day (actually shooting during the ser
vice) was Dr. Hawkins, husband of Beata Hawkins. He was hopping mad 
because he was "not a common fellow" (p. 5) and should not be detained, since 
the people relied upon him for their medical attention. Mrs. Hawkins compli
cated the matter further by coming into the guard house and firing a pistol, 
screaming that she too must then be arrested. Charles notes that "she cursed and 
swore in the utmost transport of passion, threatening to kill the first man that 
should come near her" (p. 5). 

Charles did nothing to exonerate the doctor, who had broken the "law," as 
Charles understood the situation. At this point, in fact, Charles was convinced 
that Oglethorpe himself (the source of the fluctuating matter of "law" in many 
instances) opposed shooting on Sunday. In his journal, Charles notes somewhat 
questionably his own understanding that "Mr. Oglethorpe had ordered oftener 
than once that no man should shoot on a Sunday" (p. 5, Mar. 21). Many of the 
people, however, knowing Oglethorpe's previous stance on the issue, apparently 
blamed Charles for the doctor's confinement. That afternoon, while Charles was 
talking with her maid, Catherine, Mrs. Hawkins fell upon him "with the utmost 
bitterness and scurrility; said she would blow me up and my brother; ... that I 
was the cause of her husband's confinement; ... but she would be revenged and 
expose my damned hypocrisy, my prayers four times a day by beat of the drum, 
my intrigue with her maid ..." (p. 6). 

Charles is at the center of all this commotion, since he was felt by some (espe
cially Hawkins himself) to be the culprit behind the arrest. Hawkins wrote a let

28 Mills Lane, ed., Colonial Letters. 1733-1743, in General Oglethorpe's Georgia (Savannah: 
Beehive Press, 1975), 253. 

29 Manuscript Journal. 1 :4. This long entry, describing Oglethorpe's cavorting nature, is one of 
many that is written in shorthand. 
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ter protesting his detention, which he says was caused by Charles, or at the very 
least, was not resolved by Charles, who did not gain Hawkins' immediate release 

pointing out that the guards had no authority to act as they did. Charles's 
response was that he presumed the captain of the guard "understood their own 
business best" (p. 7). He is here demonstrating the proper response of 
Oglethorpe's good parson-not interfering in the operation of the civil authori
ties. I 

Oglethorpe soon showed up, however, had a hearing on the matter, freed the 
Hawkinses, and reprimanded the officers. In recounting the events, Charles says, 
"when they were gone, Mr Oglethorpe said [to me that] he was convinced and 
glad I had had no hand in all this" (p. 10). In Oglethorpe's view, then, Charles 
had played the role of a good parson. But Wesley is not acting on the same 
premise that is moving Oglethorpe-he is trusting the situation to God, not to the 
government. As he noted in his journal, "I need say nothing. God will shortly 
apply this," and "I can do and suffer all things through Christ strengthening me" 
(p. 

On Wednesday, March 24, Charles says he "was enabled to pray earnestly for 
my enemies, particularly Mr Oglethorpe, whom I now looked upon as the chief 
of them." Further, he says that, "doubting whether I should not interpose for the 
prisoners, I consulted the oracle, and met Jer. 44:16-17, [which] determined me 
not to meddle with them at all" (p. 9). On the surface, this decision again looks 
like Charles is acting like a good parson, not meddling with government. The key 
difference between his approach and Oglethorpe's however, in this instance, is 
that Charles is taking his authority from the Bible, not the directions of the squire. 

The next morning, however, Charles was called out of his hut to Oglethorpe's 
tent. "He charged me with mutiny and sedition," says Charles, "with stirring up 
the people to desert the colony" (p. 10). Charles tried to defend himself against 
this charge by playing to Oglethorpe's main goa1. He ended the conversation by 
"assuring him I had and should still make it my business to promote peace among 
all" (p. 11). 

Later that day, Charles learned that charges of sedition had been brought 
against him for encouraging people to leave the colony. Charles, the good par
son talking to the squire, indicated that these false charges would be squashed (or 
at least reduced) if Oglethorpe would show the slightest inclination to back his 
parson (as any good squire should). Oglethorpe did so, Mr. Lawley reduced the 
charges, and Charles again professed his "desire and resolution of promoting 
peace and obedience" (p. 12). A similar situation had occurred the previous day, 
when Mrs. Perkins told Charles that Mrs. Welch told her (and who said there were 
no grapevines in Frederica), "Mr Oglethorpe dares not punish me" (p. 8). 
Actually, Oglethorpe could not punish his parson (his subordinate and represen
tative) without injuring his own position of authority. 
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On the evening of March 26, Oglethorpe came upon Wesley and asked him 
when Prayers would take place. Charles responded that "I waited his pleasure" 
(p. 15). Exactly the right answer to please Mr Oglethorpe, the squire. Earlier in 
the day, Oglethorpe had pressed Charles for the cause of the growing chaos in the 
colony, where there was supposed to be peace and tranquility. "How else can it 
be," said Oglethorpe, "that there should be no love, no meekness, no true religion 
among the people; but instead of that, mere formal prayers?,,30 Charles 
responded, "As to that, I can answer for them that they have no more of the form 
of godliness than the power" (p. 14). Notice that Oglethorpe is talking about 
"true religion," while Wesley is talking about the "power of godliness." These 
concepts had quite different connotations in the minds of the two gentlemen, 
however, given the different assumptions about the role of the Church between 
Wesley and Oglethorpe, though perhaps the squire (in particular) and perhaps 
even the parson were not fully aware of the difference in vocabulary and world
view. For the would-be governor, these differences were inconsequential so long 
as the practical result was the actual inculcation of order and decency in the 
colony. 

Pressed again by Oglethorpe, Charles responds, analyzing the personal situa
tion between him and Oglethorpe as it has become increasingly apparent to him: 
"But one argument of my innocence I can give, which will even convince you of 
it. I know my life is in your hands, and you know that was you to frown upon 
me, and give the least intimation that it would be agreeable to you, the generality 
of this wretched people would say or swear anything." Oglethorpe agreed. 
Charles went on: "You see that my safety depends on your single opinion of me. 
Must I not therefore be mad, if I would in such a situation provoke you by dis
turbing the public peace? Innocence, I know, is not the best protection, but my 
sure trust is in God" (p. 14). 

Charles was here declaring his perception and acknowledgment of the 
squire/parson relationship as Oglethorpe conceived it, but at the same time 
protesting that his ultimate authority was God. This impasse, fundamental to 
Charles and not understood fully by Oglethorpe, could not last long. And it did 
not. 

Concluding events 

The relationship between James Oglethorpe and Charles Wesley contained a 
number of rough spots throughout the spring of 1735 in Georgia, as we have seen 
(and there are more). But by the beginning of May, Charles sensed that the peo
ple realized the main tensions were resolved (p. 29, May 3). Charles was wise 
enough to fit into Oglethorpe's view of the parson's role, primarily in promoting 

30 This comment brings to mind Mrs. Hawkins' earlier comment about Charles having "prayers 
four times a day by beat of the drum"; see above, p. [16], and Manuscript Journal, 10 (Mar. 25), 
where at 5 a.m. he notes that he "heard the second drum beat for prayers." 
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peace and order, such that their different views of the essence of religion was a 
secondary, if not practically negligible, consideration. 

Before the month was out, Oglethorpe was beginning to take John Wesley's 
advice on a number of issues that concerned the state of the colony, including the 
methods of complainiqg about injustices. Oglethorpe's speech to the people in 
the courthouse included the following advice: "If anyone here has been abused 
or oppressed by any man, in or out of employment, he has free and full liberty of 
complaining. Let him deliver in his complaints in writing at my house. I will 
read them all over by myself, and do every particular man justice" (p. 39). The 
magistrates, understandably, were exceedingly upset, thinking that Oglethorpe 
was again usurping their authority and power to govern properly. Oglethorpe was 
only worried that taking John's advice would ruin the people and "he should 
never have any to serve him," a continuing fear for his own authority. Charles, 
however, tried to assure Oglethorpe that "such liberty was the happiest thing that 
could happen to the colony, and much to be desired by all good men" (pp. 39-40). 
By that point, such words were probably less than meaningful to Oglethorpe, 
even if he did understand them. 

As June rolled around, Charles said that he discovered (from his brother 
that he would be soon leaving the colony and heading to London. 

Oglethorpe was beginning to relate more closely to John and to rely upon him for 
advice. Here and in some other cases, Charles seems to be strangely if not typi
cally passive, which also seems to fit Oglethorpe's view of the good parson. In 
his last conversation with Charles, Oglethorpe betrays his assumed proprietary 
hand over of the Church when he made his parting request of Charles: "I would 
desire you not to let the trustees know your resolution of resigning. There are 
many hungry fellows ready to catch at the office, and in my absence I cannot put 
in one of my own choosing. The best I can hope for is an honest Presbyterian, as 
many of the trustees are such. . .. I shall be in England before you leave it. Then 
you may either put in a deputy or resign."31 This request was fully in keeping 
with Oglethorpe's view of his governing role in the colony and of his relationship 
with the Church: he as the squire should make the basic decisions regarding the 
parson, even in the matter of appointment of the Secretary of Indian Affairs who 
might also act as parson. 

When Charles left Georgia the following week, he noted the propriety of the 
words that concluded the Gospel lesson for the day, from his self-professed pri
mary authority, the Bible: "Arise, let us go hence" (John 14:31). At noon on 
Monday, July 26, he took his final leave of Georgia, boarded the ship, and com
mented in his journal entry for the day, "I was surprised that I felt no more joy in 
leaving such a scene of sorrows" (p. 46). 

31 Manuscript Journal, I :45. By the following April, Oglethorpe was in England and Charles had 
still not resigned his position as Secretary of Indian Affairs, which Oglethorpe hoped he would not 
do, but would continue in the position and appoint a deputy. 
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His days there certainly had been marked by many interpersonal tensions, 
continuing physical illness, and difficult working relationships.32 But in the end, 
his admiration for Oglethorpe seems to have carried him through much of the 
strife that marked this period. In spite of his ups and downs in this relationship, 
the good parson in the end was able to say to his boss, Magis apta tuis tua dona 
relinquo,33 which means, "Sir, to yourself your slighted gifts I leave, Less fit for 
me to take, than you to give" (p. 45). Charles's implicit criticism here fits very 
well the relationship that Oglethorpe had tried to implement in the colony-that 
the parson was his right-hand man, carrying out the will of the squire ("governor" 
as he would see himself). Charles is in effect saying, exercise your own gifts, 
which are suited to you, not me. He came to realize that Oglethorpe's view of the 
nature and role of religion was not quite the same as his own, even though they 
shared the typical Anglican view of decency and order that might help provide 
stability for a community such as was found in the young colony. 

Charles did, in fact, continue to have cordial relations with Oglethorpe, even 
though the erstwhile parson never returned to the colony of Georgia. Through the 
whole relationship, Oglethorpe never gave a hint that he understood that their 
views of "true religion" were radically different. He could tell, however, whether 
the preacher of religion was having a positive effect on the life of the community. 
The Colonel, later General, always the squire, certainly in the end appreciated 
Charles' attempts to be a good parson while exercising his offices in the colony, 
if only for less than half a year. 

32 On March 16, after spending the whole day writing letters for Oglethorpe, he had noted in his 
journal, "I would not spend six days more in the same manner for all of Georgia." Manuscript 
Journal, 1:4. 

33Cf. Horace, Epistles, I.vii.43: Atride, magis apta tibi tua dona relinquam. 

http:I.vii.43
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Charles Wesley and Slavery 
S T Kimbrough, Jr. 

When Charles Wesley was born in the year 1707 in Epworth, some British 
traders were actively engaged in African slave trade. To what extent he may have 
been influenced by the knowledge of this reality during his childhood and youth 
we do not know. There does not appear to be evidence that his upbringing by par
ents Samuel and Susanna would have prejudiced him against persons of other 
races. Apparently his first encounter with the horrors of slavery was after his 
departure from the colony of Georgia, when he made his way overland to the port 
city of Charlestown to depart for England. 

The entry in his Journal for Monday, August 2, 1736 reads as follows: 

I had observed much, and heard more, of the cruelty of masters towards their 
negroes; but now I received an authentic account of some horrid instances thereof. 
The giving a child a slave of its own age to tyrannize over, to beat and abuse out 
of sport, was, I myself saw, a common practice. Nor is it strange, that being thus 
trained up in cruelty, they should afterwards arrive at so great perfection in it: that 
Mr Star, a gentleman I often met at Mr Lasserre's, should, as he himself informed 
Lasserre, first nail up a negro by the ears, then order him to be whipped in the sever
est manner, and then to have scalding water thrown allover him, so that the poor 
creature could not stir for four months after. Another much applauded punishment 
is drawing their slaves' teeth. One Colonel Lynch is universally known to have cut 
off a poor negro's legs; and to kill several of them every year by his barbarities. 

It were endless to recount all the shocking instances of diabolical cruelty which 
these men (as they call themselves) daily practice upon their fellow-creatures; and 
that on the most trivial occasions. I shall only mention one more, related to me by 
a Swiss gentleman, Mr Zouberbuhler, an eyewitness of Mr Hill, a dancing-master 
in Charlestown. He whipped a she-slave so long, that she fell down at his feet for 
dead. When by the help of a physician, she was so far recovered, as to show signs 
of life, he repeated the whipping with equal rigour, and concluded with dropping 
hot sealing wax upon her flesh. Her crime was overfilling a tea-cup. 

These horrid cruelties are the less to be wondered at, because the government 
itself in effect countenances and allows them to kill their slaves by the ridiculous 
penalty appointed for it, of about 7 pounds sterling (half of which is usually saved 
by the criminal's informing against himself). This I can look upon as no other than 
a public act to indemnify murder.l 

We do not know exactly what Charles means by the words "I had observed 
much, and heard more, of the cruelty of masters towards their negroes." Had he 
"observed much, and heard more" while on board the ship Simmonds on his way 
to America, while in Georgia, or is he referring to earlier knowledge while in 
England? Unfortunately we do not know. What we do know for certain is that 
at age twenty-nine in Charlestown he became an eyewitness to the terrifying 

1ST Kimbrough, Jr., and Kenneth G. C. Newport, The Manuscript Journal of the Reverend 
Charles Wesley. M.A .. 2 vols. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2(08), 46-47; henceforth cited as 
Manuscript Journal. followed by volume and page numbers. 
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inhumanity of slavery. He was apparently actively engaged in conversation with 
Mr. Lasserre and Mr. Zouberbuhler about slavery, for he records information the 
two men have shared with him about three slaver owners: Mr. Star, Colonel 
Lynch, and Mr. Hill, all of whom relate instances in which they have tortured 
their slaves in hideous w~ys. Of these three persons apparently Charles had met 
only Mr. Star, though it seems that the information about Star's abuse of slaves 
came from Mr. Lasserre rather than directly from Mr. Star to Wesley. 

Charles seems overwhelmed by "these horrid cruelties" toward African slaves 
and by the reality that the British government sanctioned the killing of slaves by 
their masters with payment of a miniscule penalty ca. of seven pounds sterling. 
In his judgment this is "a public act to indemnify murder." 

This brief passage in Wesley's Journal is crucial to the subject of this paper for 
the two realities it establishes: (I) Charles had a first hand encounter with slav
ery in an American colony, and (2) he concluded that the British government, that 
he would support for his entire life, was absolutely wrong to allow the murder of 
slaves by their owners. 

In 1735, the year before Charles Wesley arrived in America, the House of 
Commons passed legislation banning slavery within the colony of Georgia, 
though it was already entrenched to the north in the area that would eventually 
become known as South Carolina. Interestingly Georgia was the only one of the 
British colonies where slavery was prohibited. The Trustees who founded the 
colony promoted the ban based on pragmatic political and economic reasons, 
rather than strong moral grounds. The Spanish presence in nearby Florida was a 
threat to the security of the colony and Spain was offering freedom to those who 
would serve in the military. For this reason any slaves brought into Georgia 
would most certainly be tempted to aid the Spanish thus threatening the relatively 
weak English colony. 

The Georgia Trustees also genuinely believed that it would be better to avoid 
another plantation economy and to establish a settlement where persons worked 
for themselves. They envisaged an economy free of slave labor. While it is not 
the purpose of this paper to discuss the eventual emergence of slavery in Georgia, 
it should be noted that on May 19, 1749 the Trustees of the colony petitioned the 
king to repeal the Act of 1735 that prohibited slavery. The petition was approved 
on October 26,1749 and slavery became legal in Georgia as of January 1,1751. 
Two of the staunchest advocates of this action were James Habersham and 
George Whitefield. Interestingly the latter became a slave owner. 

The point of this brief review is to emphasize that during Charles Wesley's 
five-month stay in Georgia he had no direct contact with slaves or the institution 
of slavery. This is not to suggest that he heard nothing about slavery while there. 
What we may assume from the record of his Journal is that his initial encounter 
with slavery took place upon his arrival in Charlestown. 
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In addition to Charles Wesley's Journal entry of August 2, 1736, there are a 
few other documents of primary interest related to the subject of slavery that shall 
be addressed in this paper: (1) Charles's Journal record of direct contact with and 
ministry to "a poor black that had robbed his master" (July 12, 15, 17, 18, 1738); 
(2) a few poetical references to American slavery; (3) depositions in the Court of 
King's Bench2 of William Floyd, a mariner from the City of Bristol, and Little 
Ephraim Robin John and Ancona Robin Robin John of Old Town, Old Calabar, 
on the coast of Africa, who were captured and enslaved but were eventually freed 
during a sojourn in England and became acquainted with Charles Wesley while 
staying in Bristol; (4) Charles Wesley's personal letters to William Perro net (Jan. 
23, 1774) and Vincent Perronet (Nov. 1, 1775); (5) a series of letters from the 
above-mentioned slaves, Ephraim Robin John and Ancona Robin Robin John to 
Charles Wesley. 

While much concentration in the study of slavery is placed on the colonies of 
the British Commonwealth, it was also practiced in England proper.3 In eigh
teenth-century England to have servants at your command to do the simplest of 
things as well as hard labor was thought by many to be a sign of good breeding, 
aristocracy, and wealth. While some masters may have treated their slaves equi
tably, many were horribly abused. At the time of Charles Wesley's return to 
England, the trade of British slave ships was thriving especially in Bristol. 

(1) In his Journal record of July 1738, Charles provides an account of his min
istry to a slave who had been imprisoned for stealing from his master. It is a mov
ing encounter. 

Wednesday, July 12. Preached at Newgate to the condemned felons. Visited one 
of them in his cell, sick of a fever-a poor black that had robbed his master. I told 
him of One who came down from heaven to save lost sinners, and him in particu
lar. Described the sufferings of the Son of God, his sorrows, agony, and death. He 
listened with all the signs of eager astonishment. The tears trickled down his 
cheeks while he cried, "What! Was it for me? Did God suffer all this for so poor 
a creature as me!" I left him waiting for the salvation of God.4 

Saturday, July 15. Preached there again with an enlarged heart and rejoiced with 
my poor happy black, who now believes the Son of God loved him, and gave him
self for him.5 

Monday, July 17. Rose free from pain. At Newgate preached on death (which 
they must suffer the day after tomorrow). Mr Sparks assisted in giving the 
Sacrament. Another clergyman was there. Newington asked me to go in the coach 
with him. At one with the black in his cell, James Hutton assisting. Two more of 

2 See the extracts of the depositions in The Arminian Magazine (1783):98-9, 151-3,211-12. 
3 See Gretchen Gerzina, Black England: Life Before Emancipation. (London: John Murray 

Publishers, Ltd., 1995), and Peter Fryer, Staying Power: The History of Black People in Britain. 
(London: Pluto Press, 1984). 

4 Manuscript Journal, 1:136. 
5 Ibid., 137. 
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the malefactors came. I h~d great help and power in prayer. One rose, and said he 
felt his heart all on fire, so as he never found himself before; was aU in a sweat; 
believed Christ died for him. I found myself overwhelmed with the love of Christ 
to sinners. The black was quite happy. The other criminal was in an excellent tem
per; believing, or on the point of it.6 

Tuesday, July 18. The Ordinary read prayers and preached. I administered the 
Sacrament to the black, and eight more, having first instructed them in the nature 
of it. Spake comfortably to them afterwards. 

In the cells, one told me that whenever he offered to pray, or had a serious 
thought, some thing came and hindered him; was with him almost continually; and 
once appeared. After we had prayed for him infaith, he rose amazingly comforted, 
ful1 of joy and love, so that we could not doubt his having received the atonement. 

At night I was locked in with Bray in one of the cel1s. We wrestled in mighty 
prayer. All the criminals were present, and al1 delightful1y cheerful. The soldier, 
in particular, found his comfort and joy increase every moment. Another, from the 
time he communicated, has been in perfect peace. Joy was visible in al1 their faces. 
We sang: 

Behold the Saviour of mankind, 
Nail'd to the shameful Tree! 

How vast the Love that Him inclined 
To bleed and die for Thee! etc.7 

It was one of the most triumphant hours I have ever known. 

Yet on 

Wednesday, July 19, I rose very heavy and backward to visit them for the last time. 

At six prayed and sang with them all together. The Ordinary would read prayers, 

and preach[ed] most miserably. Mr Sparks and Mr Broughton present, I felt my 

heart full of tender love to the latter. He administered. All the ten received. Then 

he prayed and I after him. 


At half-hour past nine their irons were knocked off, and their hands tied. I went 
in a coach with Sparks, Washington, and a friend of Newington's (Newington him
self not being permitted). By halfhour past ten we came to Tyburn.s Waited till 
eleven, then were brought the children appointed to die. I got upon the cart with 
Sparks and Broughton. The Ordinary endeavoured to follow, when the poor pris
oners begged he might not come, and the mob kept him down. 

I prayed first, then Sparks and Broughton. We had prayed before that our Lord 
would show there was a power superior to the fear of death. Newington had quite 
forgot his pain. They were all cheerful; ful1 of comfort, peace, and triumph; 
assuredly persuaded Christ had died for them and waited to receive them into par
adise. Greenaway was impatient to be with Christ. 

The black had spied me coming out of the coach, and saluted me with his looks. 
As often as his eyes met mine, he smiled with the most composed, delightful coun
tenance I ever saw. Read caught hold of my hand in a transport of joy. Newington 

6 Ibid. 

7"On the Crucifixion," st. I, CPH (l737), 46. This poem by Samuel Wesley Sr was salvaged after 


the fire at the Epworth rectory in February 1709, and was first published in this Collection. 
8 Tyburn, Middlesex, was the site for hangings in London, near present-day Tyburn Convent on 

the northern edge of Hyde Park. 
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seemed perfectly pleased. Hudson declared he was never better, or more at ease, in 
mind and body. None showed any natural terror of death-no fear, or crying, or tears. 
All expressed their desire of our following them to paradise. I never saw such calm 
triumph, such incredible indifference to dying. We sang several hymns, particularly, 

Behold the Saviour of mankind, 
Nail'd to the shameful Tree ... 

And the hymn entitled "Faith in Christ," which concludes, 

A guilty, weak, and helpless worm, 
Into thy hands I fall. 

Be thou my Life, my Righteousness, 
My Jesus, and my all.9 

We prayed Him, in earnest faith, to receive their spirits. I could do nothing but 
rejoice. Kissed Newington and Hudson. Took leave of each in particular. Mr 
Broughton bade them not be surprised when the cart should draw away. They 
cheerfully replied they should not, expressed some concern how we should get 
back to the coach. We left them going to meet their Lord, ready for the 
Bridegroom. When the cart drew off, not one stirred, or struggled for life, but 
meekly gave up their spirits. Exactly at twelve they were turned off. I spoke a few 
suitable words to the crowd, and returned, full of peace and confidence in our 
friends' happiness. 

That hour under the gallows was the most blessed hour of my life. 

Charles Wesley's encounter with this slave condemned to death for his crime 
of robbery is extremely important in understanding his posture toward the insti
tution of slavery. One must not forget that his 1736-Journal entry in Charlestown 
included the indictment that a specific British law indemnified the murder of 
slaves. Now he was back in England and a different British law had condemned 
a slave to death for robbing his master. In contrast to the rage of the Charlestown 
entry, Wesley here is not overtly concerned with misdirected British law, rather 
with ministering to a black man, who with a group of non-blacks has been sen
tenced to death. According to his Journal, Wesley devotes eight days of pastoral 
ministry to the prisoners, testifies to their professions of faith and their calmness 
in the face of death, and he accompanies them to their execution. Here we get a 
glimpse of an evangelical Anglican pastor-priest deeply concerned about the 
lives, the souls, of these men. Here we see a practitioner of God's grace poured 
out for all humankind, a hallmark of the Wesleyan movement. There is no priv
ileged class in God's realm. All are the recipients of God's loving grace in Jesus 
Christ. Wesley shares with the black the central meaning of the gospel and what 
God has done for him and all others in Jesus Christ and that the salvation offered 
is for him. The black man is moved to tears. 

The formulation of one sentence in the Journal entry of July 17th is of vital 
importance to this discussion. Wesley writes, "At one with the black in his cell." 

9 Isaac Watts, "Faith in Christ," included by John Wesley in CPH (1737),52, st. 6. Original found 
in Watts, Hymns and Spiritual Songs (London: Hurnfreys, 1707), Bk. 2, no. 90. 
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To the defenders of the institution of slavery it would have been blatant blas
phemy to claim that a white and a black could experience oneness. What can 
Charles possibly mean with the words "one with the black"? Most likely he 
means unity in Christ, but perhaps more. While he never articulated a Christian 
anthropology as such, here is its basis. There is a common humanity that issues 
from a Creator whose caring concern for all human beings has been expressed in 
a self-emptying love that itself is the paradigm for the unity of humankind. 

From an ecc1esiological perspective there is more to be mentioned in Charles's 
account. On July 18th he records: "The Ordinary read prayers and preached. I 
administered the Sacrament to the black, and eight more, having first instructed 
them in the nature of it. Spake comfortably to them afterwards." Here Charles 
functions in his prjestl~ role and shares the elements of Holy Communion with 
the black and others. Hbw extraordinary is this? There is no mention of baptism, 
no mention of reception into communicant status of the Church of England. 
Wesley does say that he instructs the prisoners in the "nature" of the sacrament. 

This picture of an Anglican priest administering the sacrament to a black man 
and other condemned prisoners in an English prison is a revealing portrait of the 
spirit of the Methodist movement, which in 1738 was in its nascence. 

(2) There are only a few references in Charles Wesley's poetry to American 
slavery. His poem "For the Heathen" was published in Hymns ofIntercession for 
All Mankind (1758).10 From the outset of the Wesleyan movement John and 
Charles fostered the practice of intercessory prayer among the adherents. Friday 
noon was a common time appointed for such prayer. It is not surprising that the 
formulation of prayers for affairs of the nation (peace and war, e.g., involvement 
in the Seven Year's War [l75~3]) and for general concerns of all humankind 
(childbirth, education, God's sustenance of daily life), would find their way to the 
printed page from Charles's pen. Such was the collection Hymns of Intercession 
for All Mankind. One poem of this collection is of particular interest to the sub
ject of this paper. It is titled "For the Heathen." 

1. 	 Lord over all, if thou hast made, 
Hast ransom'd every soul of man, 

Why is the grace so long delay'd, 
Why unfulfil' d the saving plan, 

The bliss for Adam's race design' d 
When will it reach to all mankind? 

2. 	 Art Thou the God of Jews alone, 
And not the God of Gentiles too? 

To Gentiles make thy goodness known, 
Thy judgment to the nations shew, 

Awake them by the gospel-call, 
Light of the world, illumine all. 

0/ Intercession/or all Mankind. (Bristol: Farley, 1758), No. 34,27-8. 

http:1758).10
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3. 	 The servile progeny of Ham 
Seize as the purchase of thy blood, 

Let all the heathen know thy name; 
From idols to the living God, 

The dark Americans convert, 
And shine in every pagan heart. 

4. 	 As lightning lanc'd from east to west, 
The coming of thy kingdom be, 

To Thee by angel-hosts confest, 
Bow every soul ll and every knee, 

Thy glory let all flesh behold, 
And then fill up thy heavenly fold. 12 

This poem is the third in a series of prayers for specific religious and ethnic 
groups: Hymn 32 "For the Jews," Hymn 33 "For the Turks," Hymn 34 "For the 
Heathen," and Hymn 35 "For the Arians, Socinians, Deists, and Pelagians, etc." 

"For the Heathen" is one of two poems by Charles Wesley with lines dedicated 
specifically to African slaves. In stanza three he speaks of the "servile progeny 
of Ham" and refers to them as "dark Americans." His prayer is that they shall be 
converted. Interestingly it is this stanza that was chosen by his brother John 
Wesley to conclude his treatise, Thoughts Upon Slavery (1774). 

In stanza three of Part 1113 of Hymn 10 of a poem titled "To the American 
Rebels" Charles Wesley once again used the phrase ''The servile progeny of 
Ham." In the poem he is longing for the day when Jesus shall make wars cease 
and bring everlasting peace to all humankind. 

The savage Tribes, an unjust Race, 
Americans shall then embrace 

Their God so long unknown; 
The servile progeny of Ham 
Shall prostrated at Jesus' name 

Their dear Redeemer own. 

In the concluding stanzas four and five of the poem he carries forth the theme of 
the series of poems in Hymns of Intercession by longing for the day when 

Muslims and Jews will recognize Jesus as the true Messiah and celestial love 
shall reign over a "new-made earth." 

11 The original is "sort" but was changed to "soul" in the 1759 edition and following. 
12 Hymns ofIntercession, 28. 
13 MS Patriotism, 23-4. S T Kimbrough, Jr., and Oliver A. Beckedegge, eds. The Unpublished 

Poetry ofCharles Wesley, 3 vols. (Nashville: AbingdonlKingswood, 1988, 1990, 1992), I :74; hence
forth cited as Unpub. Poetry followed by volume and page number. 
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The Crescent to the Cross shall yield, 
The Turks and Heathen be compel' d 

Their Sovereign to confess, 
And Jews, who pierc'd his hands and side, 
Discern Jehovah crucified, 

Their true Messiah bless. 

Then all religious Babels cease, 
And all into the kingdom press 

Of God reveal'd below. 
And fountains open'd from above 
In streams of pure celestial love 

The new-made earth o'erflow. 

Charles's message in this poem regarding the enslaved Africans in America is 
essentially the same as in his poem "For the Heathen," namely, a plea for their 
conversion. However, it is not mere conversion for conversion's sake, rather that 
the earth will be made new through overflowing streams of "pure celestial love." 
In this "new made earth" Americans will embrace the "savage tribes," namely, 
Native Americans. While Charles's own modes of expressing his hopes for 
Native Americans, African Americans, Muslims, and Jews may be very inade
quate, one thing is clear, he longs for a world in which all human beings live in 
harmony. He holds in tension what is very difficult to maintain-an exclusive 
faith and an inclusive love. 

Why did Charles, who penned so many poems on national affairs, never address 
the subject of slavery in poetry, as he had done in the prose of his Journal in 1736? 

Did he feel that his brother's treatise, Thoughts Upon Slavery (1774) was suf
ficient? Was his concern only an evangelical one, i.e. the conversion of slaves, 
and not with the evils of the institution? Was he aware of the anti-slavery poems 
of William Cowper (1731-1800), who was asked by John Newton after his con
version to the anti-slavery movement to write ballads that could be set to music 
and sung in the streets of England's cities and towns? Cowper's poem, "The 
Negro's Complaint," refle~ts the horrors of the Middle Passage, of which he no 
doubt had heard from Newton. 

Forc'd from home and all its pleasures, 
Afric's coast I left forlorn; 
To increase a stranger's treasures, 
O'er the raging billows borne; 
Men from England bought and sold me, 
Paid my price in paltry gold; 
But though theirs they have enroll'd me 
Minds are never to be sold. 
Still in thought as free as ever, 
What are England's rights, I ask, 
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Me from my delights to sever, 

Me to torture, me to task? 

Fleecy locks and black complexion 

Cannot forfeit nature's claim; 

Skins may differ, but affection 

Dwells in white and black the same. 

Why did all-creating Nature 

Make the plant for which we toil? 

Sighs must fan it, tears must water, 

Sweat of ours must dress the soil. 

Think, ye masters iron-hearted, 

Lolling at your jovial boards; 

Think, how many backs have smarted 

For the sweets your cane affords. 

Is there, as ye sometimes tell us, 

Is there one who reigns on high? 

Has he bid you buy and sell us, 

Speaking from his throne, the sky? 

Ask him, if your knotted scourges, 

Fetters, blood-extorting screws, 

Are the means that duty urges 

Agents of his will to use? 

Strewing yonder sea with wrecks, 

Wasting towns, plantations, meadows, 

Are the voice with which he speaks. 

He, foreseeing what vexations 

Afric's sons should undergo, 

Fix'd their tyrants' habitations 

Where his whirlwinds answer-No. 

By our blood in Afric wasted, 

Ere our necks receiv'd the chain; 

By the mis'ries which we tasted, 

Crossing in your barks the main; 

By our suff'rings since ye brought us 

To the man-degrading mart; 

All sustain'd by patience, taught us 

Only by a broken heart: 

Deem our nation brutes no longer 

Till some reason ye shall find 

Worthier of regard and stronger 

Than the colour of our kind. 

Slaves of gold! whose sordid dealings 

Tarnish all your boasted pow'rs, 

Prove that you have human feelings, 

Ere you proudly question ours.14 


14 See www.wwnorton.comlcollegelenglishlnaeIl18century/topic_21cowper.htm. 

www.wwnorton.comlcollegelenglishlnaeIl18century/topic_21cowper.htm
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Did Charles Wesley feel that such sentiments expressed by Cowper and oth
ers were sufficient and therefore his poetical input was not required? This is a 
tantalizing question, but we shall probably never know its answer. 

While Cowper speaks in specifics of the human humiliation and degradation 
inflicted by England's exercise of slavery, in stanza three of "For the Heathen" 
Charles refers to the slaves as "the heathen" and possessors of "pagan hearts" in 
need of transformation. While the plea for their conversion is consistent with his 
encounter with the black prisoner in his Journal account of 1738, stanza 3 of "For 
the Heathen" reflects nothing of the pastoral concern encountered there: shared 
prayer, oneness with the black, and the administration of the Eucharist. Yet, John 
Wesley, who, after a scathing indictment of the institution of slavery in his trea
tise, Thoughts Upon Slavery, expresses his evangelical concern for the Africans 

concluding his prayer for them with stanza 3 of his brother's poem. 
(3) Next we tum to the depositions in the Court of King's Bench of William 

Floyd, a mariner from the City of Bristol, and Little Ephraim Robin John and 
Ancona Robin Robin John 15 of Old Town, Old Calabar, on the coast of Africa, 
who became acquainted with Charles Wesley while staying for a time in Bristol. 

British slave ships came frequently to Old Calabar to procure slaves and had 
dealings for a number of years with the Grandee, afterwards King of Old Town, 
Ephraim Robin John. Since some locals wanted to conduct their own slave busi
ness and profit thereby, they formed the settlement of New Town. As the rivalry 
increased between the two factions, some British captains saw the opportunity to 
capitalize on the situation to their own benefit and profit and eliminate one of the 
parties. William Floyd explains in his deposition how the captains of a group of 
slave ships anchored off the coast of Old Calabar conspired to trick the leaders of 
Old Town to come to their ships under the guise of resolving the friction between 
the two towns. Their conspiracy resulted in the massacre of some 300 persons 
from Old Town who came to the ships in good faith to negotiate the resolution. 

In the party from Old Town were two brothers of Epbraim Robin John,Amboe 
Robin John and Little Ephraim Robin John, and the latter's nephew, Ancona 
Robin Robin John. The people from Old Town did not suspect that the invitation 
from the British captains was a trap, but at the agreed upon signal the crews of 
the ships began attacking those who had come aboard, as well as firing on those 
in the canoes. In addition, people from New Town were hidden along the shore 
and counter attacked killing many, who were fleeing the attack from the ships. 

15 Their story has been well chronicled by Randy J. Sparks in his book, The Two Princes of 
Calabar: An Eighteenth Century Atlantic Odyssey (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2004). 
See the related brief but succinct and insightful study of Joanna Cruickshank, "Charles Wesley, the 
Men of Old Calabar and the Abolition of Slavery," Aldersgate Papers 7(Sept. 2009):8-16. (This pub
lication is the official journal of the Australasian Centre for Wesleyan Research in Melbourne, 
Australia.) She focuses quite sharply the significance of the correspondence for an understanding of 
slavery from the perspective of slaves and for a clearer understanding of Charles Wesley's view of 
slavery. 
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Amboe Robin John was beheaded by the men from New Town and Little 
Ephraim and Ancona Robin Robin John were put into irons and, along with oth
ers who were captured, sold into slavery. 

The second part of the deposition published in The Arminian Magazine con
sists of sworn testimony of the events of the conspiracy and massacre as told by 
Little Ephraim Robin John and Ancona Robin Robin John. After a detailed 
description of the horrible events of that day, they explain that they were sold to 
a French doctor on the island of Dominica in the Caribbean where they were kept 
for seven months. The captain of a ship that arrived in Dominica after hearing 
their story promised to take them back to Old Calabar, if they would come to the 
ship at night. However, he betrayed his promise and sold them to a Mr. Mitchell 
in Virginia with whom they were for five years. 

A Bristol Captain by the name of O'Neile, Commander of the ship 
Greyhound, had two men on board who were from Old Calabar and who knew 
the plight of the Robin Johns. Captain O'Neile also promised to take them back 
to old Calabar, but told them first they would have to go to Bristol. Once again 
they escaped their master and made it on to the vessel by night and were brought 
to Bristol. The captain also broke his promise to them and put them on a ship 
about to depart for Virginia in order to send them back to Mr. Mitchell. 

The third extract of the deposition is once again the testimony of William 
Floyd, who procured a warrant from the Lord Chief Justice Mansfield, whereby 
the men were brought from the ship before it could set sail for Virginia. In the 
court record there is a brief account of Charles Wesley's involvement with the 
two Africans. 

While they were at Bristol, Mr. Charles Wesley was desired to visit them. From 
that time they came to him every day. He taught them to read, and carefully 
instructed them in the principles of Christianity. They received the truth with all 
gladness, appeared to be deeply penetrated therewith: and after some time, desired 
to be baptized. There is reason to believe, they were then baptized with the Holy 
Ghost. After they had been in England eight or nine weeks, the people of Bristol 
furnished them plentifully with every thing they thought might be of use, and they 
set sail, with a fair wind, and abundance of prayers, for their own country. 16 

Near the African coast, however, a storm stranded the ship on a desert island, 
where, after a little over two weeks, they were rescued by a ship bound for 
Bristol. During an additional three-month sojourn there they received further 
instruction in the Christian faith, reading, writing, gardening, agriculture, and the 
making of butter and cheese. After this stay in Bristol, a second voyage was suc
cessful and they arrived in Old Calabar. 

The next three items for consideration come from the 1770s, when the Anti
Slavery movement was gaining considerable traction in England. These are: (4) 
personal letters to William Perronet (Jan. 23, 1774) and Vincent Perronet (Nov. 1, 

16 The Arminian Magazine 6 (1983):211. 
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1775), (4) a series of letters from two slaves Ephraim Robin John and Ancona 
Robin Robin John, and (5) the account of these two slaves as published in The 
Arminian Magazine (1783). 

(5) There are two extant notes from the pen of Charles Wesley regarding his 
encounter with the slaves Ephraim Robin John and Ancona Robin Robin John. 
The first is a letter of January 23, 1774, written from Bristol to Mr. William 
Perro net. It is the postscript to the letter written on the reverse side of the letter 
that is of importance to this discussion. It reads: 

P'S.-I have had with me this month or more, 2 very extraordinary Scholars, and 
Catechumens, 2 African Princes carried off from Old Calabar, by a Bristol-Captain 
after they had seen him & his crew massacre their Brother & 300 of their poor 
Countrymen.-They have been 6 years in Slavery; made their Escape hither; were 
thrown into irons, but rescued by Lord Mansfield, & [are] to be sent honourable 
back to their Bro[the]r, King of Calabar. This morning I baptized them.-They 
received both the outward visible sign, & the inward spiritual grace, in a wonder
ful manner & measure. 

The two African Princes in question are, of course, Little Ephraim Robin John 
and Ancona Robin Robin John. Here is Charles's record of their baptism in 
which he seems to have delighted. Their correspondence with Charles Wesley is 
of utmost importance, since they learned English well enough to record and relate 
the dramatic story of their enslavement and their quest of freedom, which they 
ultimately achieved. Their letters to Charles have been preserved and will be 
examined below. 

The second letter by Charles Wesley with mention of the Robin Johns was 
addressed to Vincent Perro net and written from Bristol on Nov. 1, 1775. 

Bristol Nov. 1, 1775. 
Dear Sir, 

Miss Johnson gives me an Opportunity of acknowledging y(ou)r last Favor. It 
brought the never-failing Blessing. You cast y(ou)r bread upon the Waters, & have 
found it after many days. My Father was not so happy as to see the Fruit of his 
forty years' labours at Epworth. You have both sowed & reaped. Blessed be God, 
who gives seed to the sower & meat to the Eater. Yours is indeed Aquilae senec
Ius; & when y(ou)r work is finished, You will mount up with Eagles' Wings. 

My Brother is sent back from the Gates of death in an awful Crisis of Affairs. 
His Example, I am persuaded, confirms Multitudes in their Loyalty; & will bring 
many back, who were carried away by the stream. Several other wise ends may be 
answered by his longer continuance; & I trust he will live to see me, & very many 
more of his brethren & children, gathered into the gamer. 

My only business now is, to end well. If the Lord renews my strength to reach 
London, I hope to catch the first Opportunity of visiting Shoreham, once more to 
receive y(ou)r Blessing and encouragement, in my last Stage. My Companion pre
sents her warmest love & duty. Miss P(erronet) will not forget an old servant, who 
needs her prayers, & those of the whole church. Your Sons I bear upon my heart, 
as my own. May they wait upon the Lord, & renew their strength, of body and 
soul! I believe their latter end will be better than their beginning. 
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God brought us thro'(ugh) the Fire 30 years ago; and his Arm is not short'ned. 
Have you not faith for the poor Americans? May the two sticks become One in His 
hand! 

My 2 African Children got safe home. Their Letters were suppresst at 
Liverpool. 

If I am prospered in my journey to town, it will be another answer of y(ou)r 
prayers for, dearest S(i)r, 

Your ever-obliged & loving, 
C Wesley. 

Near the end of the letter Wesley speaks of "My 2 African Children," who are 
Little Ephraim and Ancona. After their second stay in Bristol, they were finally 
able to travel back to their home in Old Calabar. It is this return to which Wesley 
refers in his letter to Vincent Perronet. 

(5) The letters of the Africans and former slaves, Little Ephraim and Ancona 
Robin Robin John, to Charles Wesley are extremely important to this discussion. 

After being declared free through the assistance of Lord Mansfield, they 
remained in Bristol and the surrounding area until arrangements could be made 
for them to return to Old Calabar, their home in Africa. This was primarily dur
ing the last half of the year 1774. In 1771 Charles Wesley and his family had 
moved from Bristol to London, though Charles made intermittent trips back to 
Bristol, as the New Room remained the center of Methodist activity in the West 
Country. 

How did the two Africans learn of and meet Charles Wesley? According to a 
letter of August 17, 1774 written in Bristol by Little Ephraim Robin John to 
Charles Wesley, they learned of him through Mr. Thomas Jones who befriended 
them after they had been brought to Bristol by the captain who had promised to 
put them on another ship that would take them back to their home in Africa. 
Instead they were put aboard a vessel, locked in irons, and kept for eighteen days 
in deplorable conditions. Mr. Jones came on board the ship and requested that the 
captain let the two men go ashore. When he refused, Jones procured a warrant 
and got them off the ship. Thereafter Little Ephraim wrote to Lord Mansfield in 
London requesting assistance, which they ultimately received, and were freed. 
Mr. Jones brought the two men to his home and began to aid them with educa
tion. As they wanted to learn to read the Scriptures, the name of Charles Wesley 
was suggested and Little Ephraim wrote to him, "you be better minister to teach 
us that we may soon come to have some knowledge of God(.]" Ephraim further 
stated in this letter that it was a Mrs. Forrest who brought them to Charles Wesley. 

The series of letters from Little Ephraim Robin John and Ancona Robin Robin 
John to Charles Wesley span the period from July to October 1774 and fill out to 
some extent the relationship of the two Africans to Charles Wesley and his fam
ily, as well as to John Wesley. They aid in understanding Charles's reference to 
Little Ephraim and Ancona as "My 2 African children." The letters are very 
important because documents written by slaves or former slaves in this period are 
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rare. Because of the slave trading in which the Robin Johns and their family had 
been engaged in Old Calabar~ they had learned some English in order to commu
nicate and conduct business. Through Charles Wesley~s assistance they no doubt 
developed better English writing and speaking skills. 

It is apparent that the Robin Johns had met Charles and his family prior to the 
letters of July 18 and 29~ 1774~ the first extant letters that are preserved. The cor
respondence reveals their acquaintance to be more than casual. In the letter of 

29th Little Ephraim and Ancona comment that they have "received with sev
ereall good Books of Christ which Perruse as much as our weak abbilitys 
Wesley is genuinely concerned that they increase their knowledge of the faith and 
English language through study. 

In this same letter they wish to express "our Kind Love to your wife and two 
Sons and Daughter:~ but add "admitt our Love to all our Brethren." Thus their 
relationships extended beyond the bounds of the Wesley family and no doubt 
Charles and John sought to bring them into a wider circle of Christian commu
nity. 

From the letter of Little Ephraim and Ancona dated August 5~ 1774~ and writ
ten from Bristol~ we learn that Charles wrote letters to them as well: "Yours of 
the 31 st July we have received and return you our most sincere thanks." There 
are a number of other very revealing comments in this letter. They express their 
concern that Charles has been ill~ which they have heard from their friend Mr. 
Jones~ and they have offered prayers for Charles~s health. Little Ephraim and 
Ancona also indicate that they have heard John Wesley preach at the New Room 
in the morning and evening after which they drank tea with Mrs. Elizabeth 
Johnson. John Wesley~ however~ "had not time to talk with us then," because "so 
many people follow him." Wesley tells them~ however, "he will take some oppor
tunity of doing it before he leaves Bristol and we will be glad to inform him as 
far as we can remember." Apparently John had asked them to recount their expe
riences from capture and enslavement to freedom in England. l ? 

The postscript to the letter of August 5, 1774 is a striking comment. 
"Yesterday we were at ye Lords table and we [are?] very comfortable in our 
mind-give me kind love to Miss Wesley and the two young gentlemen." Where 
were they at the Lord~s table? In a parish church? At the New Room? They had 
been baptized by Charles Wesley~ but were they ever confirmed in the Church of 
England? In another comment on the sacrament of Holy Communion from a let
ter of August 17, 1774 to <tharles~ Little Ephraim says, "Blessed be ,the Lord he 
gives us to reading his Wdrd all the Daylong and it is very sweet to us[.] your 
Brother has been so kind as to talk to us and has given us the Sacrament thrice[.] 
I find him so good as to show me when I do wrong[.]" It is quite clear that John 
and Charles do not harbor an exclusivistic ecclesiology, for they demonstrate 

11 In a letter of August 17, 1774 they attempt to do this. 
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their full intent to include Little Ephraim and Ancona in the community of the 
faithful. 

In the postscript of his letter to William Perronet noted above Charles Wesley 
speaks of Little Ephraim and Ancona as "2 very extraordinary Scholars, and 
Catechumens," and goes on to say, "This morning I baptized them.-They 
received both the outward visible sign, & the inward spiritual grace, in a won
derful manner & measure." There is not the slightest indication that he doubts 
their sincerity. A catechumen is understood as a Christian convert who is under 
instruction before baptism and/or one in preparation for confirmation. We have a 
definitive statement by Charles Wesley that Little Ephraim and Ancona were bap
tized, but whether they were ever confirmed is not known to this author. 

A letter to Charles from Little Ephraim dated August 27, 1774 evoked concern 
from Charles as his response in shorthand written on the bottom of the letter 
reveals. Little Ephraim began the letter with the following sentence: "Dear Sir[,] 
one question I have to ask you before we leave England which is most on my 
mind that is [-] [H]ow shall I payoff good friend Mr Jones who has been so kind 
in laying out so much money to seave us[.] [I]f we must not sell slaves[,] I know 
not how we shall pay him."18 Jones is the gentleman, who essentially paid for the 
outfitting of a ship for their return voyage to Old Calabar. 

Charles's shorthand19 response indicates that the mere opposition to slavery 
was not the first issue for him, rather conversion must come first, particularly for 
the people of England. "After they are truly converted," averred Charles, "they 
will sell slaves no more; they will learn war no more."20 Here there is clear evi
dence that Charles Wesley unequivocally saw slave trade and the Christian faith 
as mutually exclusive. Most certainly he saw this as applying to Little Ephraim; 
however, he says further in the passage that there is little point in the British 
telling Little Ephraim not to deal in the slave trade, if they have not been con
verted and refrained from it themselves. 

The indications are that after their return to Old Calabar, Ancona and Little 
Ephraim indeed once again became involved in slave trade. 

A Puzzlement 

Given the Wesleys' opposition to slavery and Charles Wesley's encounter with 
its horrors in Charlestown, his intensive outreach and ministry to a condemned 
black in prison, and his friendship with and ministry to Little Ephraim and 
Ancona Robin Robin John, why is that in his writings, with the exception of his 

18 In a letter to Charles Wesley dated August 27, 1774, Elizabeth Johnson comments, "Ephraim is 
... more thoughtful and humbled ... Seams so full for Mr Jones's expenses" (MS DDCW 2/9 of the 
Methodist Archives at the John Rylands Library, University of Manchester). The fact that Jones had 
been so kind to Little Ephraim and Ancona and had laid out so much money for their welfare and 
return voyage home greatly troubled Little Ephraim, as his letter to Charles Wesley suggests. 

19M5 DDCW 2/9. 
20 Ibid., transcribed from the shorthand. 
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Journal record of 1736, he does not address the evils of slavery, as does his 
brother John in his Thoughts Upon Slavery?21 

Charles lived for so many years in Bristol, one of the hot beds of British slave 
trade with ships coming in and out of the landings with slaves aboard or with 
ships departing for Africa in order to load their vessels with slaves. One cannot 
imagine that he simply ignored this. 

Was he unaware of William Blackstone (1723-1780), who was appointed 
Vinerian Professor of English Law at Oxford in 1758, and whose Oxford lectures 
published in 1765 set a standard for the development of British law and whose 
opinions on freedom and slavery became seminal for judicial interpretation of 
legal rights? 

Was Charles Wesley unaware of the case of James Somerset, who in 1771 was 
brought as a slave from Virginia to England and then managed to escape from his 
master? Shortly thereafter he was captured and forced to board a ship going to 
Jamaica. The following year, however, his case came before the Court of King's 
Bench, and after a prolonged trial, Lord Mansfield issued the judgment that 
regardless of whether there could be slaves in England, no master had the right to 
force a slave to go to another country. As a result James Somerset was freed. 
While many legal aspects of the case were unclear, practically speaking 
Mansfield's decision helped precipitate an end to slavery in England. 

One could go on and on with a variety of questions as to Charles's awareness 
of and response to the Abolitionist movement and the literature of the period deal
ing with the injustices of slavery. Why is John Wesley so articulate in this mat
ter and Charles essentially silent? Was he simply preoccupied as a husband, 
father, priest, preacher, and poet and hence had little time for the criticism of such 
a dastardly institution, even though he lived at one of the thresholds of its trade, 
namely Bristol, for over twenty years (1749-71)? By the 1770s Charles had 
largely withdrawn from active engagement in the Wesleyan movement, but not 
from the heart of its principles, devotion to its central evangelical thrust, and its 
theology of inclusive grace. It is interesting that in the year 1774 when the Robin 
Johns became acquainted with Charles and John Wesley and wrote letters to 
Charles, that John published his Thoughts Upon Slavery. It was probably John 
who asked Little Ephraim and Ancona to record the account of their enslavement, 
which they did in two letters dated August 17, 1774. 

The Robin Johns letters most certainly emphasize that Charles never lost his 
pastoral concern and his ability to include those often excluded by others. His 
willingness to make friends of Little Ephraim and Ancona and to bring them into 
the embrace of his family and other Christians is overtly clear from the letters of 
these Africans from Old Calabar. Sharing with them in the sacraments of baptism 

Wesley's opposition to slavery by Irv A. Brendlinger, Social 
Justice John Wesley:\' Theological Challenge to Slavery (Ontario, 
Canada: 
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and Holy Communion is an outward sign of what he knew the church should 
be-open to all, for God's grace is open to all. 

It would be wrong to imply that John addressed the institution of slavery 
philosophically and theologically and Charles exhibited a life of pastoral and per
sonal engagement with African slaves. Ancona Robin Robin John in a letter 
dated October 10, 1774, his last before departure from England for Africa, makes 
the following comment about John Wesley's pastoral outreach to him and Little 
Ephraim in prayer: "Last night with Mr Wesley who offerd us up in a very 
solemn mener to God and we humbly hope his prayer will be heard." 

There is nothing in Charles Wesley's prose or poetry comparable to John's 
strong abolitionist statement in his treatise Thoughts Upon Slavery. The strongest 
statements from Charles are found in a previously undeciphered shorthand pas
sage cited above that he penned on the bottom of a letter to him from Little 
Ephraim and in the words of his Journal entry of 1736 in Charlestown. 
Nevertheless, his ministry to the condemned black in prison and his friendship 
and diverse encounters with the Robin Johns provide a paradigm for human 
behavior, i.e. how human beings should relate to one another, and more specifi
cally how Christians should relate to others regardless of racial, cultural, ethnic, 
and linguistic background. They must shower one another with "streams of pure 
celestial love."22 This is how the earth will be made new. For Charles Wesley, 
of course, this is the self-giving love God has revealed to all in Jesus Christ. 

22 Unpub. Poetry. 1 :74, stanza 5, line 5. 
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Appendix: 

Letters from Ancona Robin Robin John 


and Ephraim Robin John to Charles Wesley 

and from Elizabeth Johnson 


regarding these two former Mrican slaves 


Meth. Archives 
JRLNumber Call Number 

0700530cb DDCW2/3 
0700531cb DDCW2/3 
0700532cb DDCW2/4 
0700533cb DDCW2/4 
0700534cb DDCW2/4 
0700535cb DDCW2/5 
0700536cb DDCW2/5 
0700537cb DDCW2/5 
0700538cb DDCW2/6 

0700539cb DDCW217 

0700540cb DDCW2/9 

0700541cb DDCW2I9 

0700542cb DDCW 2110 
0700543cb DDCW2110 
0700544cb DDCW2111 
0700545cb DDCW2111 
0700546cb DDCW 2112 

JRL John Rylands Library 

Author Date of Work 

Ancona Robin Robin John 1774-08-08 
Ancona Robin Robin John 1774-08-08 
Ancona Robin Robin John 1774-08-17 
Ancona Robin Robin John 1774-08-17 
Ancona Robin Robin John 1774-08-17 
Ephraim Robin John 1774-08-17 
Ephraim Robin John 1774-08-]7 
Ephraim Robin John 1774-08-17 
Ancona Robin & 1774-02-18 

Ephraim Robin John 
Ancona Robin & 1774-02-24 

Robin John 
E. Johnson & 1774-08-27 

Ephraim Robin John 
E. Johnson & 1774-08-28 

Ephraim Robin John 
Ephraim Robin John 1774-09-26 
Ephraim Robin John ]774-09-26 
Ephraim Robin John 1774-10-10 
Ephraim Robin John 1774-10-10 
Ephraim Robin John & 1774 

Ancona Robin Robin John 

Meth. Archives = The Methodist Archives located at the John Rylands Library of 
the University of Manchester 



The Wesleys' Sacramental Theology and Practice 
in Georgia* 

Geordan Hammond 

The ideal of primitive Christianity exerted a profound influence on John and 
Charles Wesley during the last few years they spent at Oxford before becoming 
missionaries in the recently established colony of Georgia (chartered in 1732).1 
This impulse to restore the purity of the early church was an established tradition 
within mainstream Anglicanism that was mediated to the Wesley brothers 
through their high-church predecessors including their parents, and the 
Nonjurors, Anglicans who declined to take the Oaths of Allegiance and 
Supremacy to William and Mary (r. 1689-1702 and 1689-94), and were also 
known for their desire to restore primitive Christianity. For John and Charles 
Wesley, primitive Christianity----especially as mediated to them through certain 
aspects of the high-church movement-was much more than a romantic ideal, it 
was a living tradition to be engaged both in the realms of academic study and 
clerical practice.2 Their focus was primarily on the primitive standard for litur
gical purity and holy living. John Wesley, in particular, approached the Georgia 
mission (October 1735 to December 1737) as a laboratory for implementing his 
vision of primitive Christianity.3 This article examines the Wesleys' sacramental 
theology and practice in Georgia in the context of their attempt to create primi
tive Christianity anew in the primitive Georgia wilderness. 

In his 1785 letter to Dr. Chandler, Charles Wesley noted that he had been 
observing the Eucharist weekly since 1729. This was clearly a key practice for 
Charles as indicated by his undated manuscript possibly written around the time 
of the Georgia mission "On a Weekly Sacrament."4 The same practice, later rec

*1 would like to thank Dr. Mark H. Mann for his comments on a draft of this article. 
IOn the Oxford period see Richard P. Heitzenrater, "John Wesley and the Oxford Methodists, 

1725-35," Ph.D. diss. (Duke University, 1972). 
2Geordan Hammond, "High Church Anglican Influences on John Wesley's Conception of 

Primitive Christianity, 1732-1735," Anglican and Episcopal History 78:2 (2009): 174-207. For further 
definition of high churchmanship see F. L. Cross and E. A. Livingstone, eds. The Oxford Dictionary 
of the Christian Church, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 767; and Peter Nockles, 
"Church parties in the pre-Tractarian Church of England 1750-1833: the 'Orthodox'-some prob
lems of definition and identity," in The Church of England c. 1689-c. 1833: From Toleration to 
Tractarianism, ed. John Walsh, Colin Haydon, and Stephen Taylor (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1993),335-36. In addition to the evidence given below, Charles Wesley's high regard for and 
natural affinity with high churchmen during his brief time in Boston (Sept. 24-0ct. 26, 1736) reveals 
something of his own high churchmanship. See The Manuscript Journal of the Reverend Charles 
Wesley, M.A., eds. S T Kimbrough, Jr., and Kenneth G. C. Newport, 2 vols. (Nashville: Kingswood 
Books, 2(07), 1 :55-59; henceforth cited as Manuscript Journal followed by volume and page number. 

3 Geordan Hammond, "Restoring Primitive Christianity: John Wesley and Georgia, 1735-1737," 
Ph.D. thesis (University of Manchester, 2(08). 

4 The Manuscript is catalogued DDCW 9/14, Methodist Archives and Research Centre, John Rylands 
University Library of Manchester. John C. Bowmer, The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper in Early 
Methodism (London: Dacre Press, 1951), 226. Bowmer provides a full transcription of the manuscript. 
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ommended by his Nonjuror friends, was adopted by John Wesley in 1725.5 The 
observance of weekly communion, which was atypical in the Church of England 
at the time, illustrates the significance the Wesleys attached to the sacrament at a 
time when three communion services per year was required by the Prayer Book 
and four a year was common in country parishes.6 Stress on frequent communion 
was maintained by the Wesleys long after the Georgia mission, and was empha
sized, for example, in their Hymns on the Lord's Supper (1745).7 

John Wesley and Charles Wesley followed the practice of a vocal minority of 
Usager or Essentialist Nonjurors that "four usages" (Le. practices) contained in 
the 1549 book ought to be restored.8 Wesley was familiar with the usages through 
his June 1733 reading of the Manchester Nonjuror Thomas Deacon's 
(1697-1753) The Doctrine of the Church ofRome Concerning Purgatory (1718) 
in the company of the Oxford Methodists.9 In Deacon's words, the four usages 
of the Nonjurors included: "(1) The mixture of water and wine in the sacramen
tal cup; (2) The oblation of the Eucharistick elements as the representative sacri
fice of Christ's body and blood; (3) The Blessing of them or the Invocation of the 
Holy Ghost upon them; and (4) The recommending of the faithful departed to 
God's mercy at the Celebration of the Christian Sacrifice."10 The prayer of obla
tion or anamnesis was said before the congregation received the elements in order 
to "emphasize the sacrificial aspect of the Eucharist;" the prayer of invocation or 
epiclesis designed to effect the descent of the Holy Ghost on the elements was 
given during the consecration of the elements and formed one prayer with the 
pray~r of ob~ation;11 the mixture of water and wine was done in public view after 

5 John Wesley, Journal and Diaries 1 (1735-38), eds. W. Reginald Ward and Richard P. 
Heitzenrater, vol. 18 of The Bicentennial Edition of the Works of John Wesley (Nashville: Abingdon 
Press, 1988), May 24,1738,244. John Wesley to Susanna Wesley (Feb. 28, 173112), in Letters I, ed. 
Frank Baker, vol. 25 of The Bicentennial Edition of the Works of John Wesley (Oxford: Oarendon 
Press, 1980),328. John Clayton to John Wesley ([July [25], 1733), Letters /,352. John Wesley con
vinced the Savannah Moravians to adopt-weekly eucharistic observance. Geordan Hammond, 
"Versions of Primitive Christianilty: John Wesley's Relations with the Moravians in Georgia, 
1735-1737," Journal of Moravian History 6 (2009):44-45. See also George Whitefield to John 
Wesley (April 1737), Methodist Magazine (1798):358 on weekly communion. 

6 F. C. Mather, "Georgian Churchmanship Reconsidered: Some Variations in Anglican Public 
Worship 1714-1830," Journal ofEcclesiastical History 36 (1985):255-83. 

7 See hymns 124, 137, 164 in the 1745 edition reprinted by The Charles Wesley Society (Madison, 
NJ, 1995) and John Wesley, Journal and Diaries Il (1738-1743), ed. W. Reginald Ward and Richard 
P. Heitzenrater, vol. 19 of The Bicentennial Edition of the Works of John Wesley (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1990), June 27, 1740, 158 and Journal and Diaries V (1765-1775), ibid. (Nashville: 
Abin2don Press, 1993),22:441 on his continuing belief in daily communion in the early church. 

D. Cornwall, "The Later Nonjurors and the Theological Basis of the Usages 
Controversy," Anglican Theological Review 75 (1993):170. Cornwall's article as well as James David 
Smith's The Eucharistic Doctrine of the Later Nonjurors: A Revisionist View of the Eighteenth
Century Usages Controversy, Joint Liturgical Studies 46 (Cambridge: Grove Books, 2000) elucidates 
the differences between the Usager and non-Usager Nonjurors. 

9 Heitzenrater, "John Wesley and the Oxford Methodists," appendix IV. 

10 Deacon, The Doctrine of the Church ofRome Concerning Purgatory, xx. 

II Richard Sharp, "100 Years of a Lost Cause: Nonjuring Principles in Newcastle from the 


Revolution to the Death of Prince Edward Stuart," Archaeologia Aeliana 5th series, 8 (1980):40. 
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the oblation and invocation and was placed on the altar and the words "militant 

in earth" were removed or omitted from the Prayer Book liturgy "so that the 

prayer for the whole estate of the Church might include the living and the dead."12 

In all likelihood Charles read Deacon's A Compleat Collection ofDevotions, 

both Publick and Private: Takenfrom the Apostolical Constitutions, the Ancient 
Liturgies, and the Common Prayer Book of the Church of England (1734) a 

revised version of the Book of Common Prayer which advocated the reintroduc

tion of neglected aspects of the Apostolic Constitutions and Canons and a return 

to the four usages based on the Constitutions and the 1549 Prayer Book at Oxford 

and probably also on the voyage to Georgia.13 (The Constitutions are a compila

tion of ecclesiastical law, liturgical material, and prayers which were commonly 

believed to have been apostolic in origin, while the Canons form the final chap

ter of the Constitutions and are made up of eighty-five teachings attributed to the 

Apostles which deal with the ordination, responsibilities, and moral conduct of 

the clergy.)14 John Wesley noted that he read the work on each of the first nine 

days on the vessel "with [Charles] Delamotte, etc" presumably intending the 

etcetera to refer his other co-missionaries: his brother and Benjamin Ingham.I5 

On the day following his ninth consecutive day reading Deacon, Wesley noted 

that he "thought" and then "read resolutions." This might be a reference to a doc

ument probably written on the voyage to Georgia in which Wesley wrote out the 

liturgical practices he intended to observe in the colony.16 It is probable that all 

four Methodists agreed together to follow the liturgical practices laid out in 

Wesley's manuscript, which included the commitment to observe the four usages 

of the Nonjurors and to baptize by trine, i.e. triple immersion. I7 

12 Gordon E. Rupp, Religion in England 1688-1791 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), 18. 
13 John Wesley first read this work in May 1734. Heitzenrater, "John Wesley and the Oxford 

Methodists," appendix IV. On Deacon see Henry Broxap, A Biography of Thomas Deacon: The 
Manchester Non-Juror (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1911) and Robert D. Cornwall, 
"Deacon, Thomas (1697-1753)," Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2004). 

scholars, however, have dated them c. 35G-80 and they are thought to have been of 
Syrian origin. E. A. Livingstone, ed. Oxford Concise Dictionary of the Christian Church (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2000), 32. A convenient edition of the Constitutions and Canons can be 
found in the Ante-Nicene Fathers, ed. Alexander Roberts, James Donaldson, and A. Cleveland Coxe, 
vol. 7 (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1994). 

15 Wesley, Journal and Diaries 1, Diary, Oct. 17-25, 1735,312-15; cf. Nov. 8,1735,319; "with 
Delamotte, etc": Oct. 17, 1735,312. 

16 Ibid., Oct. 26, 1735, p. 316. The entry "Read resolutions to Charles, etc." could also be a ref
erence to this document. Ibid., Jan. 20, 1736, p. 342; Frank Baker, John Wesley and the Church of 
England (London: Epworth Press, 1970; repro 2000), 40. 

17This manuscript catalogued LDWMMlI99817129 is housed at Wesley's Chapel, City Road, 
London and discussed in detail in Hammond, "Restoring Primitive Christianity," 79-89; see page 80, 
n. 57 on the debate over the date of this manuscript. 
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The Influence of the Eucharistic Theology of John Johnson 
on the Nonjurors and the Wesleys 

In his manuscript "On a Weekly Sacrament" Charles Wesley referred to "the 
unbloody Sacrifice,"18 and hymn VI in the Wesleys' Hymns for Our Lord's 
Resurrection (1746) includes a reference to "The great Unbloody Sacrifice." This 
may well indicate that Charles Wesley read John Johnson's (1662-1725) well
known high-church tome The Unbloody Sacrifice (1714-18) at an early date. The 
reference in his Georgia journal to "offering up the Christian Sacrifice" resonates 
with the theology of Johnson, Deacon, and high churchmen in general. 19 

1. Jardine Grisbrooke has persuasively shown that Anglican eucharistic litur
gies of the seventeenth a1d eighteenth centuries were "based upon that charac
teristic 'appeal to the primItive Church' which was both the foundation, and dom
inant note of 'high' Anglican faith and worship."2o John Wesley's reading, 
practice, and network of friends at Oxford from 1732 conclusively demonstrate 
his deep interest in eucharistic liturgy and places him within this central stream 
of high Anglican piety. His thoughts on the Eucharist were fundamentally shaped 
during his latter years at Oxford by his colleague John Clayton (1709-1773) and 
the Nonjurors.21 The eucharistic theology of the Nonjurors was profoundly influ
enced by John Johnson's The Unbloody Sacrifice and differed little from that of 
mature high Anglicanism.22 In 1732, Wesley read Johnson's earlier work, The 
Propitiatory Oblation in the Holy Eucharist Truly Stated, and Defended, from 
Scripture, Antiquity, and the Communion-service of the Church of England 
(1710) and A Collection of Discourses, Dissertations, and Sermons, 2 volumes 
(1728) the first volume of which largely consists of Johnson's The Primitive 
Communicant: In Three Discourses on the Sacrament of the Eucharist. In which 
the Sacrifice of Christ and ofthe Church are Fully Explain 'd. With Devotions for 
the Altar. 23 In the manuscript notebook containing his Georgia diary from 
February 13 to August 31, 1737, Wesley transcribed the first twenty sections 
(pages 3-29) of The Primitive Communicant indicating the profound impression 
Johnson's view of the Eucharist as a sacrifice had on Wesley.24 Wesley's reading 
of Johnson at Oxford was followed up by his study of Johnson's magnum opus, 
The Unbloody Sacrifice, on the Simmonds en route to Georgia to which he 
devoted a significant number of hours between November 24 and December 24, 

18 Bowmer, Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, 226. 

19 Manuscript Journal, Mar. 28, 1736, 1: 16; cf. Mar. 10, 1736, 1 :2. 

20 W. Jardine Grisbrooke, Anglican Liturgies ofthe Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, Alcuin 


Club Collections (London: SPCK, 1958), xiv. 
21 On Clayton's influence on Wesley, see Hammond, "High Church Anglican Influences," esp. 

201-07. 
22 Grisbrooke, Anglican Liturgies, 71. 
23 Heitzenrater, "John Wesley and the Oxford Methodists," appendix IV. The Primitive 

Communicant was later published separately in a second edition in Manchester in 1738. 
24 Methodist Archives and Research Centre, Colman Collection 12. 
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1735, suggesting he read the entire 647-page tome. If Charles Wesley had not 
read the work with his Methodist friends at Oxford, he almost certainly would 
have gained some familiarity with it during the time his brother was reading it on 
the Simmonds. 

A short summary of Johnson's Unbloody Sacrifice will provide essential con
text for the Wesleys' "high" view of the Eucharist.25 Johnson set out to show that 
the Eucharist properly understood is a sacrifice offered to God. He defined sac
rifice as a material offering in continuity with sacrificial offerings of the nation of 
Israel as described in the Old Testament which always contained a material ele
ment.26 Johnson was careful to downplay the material aspect in the sense that 
"Whatever Power or Efficacy is ascribed to the Eucharist, flows wholly from the 
Original Sacrifice" of Christ.27 Here he comes close to the doctrine of instru
mental causality, which defines the elements not as the causes of the grace con
ferred, but as the instruments by which grace is imparted.28 Johnson's emphasis 
differs somewhat from the Prayer Book stress on the communicants' "sacrifice of 
praise and thanksgiving" and offering of his or her self to God.29 Building on his 
Christ-centered interpretation of sacrifice, Johnson made it clear that while the 
bread and wine are not transformed into the body and blood in substance, they are 
Christ's representative body and blood "in mystery and inward power" or in 
"power and effect."3o Therefore, Johnson maintained a strong view of the pres
ence of Christ in the eucharistic celebration through the language of representa
tion.3! Theologians have labeled this as the doctrine of transignijication, a con
cept which holds that while Christ is not locally present at the eucharistic 
celebration, he is nonetheless personally present which is sometimes explained as 
a "pneumatic" presence. The meaning or significance of the bread and wine 
change so that while the actual substance of the elements remain, they express the 
presence of Christ.32 Johnson also upheld the presence of Christ through the lan
guage of virtue, a technical term also found in the Wesleys' Hymns on the Lord's 
Supper. 33 He often referred to Christ's presence in "power and virtue" or "virtue 
and effect."34 In theological terms this has become to be known as virtualism; a 

25 I am indebted to Grisbrooke's concise and useful summary of Johnson (Anglican Liturgies, 
72-87). 

26 Johnson, The Unbloody Sacrifice. and Altar, Unvail'd and Supported: In which the Nature of 
the Eucharist is Explain' d ... (London: Robert Knaplock, 1714), 4. 

27 Ibid., 292. 
28 William Crockett, "Holy Communion," in Stephen Sykes, John Booty, and Jonathan Knight, 

eds. The Study ofAnglicanism, rev. ed. (London: SPCK, 1998),310. 
29 See "The Order for the Administration the Lord's Supper or Holy Communion," in the 1662 

Book of Common Prayer. 
30 Johnson, Unbloody Sacrifice, 2:60; 1: 141, 177. 
31 Ibid., 1:27,31, 147, 151, 158, 159, 179,239,317,355,356, 2:xviii. 
32Ibid., 1:1x, 158,212,257,346,355,2:11. 
33 See, for example, Hymn number fifty-seven. 
34 Johnson, Unbloody Sacrifice, 1:159, 184,201,223,225,351,397,2:29,45, 171. 
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concept similar to instrumental causality and transignification which defines the 
change in the elements as spiritual rather than in substance so that the faithful 
communicant receives the virtue of Christ's body and blood. In another place he 
wrote of the Eucharist "as the main Channel" for receiving the blessings of God's 
grace.35 Johnson followed the liturgy of the Apostolic Constitutions (VIII. 12) in 
his assertion that the elements become an effective channel of God's grace by the 
agency of the Holy Spirit through a threefold process of consecration performed 
in the following order: "1. The Reciting the Words of Institution. 2. The Oblation 
[or offering] of the symbols. 3. The Prayer of Invocation."36 Johnson's empha
sis was squarely on threefold consecration as the effective cause of Christ's pres
ence although the benefits of the Eucharist are received in proportion to the faith 
of the communicant.37 Therefore, Johnson believed consecration effected an 
objectively real presence of Christ, and, therefore, unlike many Anglican clergy, 
he did not teach a "receptionist" doctrine since he maintained consecration was 
permanent.38 Johnson specified that there were six essential rites to be performed 
in celebrating the Eucharist; these include: the use of bread and wine, saying the 
words of institution, breaking the bread and pouring the wine, offering the bread 
and wine to God in "Commemoration of Christ's Death, Resurrection, and 
Ascension," the prayer of invocation of the Holy Spirit on the elements, and inter
cessory prayer for the whole church. The absence of any of these six rites makes 
the Eucharist "defective and imperfect." Johnson took the view derived from St. 
Cyprian that schism and heresy invalidate the Eucharist. This led him to insist 
that Dissenters could not validly offer the Eucharist.39 

In preparing the 1718 Nonjuror Communion Office Thomas Brett 
(1667-1744) noted that he and his colleagues came to the conviction that signifi
cant revisions to the 1549 Prayer Book were necessary. In the 1549 book the 

1

order is invocation, institution, and oblation; the Usagers determined that the 
ancient liturgies (with the exception of St. Mark, the Ethiopian, and the Roman) 
including the Clementine were unanimous that the order should be institution, 
oblation, and invocation.4o In their conception of a threefold process of conse
cration, the authors of the 1718 rite followed Johnson.41 As far as Brett was con

35 Ibid., 2:] 50; cf. 1: 183, 252, 2:28. John Wesley later wrote that the "ordinary channels" were 
prayer, Scripture, and the Lord's Supper. "The Means of Grace," in Sermons I. ed. Albert C. Outler, 
vol. 1 of The Bicentennial Edition of the Works of John Wesley (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1984), 
381. 

36 Johnson, Unbloody Sacrifice, ] :234. 
37 Ibid., ]:213,348; see Johnson's emphasis on worthy reception, 2:225-48. 
38 Richard F. Buxton, Eucharist and Institution Narrative: A Study in the Roman and Anglican 

1Wentieth Centuries (Great 
Mayhew-McCrimmon for the AIcuin Club, 1976), 170. 

dnbloodv Sacrifice, 2:175-181; 2:175; 2:185-190. 
Liturgies, 96-97. 

41 Buxton, Eucharist and Institution Narrative, 180, ] 83. Their view of "eucharistic presence" 
was also identical to Johnson's (Ibid., 187). 
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cemed, matters were made much worse when the authors of 1552 Prayer Book 
eliminated the prayer of invocation and moved the prayer of oblation to post~ 
communion, changes maintained in the 1662 Book.42 The Prayer Book revisions 
indicated that consecration of the elements takes place during the recitation of the 
words of institution rather than by the invocation of the Holy Spirit. This 
matched the contemporary understanding of the Roman Catholic Church whereas 
the Orthodox position came close to the Nonjurors in their insistence that conse
cration was effected by the Holy Spirit through the prayer of invocation. It is 
highly probable that John Wesley's comment that he "Revised [the] Common 
Prayer book" in preparation for his ministry in Georgia indicates that he adopted 
the position that the primitive threefold order of consecration was essential.43 

In sum, the majority of eighteenth-century Anglicans held closely to the the
ology of the 1662 Prayer Book which they interpreted as promoting "a memoral
ist doctrine of the eucharistic sacrifice, a real receptionist view of the presence, 
and a belief that the consecration of the elements was effected by prayer, a prayer 
that must include the institution narrative."44 During their last few years at 
Oxford and in Georgia, the Wesleys held to the minority view in the Church of 
England that espoused: 

Firstly, a belief in the eucharistic sacrifice as a real, objective, and effectual 
Godward pleading of Christ's sacrificial offering of himself on Calvary (with 
which offering some would have wished to link the Last Supper). Secondly, a 
belief in a permanent and objective real presence, expressed by saying that by the 
action of the Holy Spirit, the bread and wine become in power, virtue, and effect 
the body and blood of Christ. Thirdly, a doctrine of consecration that was quite 
specific in regarding the Holy Spirit as the agent of consecration, combined with a 
belief that the institution narrative-oblation--epiclesis sequence was the necessary 
and essential liturgical material by which consecration was effected.45 

John Wesley's Theology of the Eucharist in His Early Writings 

John Wesley's high regard for the Eucharist was a constant and unwavering 
aspect of his life and ministry. John Bowmer estimated that he recei ved the 
Eucharist an average of every five days during his lifetime, and if sufficient 
records were extant they would probably show that Charles Wesley maintained a 
similar frequency.46 John Wesley's disciplined observance of the Eucharist led to 
an exchange of letters in 1732 with his mother in which they both affirmed the 
real presence of Christ in the sacrament. They agreed that in the Eucharist Christ 
is united to the believer in a mysterious manner. Susanna wrote in a letter to John 
(which Charles would have almost certainly read since it was part of a double let

42 Grisbrooke, Anglican Liturgies, 110. 

43 Wesley, Journal and Diaries I, Diary, Mar. 5, 1736, 363. 

44 Buxton, Eucharist and Institution Narrative. 192. 

45 Ibid., 193. 

46 Bowmer, Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, 17. 
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ter, with one addressed him), "surely the divine presence of our Lord, thus apply
ing the virtue and merits of the great atonement to each true beJiever, makes the 
consecrated bread more than a bare sign of Christ's body, since by his so doing 
we receive, not only the sign, but with it the thing signified, all the benefits of his 
Incarnation and Passion!"47 Susanna's concise doctrine of the eucharistic pres
ence of Christ reveals she had adopted the high-church expression of this doc
trine. Her use of the terms "virtue" and "merits" and "consecrated bread" indi
cate her acceptance of the standard high-church view of the Eucharist. She 
quoted with approval the words of John Wesley's friend that the presence of 
Christ is imparted "by the operation of his Holy Spirit" perhaps hinting that she 
adhered to the Nonjurors insistence that the prayer of invocation was an essential 
aspect of the communion service.48 Susanna's stress on the pneumatic presence 
of Christ firmly links her with doctrine of instrumental causality, transignifica
tion, and virtualism held by John Johnson and the Nonjurors. This emphasis can 
also be easily ascertained in the Wesleys' Hymns on the Lord's Supper.49 

The two primary sources for John Wesley's early views on the Lord's Supper 
are his sermon on "Constant Communion" (1732; published in ) 787) and his A 
Collection of Forms ofPrayer for Every Day in the Week (1733).50 In his prayer 
for Sunday morning there is a strong reference to the Eucharist as an oblation: 
"Let the Prayers and Sacrifices of thy holy Church offered unto Thee this Day, be 
graciously accepted." The Sunday evening prayer offers thanksgi ving"for so 
often feeding my Soul with thy most precious Body and Blood, those Pledges of 
Love, and sure Conveyances of Strength and Comfort."51 As expressed in 
Susanna Wesley's comments, there is a clear belief in Christ's presence in the 
Eucharist. In common with Johnson and Susanna Wesley, John Wesley's prayer 
sees the elements as conveyors or instruments of God's grace. 

47 Susanna Wesley to John Wesley (Feb. 21, 173112), Letters I. 326; Susanna Wesley: The 
Complete Writings, ed. Charles Wallace, Jr. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 149. For 
Samuel Wesley's thought on the Eucharist, see his The Pious Communicant rightly prepar'd: or, a 
discourse concerning the blessed sacrament: wherein the nature of it is described. our obligation to 
frequent communion enforced. and directions given for due preparation for it. behaviour at. and after 
it. and profiting by it: With prayers and hymns. suited to the several parts ofthat holy office: To which 
is added, a short discourse ofbaptism (London: Charles Harper, 17(0). 

48 Ibid. On Susanna Wesley's connection to Nonjurors, see Hammond, "High Church Anglican 
Influences," 176-80. 

49 See, for example, hymns sixteen and seventy-two. 
50 John Clayton was influenced by the former text and helped compile the latter text and Benjamin 

Ingham read both works; therefore, we can conclude with reasonable confidence that these writings 
representative of the Oxford Methodists. See Clayton to John Wesley (Sept. 6, 1732), The 

Rev. John Wesley, A.M., ed. Nehemiah Cumock, 8 vols. (repr. London: Epworth Press, 
1938), on his pastoral use of Wesley's sermon; Diary of an Oxford Methodist Benjamin 

1733-1734. ed. Richard P. Heitzenrater (Durham: Duke University Press, 1985), appendix 
also read the two Nelson works and Brevint discussed below. 

Collection ofForms ofPrayerfor Every Day in the Week, 5th ed. (Bristol: J. Palmer, 
The first extant edition was printed in 1738. 
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Wesley's sermon ''The Duty of Constant Communion" holds an important 
place in the corpus of his works due to its status as the "fullest and most explicit 
statement of his eucharistic doctrine and practice."52 Significantly it was first writ
ten as an extract of Robert Nelson's (1656-1715) The Great Duty ofFrequenting 
the Christian Sacrifice (1707) which was an expansion of the chapter on "Vigils" 
from Nelson's highly-regarded Companion for the Festivals and Fasts of the 
Church ofEngland (1704).53 Wesley's utilization of Nelson to encourage his stu
dents at Oxford to disciplined observance of the sacrament is noteworthy because 
of Nelson's prominence as a high-churchINonjuror Iiturgist.54 During his ministry 
on the Simmonds and in Georgia, Wesley continued to read Nelson to willing 
parishioners.55 Some of the authority traditionally ascribed to the sermon has been 
derived from Wesley's opening note "To the reader" that since the time it was 
written for his students, his "sentiments" had not changed.56 The thrust of the dis
course is accurately reflected in its title, the benefits of which are "the forgiveness 
of our past sins and the present strengthening and refreshing of our souls."57 
Wesley conceived of eucharistic observance in terms of imitating "the first 
Christians, with whom the Christian sacrifice was a constant part of the Lord's 
day's service. And for several centuries they received it almost every day."58 
Wesley identified himself with the high-church sacramental tradition by referring 
to the "Christian sacrifice" indicating a belief in the Eucharist as an offering or 
oblation to God of the elements as a commemoration or representation of Christ's 
sacrifice on the cross.59 To stress the centrality of the sacrament to the church, 
Wesley paraphrased the eighth and ninth Apostolic Canons. Wesley's paraphrase 
was: "If any believer join in the prayers of the faithful, and go away without 
receiving the Lord's Supper, let him be excommunicated, as bringing confusion 
into the church of God."60 Because the manuscript of Wesley's text is no longer 
extant we cannot recover the aspects of the sermon he "retrenched" before print
ing it in the Arminian Magazine, however, his retention of terms such "Christian 
sacrifice" and "altar" identify the sermon with the high-church tradition.61 

52 Sermons III, ed. Albert C. Outler, vol. 3 of The Bicentennial Edition of the Works of John 
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1986), 427. 

427. The extract is in volume twenty of the Colman Collection, Methodist Archives and 
Research Centre. Wesley read The Great Duty in Jan. 1732 and the Companion in Sept. 1731. 
Heitzenrater, "John Wesley and the Oxford Methodists," appendix IV. 

54 Buxton has commented that Nelson's doctrine of consecration is "remarkably similar" to John 
Johnson's which led him to propose that his work may have influenced Johnson (Eucharist and 
Institution Narrative, 173). 

55 Wesley, Journal and Diaries I, Diary, Dec. 24, 1735, and Feb. 4, 1737, p. 333, 468. 

56 Sermons Ill, 428. 

57 Ibid., 429. 
58 Ibid., 430. Hymn 166 in Hymns on the Lord's Supper calls on the church to "Restore the daily 

Sacrifice." 
59 Ibid. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Ibid., 428. 430, 434. 
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Charles Wesley's "On a Weekly Sacrament" 

Charles Wesley's undated essay "On a Weekly Sacrament" provides signifi
cant insight into his high-church theology of the Eucharist. While there is no 
evidence to date it with certainty, the theology and intense interest in the 
church fathers and Apostblic Constitutions in the essay aligns closely with 
what is known about his thought and practice at the time of the Georgia mis
sion. The threefold aim of the essay is to prove by Scripture and church tradi
tion that the sacrament should be offered at least weekly; that the teachings of 
the Church of England support this; and to make some practical observations.62 

However, only the first part of the essay has survived. Wesley argued that Acts 
2:46 shows that the Lord's Supper was celebrated daily, and Acts 20:7, 
I Corinthians 16:2, Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Pliny, and the Apostolic 
Constitutions demonstrate that it was observed at least weekly on the Lord's 
Day. He criticizes the popes and school men for inventing the doctrine of tran
substantiation leading to the "scandalous infrequency" of participation in the 
Eucharist and Luther and Calvin for teaching "the doctrine of the non-necessity 
of constant communion."63 Wesley advocated a method for interpreting 
Scripture and Christian tradition in a manner that approximates the Vincentian 
Canon (the consensus of antiquity: what has been believed everywhere, 
always, and by all). He saw the "Apostolic tradition" or "the tradition of the 
Holy Catholic Church" as a sure rule for interpreting Scripture.64 In his inter
pretation of Acts 20:7 Wesley made the case that the express reason that the 
early church gathered on Sundays was to celebrate the Eucharist. This view of 
the sacrament as the pinnacle of worship and Wesley's language used in 
describing the Eucharist identifies his essay with the high-church tradition. 
His explanation of the Eucharist "as the unbloody sacrifice of the Representative 
Body and Blood of Christ" mirrors the words of John Johnson and Thomas 
Deacon, and the doctrine of transignification.65 Likewise, his stress on the sacri
ficial and offertory aspects of the Eucharist strongly links his essay with the high
church theological tradition. 

Daniel Brevint's Christian Sacrament and Sacrifice 

Because John and Charles Wesley published Hymns on the Lord's Supper: 
With a Preface Concerning the Christian Sacrament and Sacrifice. Extracted 
from Doctor Brevint (1745), Brevint deserves special attention in any study of the 
Wesleys' eucharistic theology. Although the hymns were substantially influenced 
by Brevint, they also heavily draw on the eucharistic theology of John Johnson 

62 Bowmer, Sacrament o/the Lord's Supper, 227. 
63 Ibid., 226, 227. 
64 Ibid., 226. John Wesley was convinced of the Vincentian Canon as a trustworthy theological 

method. See Hammond, "High Church Anglican Influences," 192-93,200-01,203. 
65 Bowmer, Sacrament o/the Lord's Supper, 226. 
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and the Nonjurors.66 Daniel Brevint (c. 1616-95), dean of Lincoln, descended 
from a Huguenot family in Jersey where he was ordained as a Reformed pastor 
before being ordained in the Church of England during the Interregnum. His 
famous theological/devotional treatise The Christian Sacrament and Sacrifice 
(1673) influenced by the French Reformed tradition as well as the authoritative 
Anglican theologians Richard Hooker and Jeremy Taylor inspired the Wesleys' 
hymns.67 John Wesley first read Brevint's treatise in July 1732 at a time when he 
was being increasingly influenced by high churchmen, including the Oxford 
Methodist John Clayton who may have recommended this work to him. Wesley 
consulted this book again both on the Simmonds and in Georgia in his meetings 
with his Saturday evening religious society designed as a communion preparation 
class.68 The Wesleys' thirty page abridgment of Brevint's treatise first printed as 
a preface to the hymns and later printed separately went through eleven edi-

J. Ernest Rattenbury has stated that the Hymns on the Lord's Supper was 
the most widely used collection of Wesleyan hymns other than the General 
Collections.7o The importance of the hymns shows that the Wesleys led a revival 
that was a liturgical and evangelica1.71 A summary of the abridgment will pro
vide a reliable insight into the Wesleys' eucharistic theology that continuously 
stretches from Oxford to the end of their lives. The paucity of their own writings 
on the Lord's Supper makes Brevint's treatise all the more important for under
standing the Wesleys' theology of the Eucharist. 

Brevint's epistolary dedication stated his goal was "to restore all back again 
both to the full meaning of and institution of Christ ... and to the practice of the 
Holy Fathers;" an ideal shared by the Wesleys.72 Because Brevint wrote in the 
generation prior to the Nonjuring schism his emphasis is not on three-fold con
secration, however, his treatise is representative of the high-church tradition the 
Nonjurors drew on; therefore, they share significant themes in common. As with 

66 This point was made by Paul Burnham in a paper delivered at a conference entitled "An 
Eighteenth-Century Evangelical for Today: A Tercentenary Celebration of the Life and Ministry of 
Charles Wesley" (Liverpool Hope University, 2007). In his essay "The 'Nonjuror' Influence on the 
Eucharistic Hymns of Charles Wesley and its Relevance for Today," Burnham also argued that this 
connection was hidden because of the Wesleys' desire to avoid any association with Jacobitism. 

67Kenneth W. Stevenson, "Brevint, Daniel (bap. 1616-95)," Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 

68 Wesley, Journal and Diaries /, Diary, Dec. 23, 1735 and Apr. 30, 1737, 333, 504. On the 
Saturday society, see Hammond, "Restoring Primitive Christianity," 203-04. 

69 Frank Baker, A Union Catalogue of the Publications of John and Charles Wesley, 2nd ed. 
(Stone Mountain, GA: George Zimmermann, 1991). 

70 1. Ernest Rattenbury, The Eucharistic Hymns of John and Charles Wesley (London: Epworth 
Press, 1948), 11. 

71 Crockett, "Holy Communion," 313; cr. Bowmer, Sacrament ofthe Lord's Supper, 205; Geoffrey 
Wainwright, .. 'Our Elder Brethren Join:' The Wesleys' Hymns on the Lord's Supper and the Patristic 
Revival in England," Proceedings ofThe Charles Wesley Society 1 (1994): 6. 

72 Brevi nt, The Christian Sacrament and Sacrifice: By Way ofDiscourse, Meditation. and Prayer 
upon the Nature, Parts, and Blessings of the Holy Communion (Oxford, 1673), unpaginated. 
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the Nonjurors who came after him, Brevint saw the Eucharist as "a kind of 
Sacrifice, whereby we present before God the Father that precious Oblation of 
His Son once offered."73 For Brevint, the sacramental event is a self-offering of 
both the communicant to God and of Christ (as the eternal high priest) to the 
believer.74 Brevint's theology of eucharistic sacrifice offers an insight into what 
the Wesleys meant by referring to the "Christian sacrifice" since they approvingly 
published Brevint's words on the sacrament as "a kind of Sacrifice. "75 Brevint's 
emphasis on Christ's heavenly intercession and continuous offering of himself on 
the "heavenly altar" as the great high priest draws out his key theme of the meet
ing of heaven and earth in the eucharistic event.76 Although Brevint does not 
show the same concern as the Nonjurors for precise liturgical ritual, they share a 
similar emphasis on the Eucharist as a sacrifice and oblation.77 Brevint saw 
Christ and the Church in unity as completing the sacrifice prefigured in Old 
Testament offerings.78 

One of the persistent themes of Brevint's treatise is the envisioning of the past, 
present, and future aspects of the Eucharist; it looks back to Christ's sacrifice, 
conveys the graces of Christ's presence and the benefits of his Passion in the pre
sent, and provides hope for the future and an assurance of future "happiness in 
heaven."79 As already suggested, the real presence of Christ in the Eucharist is 
central to Brevint's thought. When referring to the elements he uses the language 
of representation and virtue to describe the manner by which Christ is present.80 

Fundamentally Brevint was committed to the traditional Anglican stance that the 
means by which God's blessings are conveyed is a mystery.81 He frequently used 
the term virtue when proposing that the consecrated bread and wine represent 
Christ's body and blood and are instruments for applying the merit and virtue of 
Christ's sacrifice to the soul of the believer. Hence, in Brevint as with Johnson 
we find the doctrines of instrumental causality, transignification, and virtualism. 
The primary difference between Brevint and the Nonjurors was the Nonjurors' 
concern for liturgical method as a means of invoking Christ's presence in the 
Eucharist. An important aspect of Brevint's theology (shared by the Wesleys) is 
that through celebrating the Eucharist, the faithful receive God's grace and are 
empowered for holy living.82 Although Brevint's focus was more on devotional 
language and mystery than theological terminology and definition, his emphasis 

73 Brevint, V1.2. Citations from Brevint follow the Wesleys' first edition of Hymns on the Lord's 
Supper (Bristol: Felix Farley, 1745). 

74 Ibid., 1.1, IV.7-8, VII.10. 
75 See Sermons Ill, 430. 
76 Brevint, VI.2-3. 
77 Ibid., for example, 1.1 and V1.2. 
78 Ibid., VII.8. 
79 Ibid., II, III, V,V.4, 5; cf. Johnson, Unbloody Sacrifice, 2:107. 
!!O Ibid., representation: 11.3, 111.1, 6, V1.3; virtue: 11.5, III.3, V.4. 
81 Ibid., 1.1, IY.3; Crockett, "Holy Communion," 311. 
82 Ibid., III.3, VII.12. 
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on conformity to Christ on the part of the believer approximates Richard 
Hooker's doctrine of "receptionism" which stresses that the union of God's grace 
and the recipients' faith makes the presence of Christ effective.83 The Wesleys' 
stress on communicating at all opportunities and their doctrine of the sacrament 
as a "converting ordinance" seemingly downplayed the importance of worthy 
receptionism.84 With the Nonjurors, they preferred to move beyond the Anglican 
reformers and link Christ's presence in the Eucharist to the epiciesis.85 

The Wesleys' Eucharistic Practice in Georgia 

A number of controversial practices characterized John Wesley's eucharistic 
practice in Georgia. Upon arrival in the colony he revised the Book of Common 
Prayer to bring it into line with the 1549 Book along with Deacon's Devotions 
and the Apostolic Constitutions.86 Therefore, he reformed the liturgy to follow 
the Usages. He offered the Lord's Supper to his congregants every Sunday, on 
Church festivals, other special celebrations relating to Georgia, and in the homes 
of the sick. He kept a parish register noting the names of his communicants and 
how often they communicated.87 To emphasize the importance of the sacrament 
he held a Saturday evening communion preparation class in his parsonage.88 

Communion was controversially offered to young boys who had not been con

83Crockett, "Holy Communion," 309, 313. Similar to "receptionism" is the "personalist" view 
that grace is received through grace-faith relationship rather than in a mechanical manner (310). 
Wesley's stress was on God's promise of grace while he maintained the need for personal faith. Paul 
S. Sanders, "Wesley's Eucharistic Faith and Practice," Anglican Theological Review 48 (1966): 172. 

84 In his sermon "The Means of Grace," Wesley recommends self-examination before communi
cating, but in "The Duty of Constant Communion" he argued that this was "not absolutely necessary" 
(Sermons, 1:389, 3:430). Although John Johnson urged worthy receptionism, he was reluctant to 
declare that the sacrament did not benefit unworthy receivers (Unbloody Sacrifice. 1:213, 348). 
August Spangenberg reported in Georgia that Wesley viewed communion as "a means of grace" and 
a possible means of conversion, providing evidence of his early thoughts on communion as a con
verting ordinance, a theme found in early 17408 conversion letters to Charles Wesley. Douglas L. 
Rights, "A Moravian's Report on John Wesley-I 737," South Atlantic Quarterly 43(l944):407-D8; 
Henry D. Rack, "Charles Wesley and Early Methodism," in Kenneth G. C. Newport and Ted A. 
Campbell, eds. Charles Wesley: Life, Literature and Legacy (Peterborough: Epworth Press, 2007), 
50-51. Later references by John Wesley to communion as a converting ordinance include: "The 
Means of Grace," Sermons I, 381, 393; Journal and Diaries II, 19:158, Journal and Diaries III 
(1743-54). eds. W. Reginald Ward and Richard P. Heitzenrater, vol. 20 of The Bicentennial Edition 
of the Works of John Wesley (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1991), 42, 101, Journal and Diaries N 
(1755-65). ibid. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1992), 21:233, 244. The majority Anglican position 
was that Communion was a "confirming ordinance" rather than a "converting ordinance." John Spurr, 
The Restoration Church of England, 1646-1689 (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
1991), 346; Colin Podmore, The Moravian Church in England, 1728-1760 (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1998),64; Henry D. Rack, Reasonable Enthusiast: John Wesley and the Rise of Methodism, 
3rd ed. (London: Epworth Press, 2002) 405-D7. 

85 See John R. Parris, John Wesley:S- Doctrine ofthe Sacraments (London: Epworth Press, 1963), 
9-10. 

S6 Hammond, "Restoring Primitive Christianity," 159-60. 
87 Ibid., 171-73. 
88 Ibid., 203-D4. 
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firmed. 89 While this might be interpreted as a liberal move, Wesley was funda
mentally a high-church rigorist. During his first Sunday service in Savannah he 
announced to his congregation that he would admit none to the Lord's Table but 
those who informed him of their intention in advance.90 What he meant by this 
is that he required all prospective communicants to be scrutinized and approved 
by him before partaking.91 Ongoing discipline was maintained by his "resolution 
to speak once a week at least to every communicant apart from the con grega
tion."92 This rigorism led to his practice of asking non-communicants to with
draw before pronouncing the benediction and may have extended as far as to 
require them to leave the service before the communion office.93 Depending on 
one's perspective, Wesley's eucharistic practice in Georgia might be called high
church legalis'm or high-church sacramental piety. 

The Wesleys and with their co-missionaries Benjamin Ingham and Charles 
Delamotte resolved on the voyage to Georgia to act as a missionary team; there
fore, as might be expected, there is evidence that Charles Wesley preferred the 
1549 Prayer Book, observed the usages, and drew on Deacon's Devotions in 
Georgia. In Georgia he referred to "offering up the Christian Sacrifice" with 
Benjamin Ingham-a clear reference to the oblation and nearly the exact subtitle 
of Deacon's communion liturgy.94 His words "consecrate at the sacrament" may 
have specifically referred to the invocation or the threefold process of consecra
tion as a whole.95 Frequent references to the sacrament in Charles Wesley's jour
nal are indications of its irportance to him, and his commitment to offer the 
Lord's Supper on a weekly basis. Although he was suffering from the "bloody 
flux" (dysentery) he ventured out on Sunday April 4, 1736, to administer it. 
Likewise, after he had returned to London, on December 12, 1736, against his 
doctor's orders he ventured out while still sick with dysentery to receive the 
sacrament. On Sunday October 3, 1736, he was relieved to partake of the sacra
ment in Boston and administer it with assistance from Dr. Timothy Cutler after 
two months without its "benefit." He shared his brother's conviction that receiv
ing the Lord's Supper could have healing benefits as indicated by the note that he 
"Recovered a little strength in the Sacrament" the following Sunday.96 Although 

H9Ibid., 175-76. 
9OWesley, Journal and Diaries /, Manuscript Journal, Sept. 11, 1737, 563. The first reading 

would have been on Mar. 7, 1736, although there is no particular note of this in his diary. 
91 Hammond, "Versions of Primitive Christianity," 51-52. 
92 Wesley, Journal and Diaries /, Manuscript Journal, Mar. 7, ] 736, 365. 
93 Hammond, "Restoring Primitive Christianity," 181-82. 
94 Manuscript Journal, Mar. 28, 1736, I: 16. During his second day in Frederica, Charles endeav

ored to persuade Anne Welch "to give herself to God in the Christian sacrifice." Journal, Mar. 10, 
1736, 2. Deacon's subtitle is "The Form of Offering the Sacrifice." A Compleat Collection of 
Devotions (London: for the Author, 1734), 74. 

95 Ibid., Apr. II, 1736, 21. 
96 On John Wesley, see Journal and Diaries /, Journal and Manuscript Journal, Dec. 18, 1735, 

141,332; cf. Benjamin Ingham's Journal, in Luke Tyerman, The Oxford Methodists (London: Hodder 
and Stoughton, 1873), Dec. 19, 1735,72. 
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there is no known parallel in John Wesley's ministry in Georgia, in Savannah, 
Charles Wesley noted he "read the prayers for the energumens" to a dying fifteen
year-old girl suffering from immense physical pain. His use of Deacon's 
"Prayers for the Energumens, or persons possessed by evil spirits" (based on the 
Apostolic Constitutions VIII.6-7) rather than his "Order for the Visitation of the 
Sick" indicates he sensed a demonic force at work in the suffering of this young 
girl. Showing his sensitive pastoral heart Wesley remarked, "We were all in tears. 
She made signs for me to come again.''97 

The Wesleys' Baptismal Doctrine 

The esteem John Wesley had for William Wall's (1647-1728) A History of 
Infant Baptism (1705) was handed down to the Methodist movement in his 
Thoughts upon Infant-Baptism (1751) consisting of twenty-one pages of extracts 
from Wall's two-volume tome.98 Wall served as vicar of Shoreham in Kent, and 
is almost solely remembered as the author of this diligently researched work that 
continued to be valued and reprinted in the nineteenth century. Almost immedi
ately after the book was published, Wall received an endorsement from the Lower 
House of Convocation led by the high-church Dean ofCarlisle, Francis Atterbury, 
later a friend of Samuel Wesley, junior. Although a leader of the Whig-dominated 
Upper House complained that there was no reason Wall's work should have been 
singled out for praise, the approval of the Lower House gave the book an official 
recognition that would have appealed particularly to high churchmen.99 

Following the publication of the Nonjuror Roger Laurence's Lay Baptism Invalid 
(1708), the issue of the validity of lay baptismlOO was hotly debated at 
Convocation in 1712. While the Upper House of Convocation declared that no 
one baptized with water in the name of the Trinity should be rebaptized, the 
Lower House refused to concur.10l Along with lay baptism, Nonjurors were con
cerned to promote trine immersion. Wesley had already sided with them on the 

91 Manuscript Journal, May 25, 1736, 1:34. 
98 For a more generalized view of Wesley's thoughts on baptism, see A Treatise on Baptism in 

The Works of the Rev. John Wesley, ed. Thomas Jackson, 3rd ed., vol. 10 (London: Mason, 1829-31), 
188-201. This Treatise is an edited abridgment of his father's The Pious Communicant Rightly 
Prepar'd (1700), which contains an appendix on baptism. 

99 Francis Atterbury, Some Proceedings in the Convocation, A.D. 1705: Faithfully Represented 
(London: Jonah Bowyer, 1708),35; An Account of the Proceedings in the Convocation (London, 
1706), 58. The latter work has been variously attributed to either Edmund Gibson or White Kennett. 

lOOLay baptism referred to baptism by a dissenting minister, that is. anyone but a Church of 
England clergyman. Because they were not in communion with the Church of England, some high 
churchmen believed dissenters could not validly perform the rite of baptism. This was accompanied 
by the conviction that dissenting baptisms were invalid because Dissenters had not been ordained in 
the apostolic succession. 

101 There were some Restoration clergy who advocated the rebaptism of Dissenters, but it was not 
widely accepted by the bishops and became characteristic of the Nonjurors after the Revolution of 
1688. John Spurr, The Restoration Church of England, 1646-1689 (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1991), 159. 
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necessity of water baptism (by which he appears to have meant trine immersion) 
in his December 1733 manuscript "Essay on Water Baptism."102 

Wesley had read A Conference between Two Men that had Doubts about 
Infant Baptism (1706) in 1732, an abridgment of Wall's larger work that focuses 
on his arguments from Scripture. Wesley "began Wall on Baptism" less than two 
weeks after he had boarded the Simmonds indicating it was a high priority for 
him. In this case, we can be confident that Wesley read Wall's two-volume work 
due to the evidence his diary provides that he devoted approximately twenty-four 
hours to this task.103 Nearly every day between October 29 and November 25, 
1735, Wesley read Wall and prayed from six to seven 0'clock in the morning (the 
missionaries' third hour of the day set aside for reading "something related to the 
primitive church."I04) 

In his preface, Wall admitted that the New Testament does not directly deal 
with the issue of infant baptism and that some will criticize his work because he 
is unable to prove his case from Scripture. Nonetheless, he expresses unyielding 
confidence that the question can be validly and irrefutably solved by examining 
the practice of the primitive church as "there is no Body that will doubt but that 
the Apostles knew what was to be done in this Case: and consequently, that the 
Christian Churches in their Time did as they should do in this Matter."105 Wall, 
therefore, staked his argument on the consensus position amongst high church
men that issues which cannot be resolved by Scripture can and should be decided 

appeal to Christian tradition. John Wesley agreed and would have been par
persuaded in this manner since his beloved Apostolic Constitutions 

(VI. 15) called for the baptism of infants. Since the purity of the primitive church 
was virtually unquestio~ed, Wall was convinced that he could persuade open
minded Baptists to accept the Church's teaching in favor of infant baptism by 
proving that this was the practice of the church in its purest ages; at the least, he 

102 "Water Baptism is the Baptism of Christ," MS in "Portraits and Letters of Presidents of the 
Wesleyan Methodist Conference," vol. I, foL 14, Methodist Archives and Research Centre. In this 
five-page treatise, Wesley argued that the literal meaning of the Greek word baptizo is "to wash" sig
nifying the necessity of water baptism as a command of Christ. Insinuating that Dissenters had 
recently undermined the universal practice of the church, Wesley asserted that until the year 1650 no 
one from the age of the Apostles had spoken against water baptism. His argument for water baptism 
is summed up as follows: "I) Because Christ did practice Water Baptism, 2) Because the Apostles 
did it after him, and 3) Because the Catholic Churches have done it after Them." Heitzenrater, "John 
Wesley and the Oxford Methodists," 259 gives the date as December 1733. 

103 Wall also published A Defence ofthe History of Infant Baptism (1720), but it is highly unlikely 
that Wesley would have chosen this book over Wall's 1705 two-volume work or have devoted this 
much time to Wall's 

Methodists, Oct. 21, 1735,69; cf. Wesley, Journal 
Oct. 21, 1735, 138,314. 

Baptism, 3rd ed., 2 vols. (London: R. Bonwicke, 1720), 
most complete edition and almost certainly the version Wesley 
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hoped to convince them not to separate from the Church over the issue of bap
tism.106 

Part one of Wall's book consists of over five-hundred pages of quotations 
from the church fathers and early councils comprising a compilation of witnesses 
to infant baptism in the primitive church, while part two deals with the historical 
practice and theological issues involved. In part two, Wall deals with three issues 
of historic baptismal practice that surface in John Wesley's Georgia ministry: 
rebaptism, the mode of baptism, and private baptism. t07 The mode of baptism 
(and possibly rebaptism) was a contentious issue in Charles Wesley's ministry in 
Georgia. As to rebaptism, Wall noted that the primitive church was divided over 
this question. On the one hand, St. Cyprian stated the view held by the churches 
in Africa, Egypt, and Asia that any baptism received by the hands of those not in 
communion with the one true church is void; for the western church, converts 
from sects who baptized in the name of the Holy Trinity needed only to be con
firmed by the church with the laying on of hands and anointing-this would pro
cure the gift of the Holy Spirit which could not be obtained outside the true 
church.108 In his baptismal practice in Georgia, John Wesley adopted the eastern 
position which was supported by one of his primary sources for theological guid
ance, the Apostolic Canons. Charles also indicated that he adopted this position, 
although there is no evidence that he had the opportunity to implement it. 109 

Canon forty-seven declares that any bishop or presbyter that does not rebaptize 
"him who is polluted by the ungodly" in other words, any schismatic, shall be 
deprived of his clerical office. 

Wall devoted a considerable number of pages to defending trine immersion as 
"the general practice of all antiquity." For Thomas Deacon, "The descending into 
the water represents his death, and denotes our mortification or dying to sin: the 
being under water represents his burial and denotes our being buried with Christ 
into his death: the ascending out of the water represents his resurrection, and 
denotes our rising again with his to newness oflife."ltO According to Wall, excep
tions to the general rule of immersion include "sickness, weakliness, haste, want 
of quantity of water, or such like extraordinary occasions" in such circumstances, 
"baptism by affusion of water on the face was ... counted sufficient baptism."1II 

106 For the background of the Anglican-Baptist debate on infant baptism, see Oscar C. Burdick, 
"Wall, William (1647-1728)," Oxford Dictionary ofNational Biography (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press,2004), The final chapter of Wall's work is "A Dissuasive from Separation on Account of the 
Difference of Opinion about the Age or Time of receiving Baptism." 

107 As to private baptism, Wall condemned "indifferent" clergy who made no effort to persuade 
parents to bring their children to church to be baptized. History of Irifant Baptism. 2:228. 

IOsWall, History ofInfant Baptism, 2:133, 353-54, 394. 
109 Manuscript Journal, May II, 1736, 1:33. 
110 A Full, True and Comprehensive View of Christianity . .. (London: S. Newton, 1747), 71; cf. 

Apostolic Constitutions VII.44. 
III Wall, History of Infant Baptism. 2:352, 381. This practice was acceptable based on the 

Church's Canon 30. See Canons and Constitutions Ecclesiastical (1604), 
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This general pattern was represented in the 1549 Prayer Book which instructs the 
minister to immerse the child three times making the sign of the cross by dipping 
the child first to his right side, secondly to the left and thirdly in front of him 
while saying, "I baptize thee in the name of the father, and of the son, and of the 
holy ghost." The act is to be "discreetly and warily done .... And if the child is 
weak, it shall suffice to pour water upon it." The word "thrice" was removed 
from the 1552 Prayer Book while the 1662 Book shifts the onus to the godfathers 
and godmothers to tell the clergyman whether the child can "endure" being 
immersed or to "certify" that the child was "weak" and should receive baptism by 
pouring. Wall complained that the changes in the liturgy coupled with the dis
couragement of immersion during the Interregnum (1649-60) led to the demise 
of the primitive practice of trine immersion. 112 The Wesleys' practice in Georgia 
shows that they agreed with Wall that the rubric was being abused both by god
parents who rarely asserted that the child could endure immersion and clergymen 
who shirked their duty to ask if the child is weak. However, while Wall simply 
hoped to encourage immersion, the Wesleys wanted to restore the practice of trine 
immersion based upon the primitive standard reflected in the 1549 Prayer Book 
and the Apostolic Constitutions. This was the consensus view of the Nonjurors 
and was reflected in Deacon's Devotions and John Clayton's exhortation to John 
Wesley at the time of his departure for Georgia. II3 The fiftieth Apostolic Canon 
probably reinforced the Wesleys' position with the radical demand that clergy 
who fail to perform trine immersion must be deprived. In addition, John Wesley 
adopted the principles of the Nonjurors that only baptism by an episcopally 
ordained minister in the apostolic succession was valid and, with Charles Wesley, 
he believed that Dissenters, since dissenting ministers were not ordained in either 
the episcopal manner or in the apostolic succession, should submit to rebaptism. 
These issues were hotly debated by the Convocation of 1711-12 and left unre
solved although the majoiity of bishops came down firmly against rebaptism. 114 

The Wesleys' Baptismal Practice in Georgia 

Reflecting on clerical practice in Wiltshire, Donald Spaeth has argued that a 
flexible approach to the performance of baptisms (and funerals) could be essen
tial for eighteenth-century Anglican clergymen to retain the support of their 
parishioners. us John and Charles Wesley's high-church opinions on baptism 

112 Wall, History of Infant Baptism, 2:368--69. 
1I3 Drawing on the Constitutions, Deacon advocated strict baptismal practices including: 1) trine 

immersion; 2) public baptism preformed only between Easter and Pentecost; 3) baptism only by a 
member of one's own sex (by a deaconess for women); 4) exorcism ofthe baptismal candidate as part 
ofthebaptismalceremony. Devotions, 102,115,117-118,125. Regarding the Wesleys, we only have 
evidence for the first of Deacon's four practices, which John Clayton encouraged John Wesley to 
implement. See Clayton to Wesley (written on a letter of Sept. 9, 1735 from James Oglethorpe), 
Letters I, 433. 

114 See Bernard G. Holland, Baptism in Early Methodism (London: Epworth Press, 1970), 25. 
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were highly controversial in Georgia.1l6 Several of the twenty-five baptisms or 
christenings John Wesley recorded administering during his tenure in Georgia 
provoked controversy.117 He insisted on rebaptizing Dissenters, adhering to the 
method of trine immersion, public as opposed to private house baptisms, and hav
ing three godparents who were communicants as required by the Church of 
England's Canons and Book ofCommon Prayer. Rebaptizing Dissenters and trine 
immersion also characteristic of Nonjurors had been foreshadowed in Wesley's 
ministry on the Simmonds1l8 and were elements of his view of authentic primitive 
Christianity. In common with the Cyprianic tradition (Le. that derived from St. 
Cyprian the early church father) and Apostolic Canon forty-seven, he believed 
Dissenters must be rebaptized because only clergy ordained within the apostolic 
succession could validly administer this rite. A comment in Charles Wesley's 
journal that a colonist desired to be baptized "having only received lay-baptism 
before" indicates that he took the same position, a stance he adamantly took in a 
November 1738 discussion with the bishop of London, Edmund Gibson.119 This 
is an indication of the Nonjuror influence on Wesley, and evidence from his jour
nal suggests he put his conviction into practice.120 John and Charles Wesley were 
convinced that trine immersion was the sole baptismal method of the primitive 
church and this was also the rubric of the more "primitive" 1549 Prayer Book. 
John Wesley worked to overcome what his father called his "biggest struggle" in 
Epworth by insisting on public rather than private baptisms.121 

115 Spaeth, The Church in An Age ofDanger: Parson and Parishioners, 1660-1740 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2000), 202. The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, who paid 
Wesley's salary, did not want its missionaries to take a flexible approach, but to "duly consider the 
Qualifications" of baptismal candidates. A Collection ofPapers Printed by Order of the Society for 
the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (London: Joseph Downing, 1715), 24; cf. David 
Humphreys, An Historical Account of the Incorporated Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in 
Foreign Parts (London: Joseph Downing, 1730),70. 

116For a more detailed discussion on the theological background and John Wesley's baptismal 
practice in Georgia, see Hammond, "Restoring Primitive Christianity," 95-102, 149, 164-71. 

117 Wesley, Journal and Diaries I, Diary, Mar. 12, May, 8, 10, 16,31, (two on) June 3, July 4, Sept. 
23, Oct. 6, 7, Nov., 18,29, Dec. 7,1736, Apr. 5, June 5, July 16, Aug. 18, 1737; Manuscript Journal, 
June 5 and Nov. 30, 1737. After the entry of May 8, Wesley used the designation "Christened" in his 
diary with the exception of the June 5, 1737 note. Almost certainly due to his controversial practice, 
Wesley's number was significantly lower than his predecessor, Samuel Quincy's claim of thirty-four 
baptisms in seventeen months. Samuel Quincy to Harman Verelst (June 28, 1735), Original Papers 
of the Trustees and Oglethorpe, 1732-35, vol. 20 of Colonial Records of the State of Georgia, ed. 
Kenneth Coleman and Milton Ready (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1982),407. 

118 Hammond, "Restoring Primitive Christianity," 99-102. 
119 Manuscript Journal, May 11, 1736, 1 :33; Nov. 14, 1738, 1:153-54. He also reported that in 

an earlier conversation his brother declared to the bishop that he would baptize anyone who was 
unsatisfied with lay-baptism. See ibid. Oct. 20, 1738, 1:150. 

120 See Ibid., Nov. 16, 1738, 1:154 and Oct. 30, 1739, 1:218. 
121 Hammond, "Restoring Primitive Christianity," 101, 167; Samuel Wesley, Advice to a Young 

Clergyman (London, 1735). 66; cf. Wall, History of Infant Baptism, 228. Nicholas Beasley has noted 
that private baptism was common in British plantation colonies and disputes occasionally arose between 
clergy who insisted on church baptism and clergy who were willing to privately baptize people from 
outside of their parish. Nicholas M. Beasley, "Domestic Rituals: Marriage and Baptism in the British 
Plantation Colonies. 1650-1780," Anglican and Episcopal History 76(2007):346-47,350-51. 
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In baptismal method, the Anglican missionary colleagues worked in tandem: 
Charles Wesley insisted on baptism by immersion in Frederica and while the 
Wesley brothers were in Frederica, Benjamin Ingham "baptized a child [in 
Savannah] by trine immersion" which he called "that good old way."122 On his 
second day in Frederica, Charles Wesley persuaded Joyce Germain and her hus
band Michael to consent to having their child baptized in this manner since the 
Prayer Book requirement that it was a strong and healthy child was met. 123 She 
"retracted her consent" a few days later, but Charles was able to baptize a child 
of John and Constance Cal well "by trine immersion, before a numerous congre
gation." Subsequent references in his journal indicate that he maintained a favor
able opinion of baptism by immersion.124 

Sacramental theology and practice formed a central element of the Wesleys' 
study and clerical practice in Georgia. Their theology and practice was worked 
out within the context of their desire to restore the primitive church in the infant 
colony, which was driven in large part by high-church and Nonjuror influences 
on them. And this manifested itself in careful thinking about precise liturgical 
practices they believed could aid the restoration of primitive Christianity. 
Subsequent to the Georgia mission John Wesley continued to value and justify by 
primitive precedent trine immersion. 125 There is also some inconclusive evidence 
that he continued to rebaptize Dissenters. 126 John and Charles Wesley's Hymns 
on the Lord's Supper (1745) shows that nearly a decade after returning from 
Georgia the Wesleys had retained their high-church theology of the Eucharist. 127 
The hymns clearly refer to three of the usages of the Nonjurors: the mixture of 
water and wine (hymns 31, 37, 74, 75) oblation (hymns 116, 118, 121-26), and 
invocation (hymns 16, 72). John Wesley also continued to defend prayers for the 
dead as a faithful usage of the Prayer Book, which suggests he may have 
observed this ritual. 128 Nonetheless, the Wesleys' radical experimentation with 

122 Benjamin Ingham's Journal, Apr. 14, 1736, Lincoln Cathedral Library MS 299. This entry is 
found in the Lincoln Cathedral Library manuscript only. 

123 Thus the Prayer Book exception clause that an ill child could be baptized by sprinkling was 
not met. 

124 Manuscript Journal, Mar. 14,1736,1:4; Oct. 30,1739,1:218. 
125 Ted A. Campbell, John Wesley and Christian Antiquity: Religious Vision and Cultural Change 

(Nashville: Kingswood Books, 1991),86-89,94-100,107-08. 
126 Wesley, Journal and Diaries II, V. Jan. 25, 1739,32, Feb. 10, 1767,70, Journal and Diaries 

VI (1776-86), ed. W. Reginald Ward and Richard P. Heitzenrater (Nashville, Abingdon Press, 1995), 
Dec. 26, 1785,383. See Brian J. N. Gatliers's conclusion that Wesley maintained an ambiguous posi
tion on rebaptism. "Baptism in the Writings of John Wesley," Proceedings of the Wesley Historical 
Society 32 (1960): 156. 

l27 On the legacy of the Nonjurors on the Wesleys' post -1738 theology and churchmanship, see 
Henry D. Rack, "The Wesleys and Manchester," Proceedings of The Charles Wesley Society 8 
(2002): 15-23. 

m Wesley, "A Letter to the Reverend Dr. Conyers Middleton," lliJrks, 10:9-10; Wesley, A Second 
Letter to the Author of The Enthusiasm of Methodists and Papists Compar'd (London: H. Cock, 
1751),52. 
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altering the Book of Common Payer and implementing Thomas Deacon's alter
native liturgy ceased after the Georgia mission. While the "success" or "failure" 
of the Georgia mission will continue to be a topic of debate,129 the high sacra
mental theology and practice of the Wesleys' should continue to shape Wesleyan 
theological reflection and sacramental practice. 

129 See Geordan Hammond. "John Wesley in Georgia: Success or Failure?" Proceedings of the 
Wesley Historical Society 56:6 (2008):297-305. 





"Jesu, United by Thy Grace" 
Wesleyan Hymn Singing as a Communal Spiritual Practice1 

Robin Knowles Wallace 

This article considers the phenomenon of Wesleyan hymn singing as a com
munal spiritual practice, looking particularly at Charles Wesley's hymns for the 
early Methodist societies. During the presentation of this study at The Charles 
Wesley Society meeting on October 4,2009, stanzas from these hymns were sung 
with tunes from throughout the Methodist movement. Excerpts from the tunes 
that were sung and some other possible tunes are noted in this article. 

EXAMPLE 1 

And are we yet alive, 

And see each other's face? 


Glory, and thanks to Jesus give 
For his almighty grace: 
Preserv'd by power divine 
To full salvation here, 

Again in Jesu's praise we join, 
And in his sight appear.2 

BOYLSTON 
Lowell Mason, 1832 

And are we yet a - live, And see each oth - er's face? 

First published in 1749, this hymn has opened many Annual Conferences of 
Methodism since the time of Charles and John Wesley, and poignantly describes 
the trials and tribulations through which God brought early Methodist clergy and 
local pastors. Yet it was written originally for the gathering of ordinary Methodist 

I My thanks to The Charles Wesley Society for the opportunity to put this work into published 
form; to the Wesleyan Studies Group of the American Academy of Religion, where much of this mate
rial was first presented in a combined session with the Christian Spirituality Group; to the Hymn 
Society of the United States and Canada; to the Association of Theological Schools which supported 
this work as part of a Lilly Theological Scholars Grant; to Dr. Carlton R. Young for his careful read
ing and suggestions, and for setting excerpts of the musical settings of the hymns; and to S T 
Kimbrough, Jr., for his thoughtful editing. 

2Hymns and Sacred Poems, 2 vols. (Bristol: Farley, 1749),2:321, #236; henceforth cited as HSP 
(1749) followed by volume, page and poem numbers. Available online, Duke Center for Studies in 
the Wesleyan Tradition, home page for Charles Wesley's texts, accessed 3/22/2010: 
http://divinity.duke.edulinitiatives-centerslcswtlwesley-texts. All Wesley hymn texts (including those 
in musical examples) are taken from the originals provided on this website. Tunes for musical exam
ples were chosen for singability and from a wide variety of hymnals. 

75 

http://divinity.duke.edulinitiatives-centerslcswtlwesley-texts
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societies and emphasizes the assurance that God who has brought us through the 
past will continue to do so "till we can sin no more" in death. It appeared as one 
of several Wesley hymns ip Richard Allen's 1801 A Collection ofSpiritual Songs 
and Hymns, Selected from Various Authors, 3 the first hymnal compiled expressly 
in North America for use by an African American congregation.4 

The character of the eighteenth-century Wesleyan movement in Great Britain 
was vibrantly formed in the "way of salvation" by the spiritual practice of singing 
together in community. This occurred through the contributions of John and 
Charles Wesley that shaped Methodism as a "lyrical religion," joining theology 
and poetry. The phrase "lyrical religion" has long been used to speak of this join
ing, beginning with the Temple and synagogue worship of Jesus' day and the 
Psalm singing traditions that bridge Hebrew and Christian worship practice.5 

God's Gift of Communal Singing 

Singing is an embodied holistic process-involving breath, body, emotions, 
spirit, and both hemispheres of the brain. Music is a gift from God and can serve 
as a bridge between humans and God, and between humans with each other. 

Alice Parker, composer and champion of congregational singing, speaks of 
the power of music to create identity and community: 

Singing is the most human, most companionable of the arts. It needs no materials 
or tools [other than ourselves]. Music joins us together in the whole realm of 
sound, forging a group. . .. When we sing together, we create a community, a 
communion in sound. It is a paradigm of union with the Creator.6 

Michael Joncas7 and Don Hustad8 have pointed out the value of music both inside 
and outside worship, as koinonia, community, one of the New Testament marks 

3 A Collection of Spiritual Songs and Hymns Selected from Various Authors by The Rev. Richard 
Allen. . . .. (Philadelphia, 180l; reprinted with introduction by J. Roland Braithwaite, Nashville: 
A.M.E.C. Sunday Schoo] Union, ] 987). 

4 Eileen Southern, "Hymnals of the Black Church," from The Black Christian Worship 
Experience: A Consultation. published in 1986 and found in Readings in African American Church 
Music and Worship. compiled and edited by James Abbington (Chicago: GIA Publications, 2001), 
] 37-140, lists three Charles Wesley hymns; others claim more or less. This author has not been able 
to verify other than the text listed. 

5 Including Augustine Smith's Lyric Religion: The Romance ofImmortal Hymns (New York: The 
Century Co., ] 93 1), a study of hymns, which lamented the tendency of congregations to "listen in" 
rather than participate in the singing. Connection with the Temple and synagogue pointed out by 
Carlton R. Young, e-mail.1I2612007. The classic study on this subject is Eric Werner's The Sacred 
Bridge (New York: Columbia University Press, 1959; reprint New York: DaCapo Press, 1970). See 
also supplemental volume 2, The Sacred Bridge: The Interdependence of Liturgy and Music in 
Synagogue and Church in the First Millennium. 1984. 

6 Melodious Accord: Good Singing in Church (Chicago: Liturgical Training Publications, 1991), 
34-35, 115. 

7 "Music as Worship" in The New Westminster Dictionary of Liturgy & Worship. edited by Paul 
Bradshaw, (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2002), 328. 

8 Jubilate II: Church Music in Worship and Renewal (Carol Stream, Ill.: Hope Publishing Co., 
1993),23. 
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of the church. This identity-creating function of communal singing is reinforced 
by denominational hymnals, as they seek to present Christian beliefs theologi
cally focused by denominational perspectives.9 

An Episcopal priest, Tom Ehrich, pondering why anyone would sing in church 
since we sing rarely elsewhere in daily life, gives a description that might well 
have described a Methodist class meeting: 

In a sense, it is a wonder we sing at all ... we don't like the sound of our own 
voices, we are trapped in cycles of sin and despair that leave us wanting only to 
hide. To stand in church and sing such words as lost or joy takes more courage than 
many can muster. And yet some congregations do sing. . .. What makes the dif
ference, I think, is that they are the broken. They know their need of God.... 
They know failure, they know unfairness, they know pain, they know grief. They 
simply must sing to the God of all hope. lO 

Thomas Troeger speaks of this in terms of salvation and worship: 

Singing can manifest salvation-congregational singing is a witness to our belief 
that worship is based not on the adequacy of our efforts, but on the saving, gracious 
character of the One we praise. II 

Musicam sac ram, 1967, by the Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship of 
the Roman Catholic Church, named five functions for Christian worship music, 
of which the second reads: Music has potential to unify the assembly of wor
shipers.12 Ed Foley takes this a step further to suggest that this unity correlates 
with the understanding of a God who seeks engagement with humans. 13 

"Happy the souls to Jesus joined" was published in Hymns on the Lord's 
Supper (1745). Saved by grace and following the statutes of Jesus, we find joy 
in connection with Jesus, and thus God, and with the church on earth and in 
heaven, especially at the communion table. 

EXAMPLE 2 

Happy the souls to Jesus join'd, 

And sav'd by grace alone, 


Walking in all thy ways we find 

Our heaven on earth begun. 

9Two interesting examples of this within the Wesleyan connection are Richard Allen's afore
mentioned hymnal, published in 1801, years before the inaugural General Conference of the denom
ination in 1816, and The Methodist Hymnal (1935) ajoint publication of the three Methodist branches 
which would merge in 1939: The Methodist Episcopal Church; The Methodist Episcopal Church, 

and The Methodist Protestant Church. 
Ehrich, "Singing in church requires admission of our inadequacies" in The Columbus 

Dispatch, March 10, 2000, 2C. 
II Thomas H Troeger, Preaching and Worship (St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2003), 67-68. 
12 Quoted in Joncas, 329. 
13 Quoted in Joncas, 327; cf. Edward Foley, "Toward a Sound Theology" in Ritual Music: Studies 

in Liturgical Musicology (Beltsville, Md.: The Pastoral Press, 1995), 117. 

http:shipers.12
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The church triumphant in thy love 
Their mighty joys we know, 

They sing the Lamb in hymns above, 
And we in hymns below. 

Thee in thy glorious realm they praise, 
And bow before thy throne, 

We in the kingdom of thy grace, 
The kingdoms are but one. 

The holy to the holiest leads, 
From hence our spirits rise, 

And he that in thy statutes treads 
Shall meet thee in the skies. 14 

ST. ANNE 
attr., William Croft, 1708 
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Hap - py the souls to Je - sus join'd, And sav'd by grace a - lone, 

Music of the Heart 

My use of the phrase "music of the heart" comes from the book with this title15 

by Carlton R. Young, editor of hymnals for The Methodist Church (1966) and 
The United Methodist Church (1989). "Lyrical theology" is a similar concept put 
forth about the Wesleys by S T Kimbrough, Jr., in articles in the Journal of 
Theology in 1984 and Theology Today in 2006. 16 It has also been used to describe 
the work of Luther and Calvin in fostering lyrical theology in their distinct ways 
and repertoires. 

Young traces the importance of heart in Scripture then continues: "The eigh
teenth-century Wesleyan revival is a distinctive heart movement with a unique 
theology-a heart repentant, assured, and forgiven; a heart overflowing in joyous 
response; a heart of love, and a heart of perfect intention."17 John's Aldersgate 
experience was a change of heart, rather than of life: "the change which God 
works in the heart," "I felt my heart strangely warmed," "what I now first felt in 
my heart."18 Thus, I suggest that "music of the heart" not only resides in the heart 
and shapes its work, it is music that transforms, a sonic space where God resides. 

14 Hymns on the Lord's Supper (Bristol: Farley, 1745) #96,83-84. 
15 Music of the Heart: John and Charles Wesley on Music and Musicians: An Anthology (Carol 

Stream, III.: Hope Publishing Co., 1995). 
16"Lyrical Theology" Journal of Theology (1984):18-43, and "Lyrical Theology: Theology in 

Hymns," Theology Today, 63 (2006):22-37. 
17 Young, Music of the Heart. 12. 
I~ Young, Music of the Heart, 52-53, quoting John Wesley's Journal. May 24-25, 1738, para. 14, 

15, 17, in The Works (~fJohn Wesley (Nashville: Abingdon, 1988), 18:249-50. 

http:skies.14
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Young describes the uniqueness of "music of the heart" in the work of 
Anglican priests and Methodist preachers John and Charles Wesley. 

Charles and John Wesley discovered that the most effective means to create the 
personal and corporate memory of a heart and life filled with self-emptying love is 
in music of the heart-uniting text and music in a symphony of aesthetic emotion, 
musical/poetical art, and intellect with Christ's self-giving love at the center. The 
Wesleys committed their lives to shaping the musical and textual memory of God's 
people ... [so that] the faith community could remember who it is and what it is 
to do. Charles became the lyricist, and John became the astute collector and pub
lisher of tunes. 19 

John's famous "Directions for Singing," 1761, explain the concept of lyrical 
theology, particularly in his final direction: 

Above all sing spiritually. Have an eye to God in every word you sing. Aim at 
pleasing [God] more than yourself, or any other creature .... attend strictly to the 
sense of what you sing, and see that your heart is not carried away with the sound, 
but offered to God continually 

Young's Music o/the Heart is the first attempt to study Charles's Journal from 
the exclusive standpoint of music and hymnody.2o There are almost daily men
tions of singing, such as these excerpts: 

Towards ten, my brother [John] was brought in triumph by a troop of our friends, 
and declared 'I believe' [following his "heart-warming experience"21]. We sang a 
hymn with great joy ... 

We prayed and sang alternately, till faith came, God blew with his wind, and the 
waters flowed. 22 

The shout of the King was among US.23 

In his 2006 article "Lyrical Theology: Theology in Hymns," S T Kimbrough, 
Jr., reminds us that Charles's writing grew out of spiritual disciplines: Scripture 
reading, prayer, participation in the Eucharist, fasting, and regular service to, 
with, and among the poor.24 

Singing strong theological texts, joined with "music of the heart" in commu
nity, creates and expresses lyrical theology. Again, Young, 

Lyrical theology, hymn singing, is dependent upon the informed, active, and full 
participation of each person in the congregation. In Wesleyan-style congregational 
song, each is informed through study and rehearsal;25 the compelling music 

19 Young, Music of the Heart, xiii. 
20 Young, Music of the Heart, 119, from The Journal of the Rev. Charles Wesley, M.A. In 

Introduction and Occasional Notes by Thomas Jackson (2 volumes, 1849. Reprint: Grand Rapids, 
Mich.: Baker Book House, 1980). 

21 May 24, 1738, quoted in Young, Music of the Heart, 53. 

22 Aug. 27, 1739, quoted in Young, Music ofthe Heart, 130. 

23 Nov. 17, 1740, quoted in Young, Music of the Heart. 135. 

24 Kimbrough, "Lyrical Theology: Theology in Hymns," 27-31. 

25 Young, e-mail, notes rehearsal might include John's preface of lessons on notation, theory, and 


vocal technique, "The Gamut" to Sacred Melody, 1761. 

http:hymnody.2o
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prompts the memory and the imagination, as well as the kinesthetic response, so 
that all move with and within the music; and the tune is so memorable and com
pelling that it invites others to sing. 26 

The Spiritual Practice of Communal Singing in the Wesleyan Tradition 

Craig Dykstra says, "Christian practices ... are patterns of communal action 
that create openings in our lives where the grace, mercy, and presence of God may 
be made known to us ... forms of participation in the practice of God."27 Dykstra 
goes on to say that these practices heal the division between thinking and doing. 

Since the gathering of twelve disciples by Jesus, Christian discipleship has 
included fellowship, study, and prayer together. By the time of the Wesleys, small 
groups were already meeting for Christian fellowship across England, as Wesleyan 
scholar Richard P. Heitzenrater reminds US. 28 Through the gathering of an Oxford 
band of students and his experience of the Singstunde, singing hour, of the Moravian 
bands on the ship to Georgia, John Wesley became convinced of the two-sided 
nature of faithful living-the longing for a personal religion ... and the speedy reali
zation that this could only be preserved through a living Christian fellowship.29 

Heitzenrater talks about how John began to use hymns to foster a "living 
Christian fellowship" in his time in Georgia: 

One attractive, unique feature of the worship services in Georgia was their use 
of hymns, facilitated by the Wesley's' publication of A Collection of Psalms and 
Hymns in 1737 .... These texts, many translated from the German, express the 
heart of a pietism grounded in Scripture and elucidate the themes that are central 
to Wesley's spiritual quest-utter dependency upon grace, the centrality of love, 
and the desire for genuine fire to inflame his cold heart. 30 

(It might be remarked here that Charles's terrible experience on St. Simons' 
Island was in part because ~f the lack of Christian community that he found here.) 

In December 1738 John drew up "Rules of the Band-Societies." The third rule 
was: "To begin ... exactly at the hour, with singing or prayer."31 Intimacy to the 
point of confession was emphasized, including questions to be asked regularly. 

26 Young, Music oj the Heart, 29. 
27 On website http://www.practicingourfaith.org/prccwhacare_practices.html ..The Practices: 

What Are Christian Practices" part of the Valparaiso Project on the Education and Formation of 
People of Faith; accessed 2/1/2010. 

28 Richard P. Heitzenrater, Wesley and the People Called Methodists (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 
1995), 17-32. See also W. O. B. Allen and E. McClure, Two Hundred Years: The History oj The 
Society For Promoting Christian Knowledge 1698-1898 (London: SPCK, 1898),87-93; see the 16
page appendix to Samuel Wesley, The Pious Communicant Rightly Prepar'd, in A History of the 
Methodist Church in Great Britain, vol. I, Rupert Davies and Gordon Rupp (London: Epworth Press, 
1965); both mentioned in Heitzenrater, footnote #5, page 216. It might be noted that one of these 
groups, the Epworth Society, began with a nucleus of choristers. 

29 Davies and Rupp, 214. 
30 Heitzenrater, 69. 
31 Found in David Lowes Watson, The Early Methodist Class Meeting (Nashville: Discipleship 

Resources, 1995), Appendix E, 200. 

http://www.practicingourfaith.org/prccwhacare_practices.html
http:fellowship.29
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David Lowes Watson, in his important work on Methodist class meetings 
includes a variety of descriptions ofthe meetings themselves and the singing. My 
favorite, published in 1817, is "A Description of Class Meetings in an Epistle 
from A Young Lady of the Methodist Connexion, to a Female Acquaintance," of 
which the second stanza reads: 

At length sedate, our Leader takes his stand, 

With pious Wesley's hymn-book in his hand; 

Of an appropriate hymn he thence makes choice, 

Inviting all to join with heart and voice 

In praising God, for his abundant grace 

So richly show'r'd upon the human race.32 


In the hymn, "Jesu, united by thy grace," note the activity of grace, the first 
thing in this text, uniting us with Jesus and each other. J. Ernest Rattenbury sug
gests that the second stanza of this 1742 cento is a vivid description of Wesleyan 
class-meetings:33 

EXAMPLE 3 

Jesu, united by thy grace, 
And each to each endear'd, 

With confidence we seek thy face, 
And know our prayer is heard. 34 

CHRISTMAS 
Harmonia Sacra, 1812; arr. from O. F. Handel, 1728 

~ 
Je - SU, u nit- ed by thy grace, And each to each en - dear'd, 

EXAMPLE 4 

Help us to help each other, Lord, 
Each other's cross to bear, 

Let each his friendly aid afford, 
And feel his brother's35 care.36 

32 Watson, 231-232; section concludes: "And those whose voices are not tun'd to sing I May yet 
a tributary offering bring I For, inwardly retir'd, the pious mind I Sweet seasons of refreshment oft 
will find." See also Paul Chilcote'S article, "Charles Wesley and Christian Practices," Proceedings of 
The Charles Wesley Society 12 (2008): 35-47, which discusses hymn singing as Christian practice 
particularly around Wesley and women's lives. 

331. Ernest Rattenbury, The Evangelical Doctrines of Charles Wesleys Hymns (London: The 
Epworth Press, 1941),328. 

34 Hymns and Sacred Poems (Bristol: Farley, 1742). "A Prayer for Persons joined in Fellowship," 
Part IV, stanza 1, 86; henceforth cited as HSP (1742) followed by poem citation and page number. 

35 Using the original texts prevents one from making the text more inclusive, to fit current times. 
36 HSP (1742), "A Prayer for Persons joined in Fellowship," Part I, stanza 3, 83. 
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PETERBORO (LAVINGTON) 
The Musical Instructor, 1803 

I'#i j Ir r r r Ir J I 0 

Help us to help each oth er, Lord, 

,) # ~ ~ n I I 
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Each oth - er's cross to bear. 


In this hymn, which sometimes begins with its original first stanza, "Try us, 0 
God, and search the ground," Jesus' love is described as a lodestone or magnet, 
drawing us to God and each other. In the fourth stanza are the quintessential 
Wesleyan lines of simultaneous love toward God and neighbor: 

EXAMPLE 5 

Touch'd by the loadstone of thy love, 
Let all our hearts agree, 

And ever towards each other move, 
And ever move towards thee.37 

ST. AGNES 
John B. Dykes, 1866 

1&# i r r r IJ r IF J Ij.
tJ I I I I 


Touch'd by the load stone of thy love, 


1&# J J J Ir J IJ 
Let all our hearts a - gree, 

As Young states: "Jethodist class meetings used the singing, recitation, and 
study of hymns to form a member's faith and prayer, and through tonal memory 
between preaching services to inform, recall, and sustain their faith in the saving 
power of God in Christ."38 Young notes that evening services, Sunday School 
singing, and Wednesday prayer meetings also supplied these qualities of repeti
tion and faith formation, with hymns bridging these events.39 

37 Ibid., "A Prayer for Persons joined in Fellowship," Part IV, stanza 4, 86. 
38 Young, Music of the Heart, 31. Cf. Kenneth Cracknell and Susan J. White, An Introduction to 

World Methodism (Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 147. 
39 Young, e-mail. The events Young mentions are those regular weekly formational times at 

which singing played an important role. Camp-meetings, revivals, Methodist quarterly meetings, and 
shape-note sings provided additional times of singing which awakened and sustained faith, although 

http:events.39
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To continue these ideas in the vein of Wesleyan perfection or holiness, con
sider Alice Parker's idea of peifection in music-making: "Perfection itself is 
keeping-going, the continual inviting into the game, of new players, and of valu
ing all the varied viewpoints .... to keep the melody alive, the song singing, and 
the energy refreshing to everyone within hearing."40 

To return to the Wesleys, John described the means of grace as "outward 
signs, words, or actions, ordained of God and appointed for this end, to be the 
ordinary channels whereby God might convey to us preventing, justifying, and 
sanctifying grace."41 Hymn singing, as a communal spiritual practice in 
Methodist societies and bands and classes, became a means of grace. 

The Core Repertoire of Charles Wesley's Hymns for Community 

The 1780 A Collection of Hymns for the Use of the People Called 
Methodists42 contains sixty-two hymns in the section on "The Society" (Meeting, 
Giving Thanks, Praying, Parting), all written by Charles in the 1740s. Of these 
sixty-two hymns for "The Society," there are fifteen43 that continually appear 
throughout Methodist hymnbooks in the United States, most into the twentieth 
century. These appear not only in the hymnbooks of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, and the Methodist Protestant 
Church, but consistently in the early hymnbooks of the African Methodist 
Episcopal Zion Church (AME Zion), the African Methodist Episcopal Church 
(AME), and the Christian (Colored) Methodist Episcopal Church (CME).44 
Throughout the nineteenth century all these hymnbooks contain almost all of the 
fifteen. After the turn of the century, consistently they drop about half of these 
fifteen hymn texts from their books. 

those often intense experiences were different than the intimate times of regular class meetings and 
services whose repetition lends itself to communal spiritual practice. Yet those intense experiences 
provided touchstones for believers, as Jean Miller Schmidt notes about a revival experience: "An 
account in the spiritual journal of the Reverend Samuel Huber, a United Brethren minister, describes 
a religious revival among the United Brethren in 1815 in which 'old women and young girls, when 
their souls were blest and made happy, would break forth into singing-shouting-praising-exhort
ing-prophesying-and talking about the Saviour in public congregations, to the utter consternation of 
the old dry Pharisees. '" Grace Sufficient: A History of Women in American Methodism 1760-1939 
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1999),65. 

<W Alice Parker, The Anatomy ofMelody, (Chicago: GIA Publications, 2006), 126. 
41 John Wesley, sermon, "The Means of Grace," 11.1. 
42 Henceforth cited as 1780 Collection. 
43 Close observers will notice that this study combines the discussion of two texts now generally 

joined as a cento, "Jesu, united by thy grace" and "Try us, 0 God, and search the ground." 
44 Computation of the AME, AME Zion, and CME hymnbooks was based on Jon Michael 

Spencer, Black Hymnody: A Hymnological History of the African-American Church (Knoxville: The 
University of Tennessee Press, 1992), chapters 1-3, and the online reference http://www.hym
nary.org/, accessed 312912010, a collaboration of the Hymn Society of the United States and 
Canada, The Calvin Institute for Christian Worship, Calvin College, and Christian Classics Ethereal 
Library. 

http:nary.org
http://www.hym
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These hymns sti1l ,appear in current denominational hymnals: United 
Methodist, British Methodist, AME, AME Zion,45 Nazarene, Free 
MethodistlWesleyan hymnal, Covenant Hymnal, Voices United (Canada), 
Hymnal: A Worship Book (Anabaptist), and With One Voice from Australia and 
New Zealand. All but one46 appeared in the 1780 Collection. In one sense they 
are the inner circle of Charles's hymns for community that have survived over 
250 years and are still sung. We will look briefly at the remainder of these 
hymns-three have been mentioned already. 

"All praise to our redeeming Lord" (1747) witnesses to the unspeakable 
of harmonious Christian fellowship, with Jesus drawing us to a common center. 
Stanza three reads: 

EXAMPLE 6 

He bids us build each other up, 
And gather'd into one; 

To our high calling's glorious hope 
We hand in hand go on.47 

ARMENIA 
Sylvanus B. Pond, 1836 

I&~'VI J IU J IF r IfQ r 
He bids us build each oth er 

up, And gath er'd in to one; 

"And let our bodies part" (1749) speaks not only of the parting at death as 
many other Wesleyan hymns on community did, but also of the parting at the end 
of each time of the society, class or band. 

EXAMPLE 7 

And let our bodies part, 
To different climes repair, 

Inseparably join'd in heart 
The friends ofJesus are:48 

45 The CME' s adoption of the New National Baptist Hymnal in 1987 meant that their Wesleyan 
heritage for the most part is not included in this their most recent hymnal; see Spencer. 46-58, 

46 "AU praise to our redeeming Lord," 
47 Hymns for those that seek and those that have Redemption in the Blood (~l Jesus Christ 

(London: Strahan, 1747), "At the Meeting of Friends," #32, stanza Ib, 43; henceforth cited as 
Redemption Hymns (1747). 

48 HSP (749), t :317, "At Parting," 43, Part I, stanza lao 
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BOYLSTON 
Lowell Mason, 1832 

14 I J 11: J J J IJ riD J j IJ 

And let our bod - ies part, To dif - ferent climes re - pair, 

Writing in 1911, Charles Nutter and Wilbur Tillett, tell of the frequent use of 
"Blest be the dear, uniting love" (1742) at Annual Conferences before the "read
ing out" of the appointments of itinerant preachers for the coming year.49 Notice 
the parallels with Romans 8 in stanza seven, printed here with the first stanza. 
This text was 
PETERBOROUGH. 

sung with the tune PETERBORO, occasionally spelled 

EXAMPLE 8 

Blest be the dear, uniting love 
That will not let us part: 

Our bodies may far off remove, 
We still are join'd in heart. 

Partakers of the Saviour's grace, 
The same in mind and heart, 

Nor joy, nor grief, nor time, nor place, 
Nor life, nor death can part:50 

PETERBORO (LAVINGTON) 
The Musical Instructor, 1803 

Blest be the dear, u nit ing 

love That will not let us part: 

In "Christ, from whom all blessings ftow"51 (1740) Charles pleads for more of 
what Christ offers to those who are his "saints" and "mystic body," asking Christ 
to actuate us, that is, "set us in motion," empowering us to do his will. 52 

49Wilbur F. Tillett and Charles S. Nutter, The Hymns and Hymn Writers of the Church: An 
Annotated Edition ofthe Methodist Hymnal (Nashville: Smith & Lamar, New York: Eaton & Mains, 
1911), 124. 

50 HSP (1742), "At Parting," 159-160. 
51 Taking his opening line from the familiar doxology by Thomas Ken, "Praise God, from whom 

all blessings flow," 1674. 
52 Webster sNinth New Collegiate Dictionary, 1990, s. v. actuate and move. 
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EXAMPLE 9 


Christ, from whom all blessings flow, 

Perfecting the saints below, 

Hear us, who thy nature share, 

Who thy mystic body are: 


Join us, in one spirit join, 

Let us still receive of thine, 

Still for more on thee we call, 

Thee, who fillest all in all.53 


CANTERBURY 
adapt. from Orlando Gibbons, 1623 

Christ, from whom all bless - ings flow, 

Per feet ing the saints be low, 

"Come, and let us sweetly join" (1740) was written for the many Love Feasts, 
times of testimony, which became a spiritual alternative to drunken parties and 
brawls. Notice in the third stanza the difference from Holy Communion in that 
this hymn invites Christ to our feast, whereas in communion Christ is the host. 
This hymn still appears, in part, in The United Methodist Hymnal (1989) #699, 
with the tune CANTERBURY. 

EXAMPLE 10 


Come, and let us sweetly 

Christ to praise in hymns divine; 

Give we all with one accord 

Glory to our common Lord: 


Hands, and hearts, and voices raise, 

Sing as in the antient days, 

Antedate the joys above, 

Celebrate the feast of love. 


Jesu, dear, expected guest, 

Thou art bidden to the feast; 

For thyself our hearts prepare, 

Come, and sit, and banquet there. 


53 Hymns and Sacred Poems (London: Strahan, 1740), "The Communion of Saints," Part IV, 
stanza 1, 194; henceforth cited as HSP (1740) followed by poem citation and page number. 
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Sanctify us, Lord, and bless, 
Breathe thy Spirit, give thy peace, 
Thou thyself within us move; 
Make our feast a feast of love.54 

CANTERBURY 
adapt. from Orlando Gibbons, 1623 

14-#1 J J J r 1J J j 1J r r r 1r r J 1 
Come, and let us sweet-Iy join Christ to praise in hymns di - vine; 

"God of love, that hear'st the prayer" (1747) focuses the community on 
Christ, as opposed to the world. Subsequent stanzas ask God to save us from the 
temptation of prosperity, from seeking fame in the world, and to keep us humble 
and unknown. 

EXAMPLE 11 

God of love, that hear'st the prayer, 

Kindly for thy people care, 

Who on thee alone depend, 

Save us, save us to the end!55 


MERCY 
arr. from Louis M. Gottschalk, 1854 

God of love. that hear'st the prayer, 

14~" r r 1Fa r 1r r ; 1r" 
Kind - Iy for thy peo - pIe care, 

"Jesu, great Shepherd of the sheep" (1749) tells also of the evils that lurk out
side the fold of Jesu the Shepherd and the need for the flock to remain united. 
Stanzas 1,4 and 6 give a taste of this text. 

EXAMPLE 12 

Jesu, great Shepherd of the sheep, 
To thee for help we fly; 

Thy little flock in safety keep, 
For O! The wolf is nigh. 

54 HSP (1740), "The Love Feast," Part I, stanza 1 (eight lines), 181; Part II, Ib, 2b, 182. 
55 Redemption Hymns (1747), #15, "To: 'Jesus, dear departed Lord,'" stanza la, 19. 
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We laugh to scorn his cruel power, 
While at our Shepherd's side; 

The sheep he never can devour, 
Unless he first divide. 

Together let us sweetly live, 
Together let us die, 

And each a starry crown recei ve, 
And reign above the sky.56 

PETERBORO (LAVINGTON) 
The Musical Instructor, 1803 

1&-1 j 1r r r r 1r j 
Je SU, great Shep - herd of the 
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sheep, To thee for help we fly; 

"Jesus, Lord, we look to thee" (1749) was originally subtitled "For a Family" 
as echoed in the final stanza when angels fly us to "to the family above." In this 
text everyday life is considered-the jarring nature of our strife, stumbling
blocks, anger and pride, and the desire to replace these with religious affections 
or tempers. Here we ask Jesus to enable us to be a witness to "how true believ
ers live and die," in stanzas 4 and 6: 

EXAMPLE 13 


Let us each for other care, 

Each his brother's burthen bear, 

To thy church the pattern give, 

Shew how true believers live. 


Let us then with joy remove 

To thy family above, 

On the wings of angels fly, 

Shew how true believers die. 57 


NUREMBERG 
adapt. from Johann R. Ahle, 1664 

1&###1 r J r r 1r J r 1J J J J 1r EJ J 1 
Let us each for oth - er care. Each his broth - er's bur - then bear. 

56 HSP (1749) 1 :230. #137. 
57 HSP (1749) 1 :248. #147. 
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"Jesus, we look to thee" (1749) appears in several hymnals in the 
opening/gathering/praise section. The first two stanzas explain: 

EXAMPLE 14 

Jesus, we look to thee, 

Thy promis'd presence claim, 


Thou in the midst of us shalt be 
Assembled in thy name: 
Thy name salvation is, 
(Which now we come to prove) 

Thy name is life, and joy, and peace, 
And everlasting love.58 

ST. THOMAS 
Aaron Williams, 1770 

Je sus, we look to thee, Thy prom is'd pres- ence claim, 

"Lift up your hearts" (1749) encourages the Christian community to live by 
hope and love. The fourth and fifth stanzas read: 

EXAMPLE 15 

Who for his sake count all things loss, 
On earthly good look down, 

And joyfully sustain the cross, 
'Till we receive the crown. 

Then let us stir each other up, 
Our faith by works t'approve, 

By holy purifying hope, 
And the sweet task of love.59 

HUMMEL 
Heinrich C. Zeuner, 1838 

Who for his sake count all things 

loss, On earth - ly good look down, 

58 HSP (1749), 2:322-323, #237. 
59 HSP (1749),2:332, #245. 
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The Wesleys thought very highly of frequent communion, and "Saviour of all, 
to thee we bow" (1742) makes reference to the presence of Christ found there, 
particularly in the fifth and sixth stanzas: 

EXAMPLE 16 

o let us on thy fulness feed, 
And eat thy flesh, and drink thy blood, 

Jesu, thy blood is drink indeed, 
Jesu, thy flesh is angels' food. 

The heavenly manna faith imparts, 
Faith makes thy fulness all our own, 

We fee~ upon thee in our hearts, 
Andlfind that heaven and thou art one.60 

LINWOOD 
adapt. from Gioachino Rossini 

I&~I J J J I;J r I~ i 3 IJ 
o let us on thy ful ness feed, 

I&~J J J 169 D l@ijB Ir' 
And eat thy flesh, and drink thy blood, 

What can we say about these hymns as a whole? 
1. They are uniquely WesleyanlMethodist. Looking for them in current 

mainline denominational hymnals of North America is disappointing-of the 
hymnals mentioned at the beginning of this section only two are not directly part 
of the WesleyanlMethodist family: the Covenant Hymnal (1996, Evangelical 
Covenant Church) with one text, and Hymnal: A Worship Book (Anabaptist, 
1992) with two. This is very much in contrast to the variety of both Protestant 
and Roman Catholic hymnals that include Charles's festival hymns, such as 
"Hark! The herald angels sing" and "Christ the Lord is risen today." 

2. They are all written during the 1740s. In the] 740s several major events 
occurred in Charles's life:61 the first conference of Methodist preachers, perse
cution of the Methodists,62 the death of his mother, and his courtship and mar
riage to Sarah Gwynn. Charles was undergoing an incredibly exciting and cre
ative time, fueled by his experiences of God and Christian community. In the 
face of persecution, it was particularly important for the Methodist movement to 

60 HSP (742), "Unto the angel of the church of the Laodiceans," Part III, 300. 

61 Born in 1707, experiencing "conversion" in 1738. 

62 My thanks to the 2009 Charles Wesley Society meeting for pointing out this important factor. 
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draw together and strengthen their sense of community. These hymns reflect the 
energy, enthusiasm, and prayers of Charles during this time. 

3. The texts are consistently focused around the Second Person of the Trinity, 
named as Jesus/Jesu twenty-five times, as well as other adjectives and nouns. 
God appears eleven times, Lord eleven times, Head four times, and Spirit seven 
times. 

4. The texts are written in the present tense, most often with the imperative of 
prayer language. Reference to the past occurs minimally about God's promises 
already kept, and there are only a few references to the future. 

5. Scriptural references are frequent, spanning Genesis to Revelation. These 
texts demonstrate Charles's inclusion of the breadth of Scripture, which will be 
seen later in Short Hymns on Select Passages of the Holy Scriptures (1762), 
where he composed hymns and poems on every book of the Bible.63 

6. As one looks at the poetic nature of the texts, their meters are all familiar, 
as are their use of rhyme and accent. 64 Poetic devices abound-primarily 
anaphora (the repetition of words at the beginning oflines or phrases), metaphor 
(most often, the body of Christ), alliterations, catalogue, and parallelism.65 The 
diction consists primarily of short Anglo-Saxon words which, with the familiar 
meter and simple rhyme schemes, give the texts energy. and makes them acces
sible to the singer.66 

7. Rhetorically the texts are addressed either to Jesus or to the gathered com
munity. These are not "1" hymns, but "we" hymns. Those that pray, ask for the 
loving mind of Jesus that we might live in harmony, for the guidance of God that 
we might witness to living and dying to God, and for more of the good gifts of 
community. Those that are more narrative (remember, in the present tense), give 
thanks for the love that binds us inseparably to our Savior and each other, affirm 
that God who has "brought us through" will do so again, and describe the joys of 
Christian fellowship.67 

8. These texts are very clear about who Jesus Christ is within the Triune God: 
peljecter, Head, giver ofall blessings and diverse gifts, lodestone, guide, grace, 
truth, dear and uniting love, companion, our all in all. 

63 My thanks to Carlton R. Young for noting this in an e-mail. 
64 Seven are in Common Meter (86.86, including doubled), four in 77.77 and three in Short Meter 

(66.86, including doubled). The Short Meter and Common Meter hymns are in ABAB rhyme scheme 
and iambic feet; the 77.77 in AABB and trochaic feet. The rhymes are clear, with a few "eye" rhymes 
(e.g., love/remove) and a few consonant or half-rhymes (e.g., bestowed/God, endearedlheard). 

65 See Representative Verse ofCharles Wesley, selected and edited with an Introduction by Frank 
Baker (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1962), xxv-xxxv, for a full discussion of Charles Wesley's poetic 
devices. 

66 The three-plus-syllable words used are inherently related to the themes, including, together,fel
lowship, harmony, uniting, crucified, salvation, assembled, perfecting. 

67 It is interesting to note that all of these texts end with our absorption into Christ/God, often in 
death-round the throne, not separated even by death, gaining Jesus and the crown, true believers 
dying, possessing the mind of Christ and Christian perfection, and finding Christ as our all in all. 

http:fellowship.67
http:singer.66
http:parallelism.65
http:Bible.63
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The texts are also clear about the human condition: having the nature of 
Christ, yet we struggle with troubles, conflicts, fights, fears, burdens, anger, 
pride, death, sin. 

Yet the words on the human condition often appear only once. What balances 
what we hear about Jesus in the texts, are the words on what human community 
(the society, class or church) can be and is: restored, building up, gathered into 
one, hand in hand, delight, love, think and speak the same, cordially agree, har
mony, sweet fellowship, one in heart, happy. 

Community Today and Singing 

In our day studies abound about the loss of community-loss of a sense of 
neighborhood, individuals bowling alone, sitting in isolation and surfing the 
Internet, cocooning in front of TiVO. Yet we also live in a time of deep spiritual 
hunger for connection. People of faith and twelve-step groups know that that 
connection can only be found in God and through each other. Christians have the 
great awareness of God Incarnate, who knows our experience, models a way to 
live in community, and calls us to that experience. T. S. Eliot said it well in "The 
Rock": "There is no life that is not lived in community / And no community not 
lived in praise of God."68 

Singing is the clearest way we have of involving body, mind, and heart in 
praise, that is, lyrical religion. In one sense singing together seems illogical, as 
we sing together almost nowhere else and we are tentative to participate in this 
spiritual practice, and yet it meets the criteria of many hungering for a mystical 
experience-to be present in the moment at the same time one is connected with 
God and with others throughout time and place. Here are two caveats in under
taking this spiritual practice: 

1. Concentrate on voices alone. This is not about "sounding great" but 
"sounding like us." Instruments do not breathe as human beings do. 

2. Your song leader needs to be someone who understands what it means to 
animate or enliven group singing; not someone who has an operatic voice, but 
someone who will listen to the group and draw forth its own song. 

Charles has given us texts for meeting/gathering, for praying, witnessing and 
encouraging others, and partinglleaving. Here is liturgical movement as well of 
gathering, prayer and praise, and parting, all in the name of Jesus, taking inten
tionally community that is church at its best. 

Some Recommendations 

1. From John Wesley's "Directions for Singing": See that you join with the 
congregation as frequently as you can. Let no weakness or weariness hinder you. 

6!!T. S. Eliot, The Complete Poems and Plays, 1909-1950 (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 
1952, 1958), 101. 
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If it is a cross to you, take it up, and you will find it a blessing. And above, all 
sing spiritually.69 

2. Examine your congregation's repertoire to see what other texts you are 
using that call that congregation to be the best they can be in "life together." 
Shape your churches and small groups by speaking and singing these hymns. 
Consider using single stanzas around gathering, praying or parting on a regular 
basis. 

3. Use hymns as the basis for Sunday school and choir repertoires to draw on 
the strength of the tradition and link children to worship and the future with music 
of the heart. 

4. Take up singing together as a spiritual practice-in spite of human bro
kenness, in spite of what uncaring music teachers or choir directors may have told 
us as children-and rediscover the joy of creating sound together, that we might 
experience the transcendent moments that will carry us through the mundane. 

5. Explore new musical settings of these texts, including those by Mark 
Miller, Carlton R. Young, Swee Hong Lim, Patrick Matsikenyiri, Ludmila 
Garbuzova, Mary K. Jackson, Ivor Jones, Jane Marshall, Per Harling, Pablo Sosa, 
et al.70 

May we continue to invite others into "music of the heart," that unites text and 
music with emotion, art, and intellect con-centered around Christ's self-giving 
love, in ways that we can remember whose we are and what we are to dO.71 

69 John Wesley's "Directions for singing," III and VII. from Select Hymns with Tunes Annext 
(London, 1761). 

70 S T Kimbrough, Jr.• "To Serve the Present Age: New Charles Wesley Hymn Settings from 
around the World" in The Hymn 60:3 (2009):26-37. This article includes a thorough citation of every 
new setting of a Wesley hymn in the Global Praise Program of General Board of Global Ministries of 
The United Methodist Church. 

71 Cf. Young, Music of the Heart, xiii. 

http:spiritually.69
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Appendix: 

Tunes and locations for texts noted, 

and references to examples above 


1. And are we yet alive 	 BOYLSTON 

2. Haoov the souls to Jesus 	 ST. ANNE 

3. 	Jesu. united by thy grace CHRISTMAs! 
LUNENBURG 

4. Help us to help each other, 	 PETERBORO 
Lord, 
from Jesu, united by thy 
grace 

5. 	Touch'd by the loadstone of ST. AGNES 

thy love, 

from Jesu, united by thy 

grace 


6. 	 He bids us build each other ARMENIA 

up, 

from All praise to our 

redeeming Lord 


7. And let our bodies part 	 BOYLSTON 

8. 	 Blest be the dear uniting PETERBORO 
love 

9. 	 Christ, from whom all CANTERBURY 
blessings flow 

10. 	Come, and let us sweetly CANTERBURY 
join 

11. 	 God oflove, that hear'st the MERCY 
prayer 

12. 	 Jesu, great Shepherd of the PETERBORO 
sheep 

13. 	Let us each for other care, NUREMBERG 
from Jesus, Lord, we look 
to thee 

14. 	 Jesus, we look to thee ST. THOMAS 
15. 	 Who for his sake, HUMMEL 

from Lift up your hearts 

16. 	 0 let us on thy fu1ness feed, LINWOOD 
from Savior of all, to thee 
we bow 

Methodist Hymn and Tune Book, 1894, 
Canada 
Hymnal ofthe Methodist Episcopal 
Church with Tunes, 1878 
Hymns and Psalms (1983), British 
Methodist 
The Methodist Protestant Church 
Hymnal, 1901 

The United Methodist Hymnal, 1989; 
The Methodist Hymnal, 1966 

The United Methodist Hymnal, 1989; 
The Methodist Hymnal, 1966; The 
Methodist Hymnal, 1935; The 
Methodist Hymnal, 1905; Hymnal of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church with 
Tunes, 1878 
AMEC Bicentennial Hymnal, 1984; The 
Methodist Hymnal, 1935; The United 
Methodist Church Hymnal: Methodist 
Free Church Hymns, 193], U.K. 
A Collection ofHymns for the Use of 
the People Called Methodists, 1780, 
edited, with tunes, 1877, U.K. 
The United Methodist Hymnal, 1989; 
The Methodist Hymnal, 1966 
The United Methodist Hymnal, 1989 

The AME Zion Hymnal, 1996; AMEC 
Bicentennial Hymnal, 1984; The 
Methodist Hymnal, ]905 
Methodist Hymn and Tune Book, 1894, 
Canada 
Hymnal of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church with Tunes, 1878 

The Evangelical Hymnal, 1921 
The Methodist Hymnal, 1905; Hymnal 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church with 
Tunes, 1878 
Hymnal of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church with Tunes, 1878 
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Help Us to Help Each Other: Hymns for Life 
and Ministry with the Poor by Charles Wesley, I Hr;t..PJ.JSTOHELP'ACHQrH~R 

Hy.(rl!~~ ;()! Iii.: .ltnd Mhli,;t ry with dlt;f\1meds. S T Kimbrough, Jr. and Carlton R. Young 
(Madison, NJ: The Charles Wesley Society, 
2010), 48 pages, $7.95, ISBN 978-1-882339
06-8. Order from Cokesbury.com or 800-672
1789. CWS Members may order directly from 
the treasurer of the Society rwilliams@gcah.org. 

This collection of hymns reminds people of 
faith that no one is to be left behind either at the 
Lord's Table or in daily living. They summon 
Christians to use their resources justly by shar
ing with the poor. They emphasize that the poor 
are Christ's best friends and when we serve 
them, we serve Christ. Charles Wesley affirms 
that such service is not optional, rather the 
Christian's duty. 

Among the extensive poetry by Charles 
Wesley left unpublished at his death is a series of 
hymns and poems that address life and ministry 
with and among the poor. Eight of the fifteen 
hymn texts included in this new songbook, Help 
Us to Help Each Other, were first published by 
S T Kimbrough, Jr., and Oliver A. Beckerlegge in volume two of The Unpublished Poetry 
of Charles Wesley, 3 vols. (Nashville: AbingdonlKingswood, 1990). They are combined 
with hymns from other Wesleyan hymn collections of the eighteenth century that have not 
appeared in the standard repertory of Methodism or other denominations. Only three 
hymn texts have appeared previously in some hymnbooks: "Help us to help each other, 
Lord," "Come, sinners, to the gospel feast," and "0 Christ, the gift divine I know." 

While John and Charles Wesley were actively engaged in life and ministry with the 
poor, it is interesting that generally this was not celebrated in the hymns of the Wesleyan 
movement. The texts in this songbook, however, make clear that Charles Wesley elo
quently addressed this theme in his hymn writing. 

Two previous printings of many of these texts with music were published in 1993 (A 
Song for the Poor) and 1997 (Songs for the Poor) for congregational use by the General 
Board of Global Ministries of The United Methodist Church. In those publications, with 
one exception, only tunes composed prior to the twentieth century were used. In the new 
collection, Help Us to Help Each Other, composers from around the world have written 
new musical settings for Wesley's texts that grow out of their own cultural contexts (e.g., 
Pablo Sosa [Argentina], Swee Hong Lim [Singapore], I-to Loh [Taiwan], George Mulrain 
[Trinidad & Tobago], Patrick Matsikenyiri [Zimbabwe], Ludmila Garbuzova [Russia], 
Tomas Bostrom and Per Harling [Sweden], David Pluess [Switzerland]). Hence, the global 
message of life and ministry with and among the poor is expressed in diverse indigenous 
rhythmic, harmonic, and musical styles appropriate to twenty-first century worship. In this 
collection some texts have been revised and additional Wesley texts added. 

In Help Us to Help Each Other all of the hymn texts are musically scored but also 
appear in block texts that are preceded by biblical passages to which Wesley responded in 
his poetry. This enables pastors and laity to explore in depth both Scripture and Wesley's 
texts to enrich worship, theology, and faith practice. 

Here is a collection that links the historical missional outreach of the Wesley brothers 
to the twenty-first century mission of the church. The lively settings and stimulating texts 
provide a way to awaken the consciousness of the church today to a new and vital ministry 
with and among the poor. 
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